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Foreword: Protecting Ocean Ecosystems —
The Challenge Ahead
Regardless of where we live, all of us depend upon healthy ocean ecosystems: either as
a source of food or revenue, or as a key shaper and regulator of climate and weather.
This dependency and the need to embrace sustainable development led nations of the
world to agree to a series of high-level political commitments for marine conservation
and marine protected areas. The World Summit on Sustainable Development, the 5th
World Parks Congress, the Convention on Biological Diversity and the G8 Group of
Nations have all called for the establishment of a global system of marine protected area
(MPA) networks by the year 2012. In line with this commitment are strategies of marine
conservation organizations and some governments to increase the development, use and
effective management of MPAs as a tool for marine conservation across the oceans.
The challenge, however, is to turn such commitments into practical and effective
reality—part of a broader management approach to our oceans and seas to benefit the
environment and people. It is particularly important at a time when the impacts from
climate change and from ocean acidification are major issues that will shape our future.
The Second Millennium Assessment also tells us that wildlife and habitat losses continue.
Clearly, the need for action to conserve and restore marine ecosystems, and thereby help
sustain livelihoods, has never been greater.
We all have a common responsibility to ensure that future generations enjoy such benefits
of healthy marine ecosystems and abundant marine life; this is, after all, the cornerstone
of what sustainable development means. This publication, which has pooled global
experience on MPAs, is intended to be useful to countries and their various organizations
in helping them build effective networks of MPAs. Not only does it provide a wealth of
real-life examples from around the globe, it outlines the steps necessary to turn political
ambitions into reality.
This guide represents a global first in capturing the emerging experience on building
MPA networks. We are grateful to all those who have worked so hard to bring it to fruition
over the last 5 years. We hope you will find the advice it contains will support improved
protection and management of our marine areas, and ensure that future generations
benefit as we have done from the ocean’s diversity of species, the opportunities it
provides, and its splendor and natural wonders.

Professor Dan Laffoley
Vice Chair
IUCN’s World Commission on
Protected Areas

Dr. Clement Lewsey
Director
National Ocean Service,
International Program Office
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Preface: Purpose and Use of This Guide
This guide helps us to better understand the role of MPAs and MPA networks at local and
regional scales to achieve marine conservation. It utilizes current scientific knowledge,
institutional experience and global case studies to outline the latest information pertaining
to building resilient and functional MPA networks. It also highlights global commitments
for marine conservation and shows how to move from individual MPA sites to an effective
system of national and regional MPA networks.
The design of an MPA network encompasses many considerations, including social,
economic, legal and ecological, which collectively contribute to management decisions
and implementation. Guidance contained in this document provides MPA practitioners,
managers and field staff with techniques for designing effective MPA networks that are
resilient to human and environmental threats.
Five main elements compose this guide for management application:
1. Essential information on the role of MPAs and the value of scaling up to networks.
2. The importance of understanding the social, economic and political context and the
need for broader marine and coastal management frameworks.
3. Emerging best practices for planning and implementing MPA networks.
4. A comprehensive summary of the best available scientific information on 5
ecological guiding principles in relation to MPA network design.
5. Case studies from the field that demonstrate methods used to design and implement
both scientifically rigorous and functional MPA networks.
The core of this guide is 5 biophysical and ecological principles most relevant for decisionmaking by marine managers and practitioners in designing and implementing MPA
networks. These are: (1) include the full range of biodiversity present in the biogeographic
region, (2) ensure that ecologically significant areas are incorporated, (3) maintain longterm protection, (4) ensure ecological linkages, and (5) ensure maximum contributions of
individual MPAs to the network.
While using this guide, it is important to remember that the sub-divisions of the overall
MPA process are artificial. While many issues have been separated out within this
guide, all elements are to be considered parallel actions. Processes such as education,
communication, leadership and political will operate throughout the process of MPA
design, implementation and management. This guide recognizes that MPA networks are
only one aspect of achieving sustainable development. Effectively managed networks
are intertwined with improvements in wider oceans and seas governance, especially for
fisheries, climate change and water quality.
This information is intended for MPA planners, managers and other practitioners. We
also hope it will interest a wider audience, including those concerned with sustainable
development and the future of our coasts, seas and oceans.

x
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Introduction—Why Marine
Protected Areas?
ÒÉÞshdensitieswere6to10timesgreater
thaninareasoutsidethereserveÉÓ
(ROBERTS AND HAWKINS 1997).

ESTABLISHING RESILIENT MARINE PROTECTED AREA NETWORKS—MAKING IT HAPPEN

The Problem
Coastal and marine ecosystems are in decline worldwide. Overfishing, runoff of nutrients
and other land-based pollutants, habitat degradation and the increasing impacts of
climate change are leading to ecosystem collapses in all the major coastal and ocean
regions of the world (Wilkinson 2004; Hughes et al. 2005)
Globally, over half of the stocks (52%) of fisheries are fully exploited and producing
catches that are at or close to their maximum sustainable limits, while more than 25%
are either overexploited, depleted or recovering from depletion. Furthermore, most of the
stocks of the top 10 species (e.g. anchoveta, Alaska Pollock, herring, yellowfin tuna, etc.)
are fully exploited or overexploited and cannot be expected to produce major increases
in catches (FAO 2006). Large predatory fishes are largely absent in many parts of the
ocean due to technological advances that enable fishing and other extractive activities in
once remote ocean areas (Roberts 2007). Yet, despite these ominous signs, the annual
world total demand for fish and fishery products is projected to increase to 183 million
tons by 2015, implying an 18% increase from 2000 to 2015 (FAO 2004).
Increasing human population and demand for resources and development are causing
a rise in the distribution and size of harmful algal blooms and dead zones (marine areas
where oxygen levels are so low that naturally occurring organisms cannot survive)
(Anderson 1997; Verheij and Aitaro 2006; Golbuu et al. 2007; Hinchley et al. 2007). These
demands also contribute to the destruction of coral reefs, with 70% of the world’s coral
reefs threatened or destroyed, 20% of those damaged beyond repair, and within the
Caribbean alone, coral cover has declined by up to 80% on some reefs (Wilkinson 2004).
Like harmful algal blooms and dead zones, coral bleaching events are also increasing in
frequency and severity due to higher sea surface temperatures (SST) related to climate
change.

Ú2!9 "%2+%,-!.3 (4407772%%&"!3%/2'

In addition, rising levels of atmospheric
carbon dioxide are making surface waters
more acidic (Orr et al. 2005). Such changes
diminish the amount of chemical ions
essential for the growth of organisms that
construct calcium carbonate shells or
skeleton (e.g. corals, mussels and calcareous
phytoplankton). Phytoplankton builds the
foundation of marine ecosystem food chains
and their productivity ultimately shapes the
ecosystem composition of the system.

Mass coral bleaching events can cause whole
CORAL COLONY MORTALITY
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A key management strategy to address
many issues affecting marine and
coastal ecosystems and resources is the
implementation of marine protected areas
(MPAs). A marine protected area is a coastal
or offshore marine area that is managed to
protect natural and/or cultural resources

(Agardy and Staub 2006). An international definition of a protected area, including
MPAs, is provided by the World Conservation Union (IUCN) (WCPA 2008):
“A clearly defined geographical space, recognised, dedicated and managed,
through legal or other effective means, to achieve the long-term conservation of
nature with associated ecosystem services and cultural values.”

Purpose and benefits of MPAs
Healthy marine resources require healthy, intact ecosystems. Marine and coastal
ecosystems are highly productive and deliver various goods and services that support
communities and economies, including food security, clean water, recreational
opportunities and other benefits. Effective area-based protection, through MPAs, helps
maintain ecosystem health and productivity, while safeguarding social and economic
development. They also help maintain the full range of genetic variation, essential in
securing viable populations of key species, sustaining evolutionary processes and
ensuring resilience in the face of natural disturbances and human use (Agardy and
Staub 2006).
In response to a growing recognition of the need for conservation efforts, as seen
through the degradation of ocean systems, MPAs are being established worldwide. If
designed correctly and managed well, MPAs have an important role to play in protection
of ecosystems and, in some cases, enhancing or restoring the productive potential of
coastal and marine fisheries. However, it is recognized that MPAs are not the only solution
for coastal and marine problems. For example, when MPAs are used in conjunction
with other management tools, such as integrated coastal management (ICM), marine
spatial planning and broad area fisheries management, they offer the cornerstone of the
strategy for marine conservation. The benefits that MPAs can deliver are also related to
the effectiveness of the management outside of the MPAs (Christie et al. 2002; CicinSain and Belfiore 2005).
When appropriately placed and well-managed, MPAs contribute to:

s Conserving biological diversity and associated ecosystems.
s Protecting critical spawning and nursery habitats.
s Protecting sites with minimal direct human impact to help them recover from
stresses.
s Protecting settlement and growth areas for marine species and spillover benefits
to adjacent areas.
s Focal points for educating the public about marine ecosystems and human
impacts upon them.
s Nature-based recreation and tourism.
s Providing undisturbed control or reference sites that serve as baselines for
scientific research and for designing and evaluating other areas.
s Sharing costs and benefits among local communities, the private sector, regional
and national governments, and other stakeholders.
s Reducing poverty and increasing the quality of life of surrounding communities
(Figure 1).
3
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Example from the field – MPAs and poverty reduction. Across 4 MPA sites
(Navakavu, Fiji; Bunaken, Indonesia; Arnavon Island, Solomon Islands; Apo
Island, Philippines), clear evidence indicates that poverty has been reduced by
several factors:
s

Improved fish catches, spillover effects to adjacent areas.

s

New job opportunities, mostly in tourism and MPA management.

s

Empowerment through stronger local governance and community decision-making.

s

Benefits to women, by helping to empower women economically and in some cases
socially.

s

Benefits to health from greater protein intake from greater fish catches, particularly
in children’s health.

s

Strengthened social cohesion and cultural tradition.

Figure 1 Relative contribution to poverty reduction from the three elements of
poverty !DOPTED FROM ,EISHER ET AL 

MPAs cover a diverse set of tools and spatial, temporal and resource management
frameworks. MPAs exist in multiple forms, with diverse definitions and objectives. The
diverse array of MPA goals (e.g. biodiversity, fishery, social and cultural) and their relative
priority vary throughout the world (Table 1), ranging from village-level communitymanaged areas to multi-million hectare national parks. Additionally, various names
including marine reserve, fishery reserve, closed area, no-take area or zone, sanctuary,
park, wilderness area and locally managed area, among others, are used to describe
an MPA (Lutchman 2005; Marine Protected Areas Center 2008). The definition of the
terms can vary drastically, depending on national, local or international contexts (Agardy
and Staub 2006; White et al. 2006; Christie and White 2007). For example, in Kenya and
Belize, “marine reserves” allow for non-destructive forms of fishing; whereas in Tanzania,
“marine reserves” are no-take areas. For purposes of this document, MPA is used as the
single, generic term to encompass the range of different protection and conservation
strategies, from areas that allow multiple-use activities to areas that restrict all access.
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Table 1 Regional types and forms of MPAs
INCREASING ECOLOGICAL AND BIOLOGICAL PROTECTION
COUNTRY

BIODIVERSITY CONSERVATION
& HABITAT PROTECTION

0HILIPPINES s
s
s
s
s
s

#OMMUNITY BASED -0!
.O TAKE -0!
-0! .ETWORK
.ATIONAL -ARINE 0ARK
7ORLD (ERITAGE 3ITE
2AMSAR SITE

INCREASING MANAGED LAND USE AND SOCIAL PROTECTION

BALANCE OF CONSERVATION
AND MULTIPLE USES

SUSTAINABILITY OF
EXTRACTIVE USES

s )NTEGRATED #OASTAL
-ANAGEMENT
s -ULTI USE -0!

s &ISHERY -ANAGEMENT
2ESERVE
s %COSYSTEM BASED
&ISHERY 2ESERVE
s ,OCALLY -ANAGED
-ARINE !REA

TRADITIONAL AND INDIGENOUS
COMMUNITY PROTECTION

0APUA
New
'UINEA

s -ARINE 0ROTECTED !REA

s )NTEGRATED #OASTAL
Management
s 4REATY BASED -0!
Reserve

s 7ILDLIFE -ANAGEMENT
Area
s &ISHERY -ANAGEMENT
Reserve

s #USTOMARY -ARINE 4ENURE
based MPA
s -ARINE 3ACRED 3ITES

3OLOMON
)SLANDS

s 7ORLD (ERITAGE 3ITE
s -ARINE 0ROTECTED !REA

s )NTEGRATED #OASTAL
-ANAGEMENT
s 4REATY BASED -0!
s ,ARGE -ARINE %COSYSTEM

s 7ILDLIFE -ANAGEMENT
!REA
s &ISHERY -ANAGEMENT
2ESERVE

s #USTOMARY -ARINE
4ENURE BASED -0!
s -ARINE 3ACRED 3ITES

"RAZIL

s .ATIONAL -ARINE 0ARK
s 2AMSAR 3ITE

s )NTEGRATED #OASTAL
-ANAGEMENT
s -ULTI USE -0!

s #USTOMARY -ARINE
4ENURE BASED
-0!

s -ARINE 3ACRED 3ITES
s #ULTURE ECOLOGICAL
)NDIGENOUS 0EOPLES
Territory

!USTRALIA

s -0! .ETWORK
s %COSYSTEM BASED
2ESERVE

s )NTEGRATED #OASTAL
-ANAGEMENT
s 4REATY BASED -0!
s 7ORLD (ERITAGE 3ITE
s "IOSPHERE 2ESERVE

s &ISHERY -ANAGEMENT
2ESERVE

s #ULTURE ECOLOGICAL 2ESERVE
4RADITIONAL NON INDIGENOUS
COMMUNITIES
s #USTOMARY -ARINE 4ENURE
BASED -0!
s )NDIGENOUS -0!
s )NDIGENOUS ,ANDSCAPE
Management MPA
s -ARINE 3ACRED 3ITES

!DOPTED FROM 7ORLD "ANK 

Key Concept
MPAs can offer a spectrum of management strategies ranging from full protection, or
no-entry areas, to multiple-use areas which prohibit limited activities. No-take MPAs are
spatial closures that prohibit all forms of resource extraction, especially fishing. Limitedtake MPAs include those MPAs with mixed harvest or restricted harvest prohibition
areas.
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The broad applicability of MPAs as a tool for protection and management of marine
resources covers a wide spectrum. MPAs range from no-entry areas, where access is
restricted and designed to protect all marine resources, to extensive, multi-use protected
areas that integrate multi-species and fisheries management, incorporating regulatory
mechanisms enabling limited take for certain species. MPA protection levels include notake areas, designated to protect a single species or habitat type. No-take areas prohibit
all forms of extraction, particularly fishing (Dayton et al. 2000; Roberts et al. 2001; Russ
and Alcala 2004). As such, no-take areas are one of the most restrictive types of MPA,
and act as benchmarks for assessing the state of the environment and the success of
management regimes. They also contribute significantly towards recovery and protection
of marine ecosystems (NRC 2000). Multiple-use, or limited take, areas include those
MPAs with mixed harvest, restricted harvest and/or complete harvest prohibition areas,
as well as other zones (e.g. recreation, research, etc).
MPAs involve a series of trade-offs that must be balanced to meet ecosystem protection
goals. For instance, a large MPA may be ecologically optimal but economically or
institutionally impractical. Multiple-use MPA zoning, to include no-take areas, provides
a way to accommodate multiple users, balancing the trade-offs between sustainable use
and conservation objectives for effective management.

#!34),,/

The World Conservation Union classifies MPAs into 6 categories, ranging from highly
protected reserves, intended only for scientific research or wilderness conservation,
to multiple-use areas, created to foster the sustainable use of natural ecosystems and
resources (Table 2).

"IG EYE SNAPPER AGGREGATE IN THE NO TAKE ZONE OF AN -0! IN THE 0HILIPPINES
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Table 2 IUCN protected area management categories1
IUCN CATEGORY

MAIN OBJECTIVE OR PURPOSE

IA

3TRICT .ATURE 2ESERVE

Strictly protected areas to protect biodiversity and possibly
GEOLOGICAL  GEOMORPHOLOGICAL FEATURES (UMAN VISITATION
use and impacts are strictly controlled and limited to ensure
PRESERVATION OF THE CONSERVATION VALUES 4HESE AREAS CAN SERVE
as indispensable reference areas for scientific research and
MONITORING

IB

Wilderness Area

,ARGE OR SLIGHTLY MODIlED AREAS RETAINING THEIR NATURAL CHARACTER
AND INmUENCE WITHOUT PERMANENT OR SIGNIlCANT HUMAN
HABITATION WHICH ARE PROTECTED AND MANAGED SO AS TO PRESERVE
THEIR NATURAL CONDITION

II

.ATIONAL 0ARK

Large natural or near natural areas set aside to protect largeSCALE ECOLOGICAL PROCESSES ALONG WITH THE COMPLEMENT OF
SPECIES AND ECOSYSTEMS CHARACTERISTIC OF THE AREA TO PROVIDE
a foundation for environmentally and culturally compatible
SPIRITUAL SCIENTIlC EDUCATIONAL RECREATIONAL AND VISITOR
OPPORTUNITIES

III

.ATURAL -ONUMENT

3ET ASIDE TO PROTECT A SPECIlC NATURAL MONUMENT WHICH CAN BE
A LANDFORM SEA MOUNT SUBMARINE CAVERNS GEOLOGICAL FEATURE
SUCH AS CAVES OR EVEN A LIVING FEATURE SUCH AS AN ANCIENT GROVE
4HEY ARE GENERALLY QUITE SMALL PROTECTED AREAS AND OFTEN HAVE
HIGH VISITOR VALUE

IV

(ABITAT3PECIES
Management Area

Protect particular species or habitats and management reflects
THIS PRIORITY 2EGULAR ACTIVE INTERVENTIONS OFTEN NEEDED TO
ADDRESS THE REQUIREMENTS OF PARTICULAR SPECIES OR TO MAINTAIN
HABITATS

V

0ROTECTED ,ANDSCAPE
Seascape

Where the interaction of people and nature over time has
produced an area of distinct character with significant
ECOLOGICAL BIOLOGICAL CULTURAL AND SCENIC VALUE AND WHERE
safeguarding the integrity of this interaction is vital to protecting
and sustaining the area and its associated nature conservation
AND OTHER VALUES

VI

Managed Resource
Protected Area

,ARGE WITH MUCH OF THE AREA IN A NATURAL CONDITION AND WHERE A
PROPORTION IS UNDER SUSTAINABLE NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
%XPLOITATION IS A MAIN AIM OF THE AREA

)5#.  7ELLS AND $AY  7#0! 
 &OR AN IN DEPTH REVIEW OF THE APPLICATION OF )5#. PROTECTED AREA MANAGEMENT CATEGORIES IN THE MARINE
ENVIRONMENT SEE 7ELLS AND $AY  
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MPAs can take many different forms (and names) as evidenced from examples from
around the world and the categories assigned by IUCN. In the end, all variations must
provide some level of protection to the marine environment to be considered effective.
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Scaling Up to a
Network Approach
ÒThepowerofsynergyisgreat,letÕsmake
itworkforMPAs!Ó
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Why scale up to networks?
When used in isolation, small MPAs may not support fish and invertebrate populations
that are large enough to sustain themselves. To ensure that young marine organisms are
available to replenish and sustain populations within MPAs, the area of protection must
be fairly large. However, in many regions, economic, social and political constraints make
it impractical to create one single large MPA of sufficient size to support viable, selfsustaining populations of all species. Establishing networks of several to many small to
moderately sized MPAs may help to reduce socioeconomic impacts without compromising
conservation and fisheries benefits (PISCO 2007). Furthermore, well-planned networks
provide important spatial links needed to maintain ecosystem processes and connectivity,
as well as improve resilience by spreading risk in the case of localized disasters, climate
change, failures in management or other hazards, and thus help to ensure the long-term
sustainability of populations better than single sites (NRC 2000).
As science and experience continue to provide more evidence of the importance of
biological connectivity and resilience in the face of climate change, natural disasters
and economic, political and social fluxes, networks of MPAs are increasingly valuable
management tools. MPA networks can contribute to sustainable development goals by
fostering integrated ocean and coastal management through 3 inter-related functions
and benefits:
s %COLOGICAL – A network can help maintain functional marine ecosystems by
encompassing the temporal and spatial scales of ecological systems.
s 3OCIAL – A network can help resolve and manage conflicts in the use of natural
resources.
s %CONOMICAL – A network can facilitate the efficient use of resources.
The implementation of MPA networks that cover all major marine habitats and
ecosystems will be a major step in restoring and sustaining the health of the oceans. If
widely adopted, MPA networks can help stem the losses of marine resources and recover
not only marine life, but entire ecosystems. When effective, MPA networks can magnify
benefits of individual sites, protect large-scale processes, slow the loss of endangered
marine species and restore depleted fisheries.
Setting aside marine areas to help replenish resources has been part of traditional
management in many societies. But conservation of biodiversity through management
tools, including MPAs, is a relatively new concept. It has its roots in the 1982 World Parks
Congress in Bali, where participants recognized that conserving biodiversity through the
use of protected areas should be applied to the oceans, as well as the land (McNeely and
Miller 1982). Since 1982, many international gatherings have endorsed the need for MPAs
and MPA networks. Recently, the 5th World Parks Congress called on the international
community to create a global system of MPA networks that greatly increases the coastal
and marine area covered, and that MPA networks should seek to include strictly protected
areas that amount to at least 20 to 30% of each habitat. Currently, only a small portion of
this area is being protected. Since 1984, the global marine area protected has grown at
an annual rate of 4.6%. This rate of increase will require more than 50 years to achieve
the current goal of 30% habitat protection. Thus, much work remains to reach sufficient
area covered within networks and achieve international commitments (Table 3).
10
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■ World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD), 2002, called for
establishing a global system of MPA networks by 2012, as part of a strategy to
protect and restore marine biodiversity and to maintain the natural resource base for
economic and social development.
■ Evian agreement signed by the G8 group of nations, 2003, called for the
establishment of ecosystem networks of marine protected areas, consistent with
international law and based on scientific information by 2012.
■ Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) 2004, agreed to the establishment and
maintenance of MPAs to contribute to a global network. Various regional agreements
complement these global undertakings.
■ The 5th World Parks Congress 2003 calls on the international community to
create a global system of MPA networks that “greatly increases” the marine and
coastal area covered. MPA networks should be extensive and seek to include
strictly protected areas that amount to at least 20 to 30% of each habitat (IUCN
2005).
Current global marine protection targets aim to protect 10 to 30% of marine habitats
within the next 2 to 4 years. Based upon the MPA Global database, current estimates of
MPA coverage include (Wood 2007):
◆ Approximately 5,000 MPAs have been designated worldwide.
◆ Approximately 2.58 million km2, 0.65% of the world’s oceans and 1.6% of the total
marine area within Exclusive Economic Zones, are currently protected.
◆ Only 0.08% of the world’s oceans, and 0.2% of the total marine area under national
jurisdiction is no-take, where extractive uses are prohibited.
◆ Currently, the three largest MPAs include: the Phoenix Islands Protected Area
(410,500 km2), The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park (344,400 km2) and the
Northwestern Hawaiian Islands (341,400 km2).
◆ An immediate global concern is the need for a rapid increase in MPA coverage in
conjunction with scaling up of ocean management. The increase required to meet
the targets is equivalent to another 35 countries creating an MPA the size of the
Phoenix Islands Protected Area (410,500 km2) before 2012.
◆ The global distribution of protected areas is both uneven and unrepresentative at
multiple scales, and only half of the world’s marine protected areas are part of a
coherent network.
◆ A global review of MPA network programs underway documents the
experiences generated and variety of approaches taken to develop MPA
networks (UNEP-WCMC 2008).
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Table 3 International commitments and current global status of MPAs
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What constitutes an MPA network?
An MPA network can be defined as a collection of individual MPAs or reserves operating
cooperatively and synergistically, at various spatial scales, and with a range of protection
levels that are designed to meet objectives that a single reserve cannot achieve.
Not just any collection of MPAs constitutes an MPA network 2. A network can include
several MPAs of different sizes, located in critical habitats, containing components
of a particular habitat type or portions of different kinds of important habitats, and
interconnected by the movement of animals and plant propagules (PISCO 2007). They
must be appropriately placed, sized and spaced to function collectively as an ecological
network and successfully achieve biodiversity goals. Protection of the ecological
interconnectedness between and within ecosystems through strategically placed MPAs
can strengthen the resilience of the systems to maintain the key functions and processes
in the face of stresses (Holling 1973). Additionally, a network implies a coordinated system
of MPAs, linked through biological levels, as well as administrative levels, reflecting a
consistent approach to design, finance, management and monitoring.
Incorporating no-take areas is considered a foundation in most networks. The proportion
of no-take areas contained in the network system depends on the degree of protection,
recovery being sought and the level of decline in an area. For some areas, preservation and
conservation may be the motivating force for a no-take MPA. And for these areas, no-take
areas can be an effective tool for maintaining or enhancing fisheries, especially those that
target long-lived demersal species with planktonic larval dispersal and sedentary adults.
Social, economic and environmental benefits are generally greater where the no-take area is
sufficiently large and well-integrated into broad ecosystem-based management regimes.
An MPA network is also a network of people managing the components of individual MPAs
and promoting the network’s viability and longevity. In addition to MPA networks based on
ecological considerations, social MPA networks can be formed to facilitate learning and
coordination of administration and planning by linking people and institutions involved in
MPAs into a coordinate and holistic initiative (White et al. 2006). In the social MPA network,
all agencies, management authorities or communities share the same overall goal and
they can mature, just as ecosystems mature (Agardy and Wolfe 2002). The social network
provides a rationale for individual MPA stakeholders or communities to coordinate with
each other to share experiences and to enhance each others efforts in managing their
respective MPAs (White et al. 2006).
In association with the formation of a network, an information base for the MPAs in an area
should be created. Having an information base for the MPAs helps to develop logical choices
in how to expand MPAs effectively and how to efficiently manage them through strategic
efforts based on the network design. This information base stimulates the development for
effective expansion and management of MPAs within the network design by providing a
rationale for individual MPA stakeholders or communities to coordinate with one another
to share experiences, enhancing the efforts to manage their respective MPAs (White et al.
2006).
2 For a complete discussion of what constitutes a network or “system” of MPAs in various countries around the
WORLD SEE 5.%0 7#-#  
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Example from the field – social network of MPA networks. The PAMANA KA
(Philippines) is a nationwide alliance of community-based MPA managers represented
by fisher-leaders. The network focuses on capacity-building, alliance-building policy
advocacy and r esearch. The Local Marine Management Area (LMMA) network is a group
of conservation practitioners working in Asia and the Pacific with hundreds of members,
including landowners, traditional leaders, government representatives, elected decision
makers, scientists and donors. The network provides solidarity and learning opportunities
for participants, with national policies in multiple coastal areas. Within this network of MPA
managers, community members and scientists, cross-project knowledge and trainings
are shared and information is transferred (More information is available at http://www.
lmmanetwork.org/) (White et al. 2006; Govan et al. 2008).

MPA networks in a broader management context
MPA networks can only be effective at curbing the decline of ocean health and
reducing threats if they are implemented within larger frameworks of ecosystem based
management, integrated ocean governance and coastal management. Without effective
policy and management on a broad scale, MPAs can only serve as isolated aquaria of
protection in a larger sea of degradation.
Marine spatial planning is gaining momentum as a planning tool to align ocean resources
uses with the most appropriate use and protection areas over the wide expanse of ocean.
This tool can be linked with the many developed planning approaches that involve MPAs
and integrated coastal management (ICM). ICM is an intersectoral, spatial management
approach that aims to align policies and incentives across sectors to minimize
environmental impacts from coastal resource use while maximizing benefits to society
(World Bank 2006). Depending on community needs and management concerns within
the context of a larger ICM plan, MPAs can be designed and managed to accommodate
various objectives and activities. ICM governance can create an enabling environment
for MPAs and an ideal platform for elevating the scale of marine biodiversity conservation
and sustainable fisheries management (Figure 2) (World Bank 2006). (For detailed
information on ICM, refer to Chapter 4.)

Figure 2 Marine management zones and categories within ICM framework
(Adopted from World Bank 2006)
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Key Concept
The process of ICM is aimed at guiding coastal area development in an ecologically,
socially and ecomically sustainable manner, in context with the following priorities
(White et al. 2006):
■ Protect physical habitat.
■ Recover and protect species and populations.
■ Rebuild ecosystem resilience.
■ Safeguard against management uncertainty.
■ Reduce conflicts over the use of ocean space.
■ Provide economic and cultural benefits.
■ Promote public education and enjoyment.

In places where integrated coastal management is insufficient or lacking, the development
of an MPA can encourage a more integrated approach to coastal zone legislation and
more effective management of coastal areas in general (Agardy and Staub 2006; The
World Bank 2006). MPAs that meet their stated objectives can serve as a positive
reinforcement, or serve as a building block for the creation of additional MPAs and
scaling up to MPA networks, as well as other coastal management initiatives (Agardy
and Staub 2006). Currently implemented in about 100 countries, usually at the subnational level, ICM provides the potential to scale up marine management. This process
has occurred in the Philippines, where MPAs of the 1980s are presently managed within
an ICM framework (White et al. 2005; UNEP-WCMC 2008) (Figure 3).

Figure 3 ICM area in Philippines with various spatial management tools, including
MPAs (White et al. 2006)
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An ecosystem-based management (EBM) approach takes into consideration the
cumulative impacts of different sectors affecting the structure, functionality and key
processes of the ecosystem. EBM is generally defined as being all inclusive to the total
ecosystem, including the human community. Thus, human use patterns, culture and
social norms are within the EBM planning framework. EBM, while being sensitive to
the true marine ecological parameters, does not exclude the human elements of the
system.
MPAs networks, formed through the scaling up of single MPAs to zoned networks with
multiple-use MPAs, can provide an ecosystem-based management approach (Christie
et al. 2007). Large-scale, multiple-use protected areas demonstrate the concept of
ecosystem management, where the geographical extent of protection is based on the
movements of organisms and physically linked processes. In recognition of these linkages,
MPA managers and planners should consider protection of ecosystem function, structure
and integrity, in addition to individual resources (such as specific species or habitats)
and physical characteristics (Agardy and Staub 2006). Tools for regional planning to
advance marine and coastal ecosystem-based management can be accessed at www.
marineebm.org/index.htm.

Resilient MPA networks
The term resilience incorporates the capacity of socio-ecological systems to cope with,
adapt to, shape change and learn to live with uncertainty and surprise (Brand and Jax
2007).
Resilient systems are adaptable, flexible and prepared for change and uncertainty
(Hughes et al. 2005). Non-resilient systems, in contrast, are prone to irreversible change
and are at risk of shifting into another, often undesirable, state (Marshall and Marshall
2007). Resilience is a critical aspect of MPA network design, particularly in the face of
global climate change. If an MPA, or network, is resilient it can rebound from or withstand
environmental fluctuations or unexpected catastrophes and support populations which
can potentially replenish other damaged populations (Figure 4) (West and Salm 2003).
Strong resilience can include both intrinsic factors, such as biological or ecological
characteristics of a community (i.e. potential for recruitment success), and extrinsic
factors, such as physical features (i.e. current patterns that may favor larval dispersal
or an effective management regime) (West and Salm 2003). For example, certain
environmental factors, such as those that cause cooling of heated surface waters, can
ameliorate stress associated with thermal bleaching of corals in tropical systems. Sites
displaying these traits could be given higher priority in the selection process, as a means
of mitigating biodiversity loss from climate change. Similarly, in temperate environments,
oceanographic regimes are expected to change due to climate change and some species
may move pole-ward as waters warm. Planning a connected network of MPAs across
latitudinal gradients can help to protect species as their ranges change. MPAs can ensure
healthier ecosystems that may also withstand climate changes and other stresses longer
than highly disturbed or degraded ecosystems.
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MPAs and the ecosystem approach
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Disaster threshold
LOW RESILIENCE

Recovery Time: Enhanced resilience accelerates recovery time

Figure 4 Resilience system responses !DOPTED FROM 53 )/4730 

MPA networks, assuming all the ecological and biological factors are considered and
maximized, will only be resilient through time if the management regime is capable,
effective and sustainable. Thus, resilient MPA networks have social, economic and
governance aspects, related to the coastal communities that must be anticipated and
addressed to ensure development and maintenance (US-IOTWSP 2007).
Key Concep t
Components of a resilient MPA network include:
s %FFECTIVE MANAGEMENT
s 2ISK SPREADING THROUGH INCLUSION OF REPLICATES OF REPRESENTATIVE HABITATS
s &ULL PROTECTION OF CRITICAL AREAS THAT CAN SERVE AS RELIABLE SOURCES OF SEED FOR
replenishment/preserve ecological function.
s -AINTENANCE OF BIOLOGICAL AND ECOLOGICAL CONNECTIVITY AMONG AND BETWEEN HABITATS

Example from the field – applying resilience principles in coral reef management.
The Nature Conservancy’s Reef Resilience Toolkit, provides guidance to coral reef
managers on how to incorporate resilience into management strategies in the context
of global climate change. While the focus of the toolkit is primarily on coral bleaching
and reef fish spawning aggregation conservation, the recommendations and tools within
the toolkit can be applied to most threats facing coral reefs today. Access the Reef
Resilience Toolkit at www.reefresilience.org or request a copy at resilience@tnc.org.
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Broad-scale Considerations
for Resilient MPA Networks
ÒWemustthinkgloballytobeeffectivelocally.Ó
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MPA networks are set in a world context that varies by place and will affect their ultimate
success. Considering and adapting to the following contextual variables is essential.
s )NSTITUTIONAL AND GOVERNANCE CONSIDERATIONS acknowledge institutional
structures and the importance of integrating actions within a broader management
context.
s %CONOMIC AND SOCIAL CONSIDERATIONS form the 3 pillars of sustainable
development alongside ecological design criteria.
s 3PATIAL AND TEMPORAL CONSIDERATIONS acknowledge that ecosystems function at
different spatial scales and change over time due to factors such as human activities
and climate change.
s 3CIENTIlC AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS build upon the use of
the best available information for both planning and management purposes.

Institutional and governance considerations
Institutional and governance capacity can have a significant effect and influence on the
design, implementation and longevity of MPA networks. Governance relates to the power,
policies, structures and processes used for decision-making for an area of responsibility.
Emerging from the interactions of many actors, including local communities, the private
sector and government, governance takes form through laws, regulations, debates, and
negotiations, among other decision-making mechanisms (Lebel et al. 2006). In most
instances, institutional arrangements have developed over many years, often devised to
meet the demands of the time. In general, there are 4 main protected area governance
“types” (Borrini-Feyerabend 2007) 3:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Government-managed areas
Collaboratively managed areas
Private-protected areas
Community-based management areas
Key Concept: Governance vs. Management
Institutional capacity is the ability of government agencies to provide public goods and
services, ensuring that laws and regulations will be adequately enforced (Jameson et al.
2002). As the political dimension of human activity, governance acts to create a system of
authority and accountability, and management is the process leading to implementation
within the institutional framework.

COORDINATION AND BUILDING LINKAGES
To work effectively within existing governance structures, network planners and
managers must coordinate and build linkages with all participatory stakeholders. This
includes engagement with applicable agencies, organizations and institutions, respecting
rights of indigenous and local communities and developing appropriate instruments
 &OR MORE INFORMATION h)5#. PROTECTED AREA MATRIX n ! TOOL TOWARDS EFFECTIVE PROTECTED AREA SYSTEMSv HTTP
WWWIUCNORGTHEMESWCPATHEMECATEGORIESSUMMITPAPERSPAPERS'OVERNANCEPAPERPDF
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MPA management is often part of an integrated coastal management (ICM) governance
framework. In cases where no ICM institutions have been established, MPA management
should relate to the sectoral institutions concerned with watershed management, fisheries,
tourism, maritime transportation or others (Cicin-Sain and Belfiore 2005). Supporting
such inter-departmental collaboration and coordination across all stakeholders requires
sustained leadership and recognition that diversity and capacity of the institutions and
groups involved will influence the efficacy of the network (WCPA/ICUN 2007).
LEGAL FRAMEWORK AND AUTHORITY
Appropriate legislative and regulatory frameworks are fundamental to achieving an
effective MPA network. Many countries have special legislation enabling individual
MPAs, along with a variety of agencies with marine responsibilities, but few have a
strategic legislative framework or institutional arrangements for a representative MPA
network. Unless clarity is achieved, a poorly integrated array of legal and institutional
responsibilities can lead to problems such as competing mandates, overlaps, gaps and
inefficiencies, all of which undermine an effective MPA network.
Special authorities are sometimes needed to coordinate overlapping and complex
jurisdictional arrangements. They can help establish coordination among coastal and
marine management regimes, and even establish mechanisms for public and stakeholder
involvement in developing an efficient, sustainable MPA network.
IMPROVING INSTITUTIONS TO SUPPORT MARINE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
To be successful, responsible parties for the management of MPAs and networks,
institutions need to be efficient and effective in meeting goals and legitimate among
relevant stakeholders. Key institutional attributes include (Hughes et al. 2005; Brown
2006):
s Embrace uncertainty, be adaptive and able to function with dynamic and fluctuating
ecological resources and conditions.
s Recognize and manage a range of users, uses and the trade-offs between them.
s Build knowledge and understanding of resource and ecosystem dynamics.
s Develop management practices that measure, interpret and respond to ecological
feedback.
s Enable the sharing of management power and responsibility through linkages
among communities, government agencies and non-governmental organizations.
It is rare for a single agency to have complete authority; instead, a diverse range of
institutions and agencies may be involved in managing a network. Because each region
is unique, no single approach to MPA governance or legislation can be universally
advocated or applied.
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(i.e. policies, regulations and standards) specific for the area. In the first stages of the
planning process, network designers and managers need to identify the framework
and legal authorities and institutional responsibilities associated with the MPA network
(WCPA/IUCN 2007).
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Creating and strengthening an MPA network can proceed only as quickly as the institutions
and individuals responsible develop the skills and attributes needed to manage it well.
Managers may need new skills in science, management, communications, monitoring
and financial administration, among others. Frequently, existing organizations will need
to take on new and different roles. Sometimes, entirely new institutions will be created
to oversee or coordinate activities at the network level. Substantial investment is often
required to build the skills, abilities, experience and reputations of the institutions and
managers responsible for key functions within an MPA network, and this will take time.
TRANS-BOUNDARY MPA NETWORKS AS MEANS FOR COOPERATIVE
MANAGEMENT
Ecosystems and species distribution frequently do not correspond to political or
jurisdictional boundaries. Therefore, cooperative management among states, regions,
nations and jurisdictions is required. In the case of protected areas, such cooperation
can come in the form of trans-boundary4 protected areas or “peace parks” (Sandwith
et al. 2001). These areas straddle the boundaries of jurisdiction and sovereignty and
often involve high-level political initiatives by governments, local groups or third-party
interventions by NGOs, academic institutions or international conventions.
Trans-boundary MPA networks can provide a range of potential benefits (Sandwith et
al. 2001). They can:
s Enhance conservation and management of shared natural resources, ecosystems,
habitats and species.
s Promote international cooperation and shared responsibilities (including education
and outreach, enforcement, monitoring and capacity-building).
s Engage stakeholders at multiple levels through increasing commitments.
s Harmonize legislation and management, and expand financing mechanisms.
Using local and regional advisory committees to develop and support MPA network
management encourages regional relevance, accountability and ownership. Technical
advisory committees with appropriate scientific, social or economic expertise are also
important to the planning and development phases.

Economic and social considerations
Economic and social concerns are fundamental pillars of sustainable development and
important components of best practice for planning and implementing MPA networks.
MPA networks can be designed and managed as an integral part of national and local
strategies to achieve sustainable development. To accomplish this integration, network
planners must be sensitive to the economic and socio-cultural setting and promote
activities that maximize positive benefits.
 @4RANS BOUNDARY 0ROTECTED !REAS ARE DElNED BY )5#. 3ANDWITH ET AL  AS “Areas of land and/or sea that
straddles one or more boundaries between state, sub-national units such as provinces and regions, autonomous areas
and/or areas beyond the limits of national sovereignty or jurisdiction, whose constituent parts are especially dedicated
to the protection and maintenance of biodiversity, and or natural and associated resources, and managed cooperatively
through legal or other effective means.”
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A full understanding of the costs and benefits of functioning coastal and marine ecosystems
and resources is an important starting point for planning effective MPA networks. For
example, networks may provide value-added services such as coastal protection, nutrient
recycling, and increased spawning or nursery areas for economically important species,
or reduced management costs per unit area. They may provide economic contributions
from alternative livelihoods such as tourism. The costs of inaction may involve continuing
loss of resources, decreased ecosystem resiliency and diminishing economic returns
from potential sources or a decrease in quality of life (White and Cruz-Trinidad 1998).

In the process of scaling up from individual MPAs to national and regional networks and
systems, financing strategies at a network level will involve trade-offs, such as between
income retention at specific sites versus pooling of resources for the overall network, or
concentrating tourism impacts in particular areas to generate funds for conservation of
more natural sites (Lutchman 2005).

The potential costs and benefits of MPAs often differ between user groups. The
establishment of an MPA may create a financial and social burden on resource-dependent
communities, even in the anticipation of higher yields in the future (World Bank 2006).
A direct cost associated with MPAs, in particular no-take fishery reserves, is the effect
that the closure will have on the surrounding environment, both social and biological
(Agardy and Staub 2006). For example, MPAs may entail restrictions on commercial
and recreational fishing, thus directly affecting personal incomes of fishermen. Another
consideration involves the rights of commercial user groups such as the tourism industry
(cruise ships and ecotourism) and commercial fishing industry. Through zoning, MPA
networks can help maintain equity by addressing the needs of different user groups and
by permitting different types of access.
The information gained by doing economic cost-and-benefit analysis will provide a
sound basis for informing stakeholders and developing political will. MPA networks
may need to incorporate compensation or other structural adjustments for displaced
user groups for opportunity costs or lost benefits due to restrictions on activities such
as fishing. Compensation can help foster acceptance of MPA networks and may well
reduce enforcement costs. MPA networks may also provide value-added benefits over
individual MPAs such as increased ecosystem services and reduced management costs
per unit area.
MPAs may have social consequences by altering the profile and distribution of
participation in marine dependent activities (Scholz et al. 2004). One social cost incurred
by a community is if an MPA is viewed as being imposed on locals by “outsiders,” or an
attempt to police a local community. Such costs can alter community infrastructure and
erode community integrity. Another cost associated with MPAs is that of not meeting
the intended objectives, which facilitates a loss of confidence by the public and decision
makers (Jones 2006). Social relationships, cultural values and political processes that
influence attitudes and decisions about coastal and marine resource use and protection
are thus important in the MPA network design (IUCN/WCPA 2007). MPAs that use
strategies that reflect the local socioeconomic conditions may be able to achieve better
compliance and, consequently, conservation benefits.
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Key Concept—Trade-off of scaling up to networks
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Example from the field: Community perceptions of MPAs. As a way to understand
community perceptions and understanding of MPAs, The Nature Conservancy in
Indonesia implemented a system to monitor the perception of stakeholders on resource
status, use and management at 4 sites: Komodo, Wakatobi, Derawan and Raja Ampat
(Halim and Mous 2006). The objectives of the monitoring tool were to produce basic
quantifiable indicators on community attitudes (i.e. rules and regulations, perceptions
on resource conditions, outreach and awareness programs, etc.) and to identify cultural
and socioeconomic factors that either obstruct or facilitate management strategies.
Incorporated into the broader context of MPA design, the socioeconomic information
gathered from a monitoring program as illustrated above, can indicate areas for improved
public education programs, inform adaptive management measures and measure
program effectiveness.

Socioeconomic factors and community dynamics need to be considered in the MPA planning and
MANAGEMENT #HILDREN IN 0APUA .EW 'UINEA

While there is growing emphasis on the role of MPAs in biodiversity protection and
maintenance of ecosystems, MPA networks can play a major role in fisheries management.
This role of MPAs and their socioeconomic impacts (positive and negative) will depend on
the fisheries management context. In areas with ineffective fishery management or poor
enforcement of fishery regulations, MPAs can serve as a primary fishery management
tool at the local level to protect stocks of targeted species. In those cases, the benefits
and costs of MPAs can be directly related to either the improvements in fishery benefits or
the spatial loss of fishing opportunities at the local MPA scale. In areas with regionalized
industrial-scale fishing and effective top-down fishery management, MPAs are often
layered on an existing system of fishery regulations. Such areas may include other types
of fishery closures, catch limits or management measures. The socioeconomic cost of
MPAs has to be considered in the context of these other fishery management measures.
The fishery benefits of MPAs may not be as high where fisheries are already being wellmanaged outside of MPAs.
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Spatial and temporal considerations
Biodiversity patterns in the marine realm are closely coupled with cultural, atmospheric,
oceanographic and biogeochemical dynamics – each operating at their own spatial and
temporal scales – MPA network planners must, therefore, consider important spatial
and temporal issues that affect marine ecosystems. These factors include the extent of
human impact on marine resources and the need for restoration, integration between
marine and terrestrial systems and the many linkages with coastal watersheds, and the
broader oceanographic and climatic context. After identifying the appropriate planning
boundary for the MPA network, it is important to consider the following:
ECOLOGICAL PROCESSES, RESOURCES AND IMPACTS THAT EXTEND
BEYOND NETWORK BOUNDARIES OR INFLUENCE MPA NETWORKS
Given the fluid nature of the ocean environment, no marine area is truly isolated. Network
planners must understand and apply all available information on biological, chemical and
physical linkages within the network and beyond. Just as MPA network design must
account for connectivity within and between networks, network design must also factor
in the impacts of activities outside network boundaries, including terrestrial linkages to
coastal watershed catchments. Identifying important linkages to adjacent freshwater
and terrestrial systems and the exchange of materials (nutrients, species, pollutants,
etc.) among these systems that affect the marine environment will help to place the MPA
network in a broader coastal management context. Similarly, there can be important
ecological linkages with pelagic or archipelagic regions further offshore and with
adjacent regions along the coast.
THE CONCEPT OF “SHIFTING BASELINES” IN NETWORK DESIGN
Since the earliest days of human settlement along the coast, humans have shaped
and changed marine and coastal ecosystems. Planning for an MPA network needs to
recognize how human activity has influenced the world’s oceans and coasts, and the
extent to which these areas have been driven from their natural state. One important
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function of MPAs can be to help restore ecological communities and replenish species to
conditions that reflect less human impact. MPA networks should therefore be designed
to restore marine ecosystems and associated populations to their full productivity and
diversity, not to maintain the status quo which in many cases is degraded.

ARC CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE FOR CORAL
REEF STUDIES/MARINE PHOTOBANK

A key issue is recognizing and addressing the concept of shifting baselines (Pauly 1995)
whereby stakeholders, managers and decision makers fail to see the enormous changes
that have occurred in ocean ecosystems because they have occurred gradually over many
years. In fact, managers, and people generally, often accept what they first observe, such
as species composition, abundance and stock size, as a natural baseline from which
to evaluate changes (Bellwood et al. 2004). Often, the baseline may already represent
a disturbed state. The result is that the resource continues to decline, while the next
generation of managers resets its baseline to an even lower state. This narrowed human
perspective fosters the slow disappearance of species and continued degradation of
marine ecosystems.

Two points in time at the same reef site illustrates the shifting baseline syndrome or the shift over time
IN THE EXPECTATION OF WHAT A HEALTHY ECOSYSTEM BASELINE LOOKS LIKE 4HERE IS A LOSS IN KNOWLEDGE OF THE
CHANGES THAT HAVE OCCURRED WHEN EACH GENERATION REDElNES THE NATURAL STATE OF THE ECOSYSTEM

This problem of shifting baselines leaves managers and stakeholders without a clear
understanding of how coastal and marine systems function in the absence of human
impacts (Knowlton and Jackson 2008). To address the concept of the shifting baseline,
and reset expectations, planners need to set historically appropriate objectives for MPA
networks and accommodate spatial and temporal variations. Doing this presupposes
that historical data exist, which is often not the case. Nevertheless, reference to past
states is important, even if data are not complete or only approximate. One important
function of no-take MPAs can be, over time, to help define less impacted conditions
(Dayton et al. 2000).

Scientific and information management considerations
Data compilation and information sharing are fundamental components in the planning
and implementation of effective MPA networks. Planners and managers generally
need to improve access to all available information by fostering coordination among
institutions, developing information archives and creating mechanisms that enable broad
access. Often, a coordinated effort is needed to ensure that information is shared and
not guarded by individuals or protective agencies (White et al. 2006). To be effective,
information systems must be well designed, actively maintained and easy to use.
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DATA AND INFORMATION NEEDED FOR MPA NETWORK PLANNING AND
IMPLEMENTATION

Table 4 Important categories of spatial data for MPA planning
Base maps: study region boundary, nautical charts, shoreline features, etc.
Physical and bathymetric: depth contours, bathymetric imagery, submarine
features, coastal watersheds, land cover, etc.
Biological/habitats: habitats, ecologically significant areas, species occurrences or
distribution, etc.
Cultural: towns, harbors, ports, coastal access points, etc.
Consumptive uses: commercial fishing areas, recreational fishing areas, mariculture,
etc.
Non-consumptive uses: dive sites, kayaking areas, wildlife viewing, shipping lanes,
etc.
Existing coastal and marine managed areas and other jurisdictions: existing
MPAs, fishery closures, coastal protected areas, etc.

A regional profile can help to inform planners and stakeholders about the distribution of
key habitats, ecological features, threats and socioeconomic uses of marine resources in
the region. A marine gap assessment, in which the amount of area and habitats already
under existing spatial management or protection is quantified, can help to focus on areas
that need additional protection.
Mapping of key habitats, areas of ecological importance and important threats to marine
resources provide the scientific framework for identification of potential sites for MPAs.
Generally, the trade-off between ecological and socioeconomic goals is the main driver
for MPA design and to have good information on both factors is important.
PLANNING SUPPORT TOOLS
Compiling spatial data into a Geographic Information System (GIS) database is the most
effective way to store, analyse and map relevant information. In cases where a GIS system
is not available, hardcopy maps can be created and used in a planning process. There
are also participatory GIS approaches whereby stakeholders identify and map important
resources or potential MPA sites on hardcopy maps, which are then digitized into GIS
format.
In some cases, it may be appropriate to use marine reserve design software tools to
facilitate identification of initial areas of interest for MPAs. There are software tools,
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The MPA planning process requires the development of an effective decision support
system (data, maps and tools) for stakeholders, scientists and decision makers involved
in the process. The intent should be to bring the best readily available data and science to
bear on the planning process in a manner that is transparent and participatory. Scientific
data and the local knowledge of stakeholders should be compiled and made available for
MPA planning. Generally, mapped data are required for spatial planning and may include
maps of biophysical, management and socioeconomic factors (see Table 4).
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/NCE DATA ARE GATHERED ANALYSES CAN BE PERFORMED BY MAP OVERLAYS 7ITH STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT
THESE MAPS CAN BE USED TO HELP DETERMINE POTENTIAL SITES FOR PROTECTION

such as MARXAN5 that identify “optimal” reserve designs based on explicit trade-offs
that have been used in many locations as part of the planning process (e.g. MARXAN)
(Airame et al. 2003; Leslie 2005; Green et al. 2007). These software tools have limitations
as the solutions identified are very dependent on the data and assumptions included as
inputs, they generally do not explicitly address network connectivity, and results may not
mesh with local knowledge or more complex socioeconomic considerations.
INFORMATION FOR MONITORING AND ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT
The information and data for the planning process also provide a foundation and a system
for designing and implementing a monitoring program that will be part of an adaptive
management framework. To provide useful and durable information that assists with
adaptive management of MPA networks, it is critical that consistent, long-term data be
available so that changes over time can be measured. Long-term information provides
reliable feedback on the effectiveness of management that can be provided to managers,
scientists, the communities and stakeholders. However, it is important to identify and
match the relevant monitoring indicators to the goals and objectives of the MPA network
from the start of the planning process. This will allow for improvement of protected area
management through learning, adapting and the diagnosis of specific issues influencing
whether goals and objectives have been achieved (Pomeroy et al. 2004).
 -!28!. IS A COMPUTER SOFTWARE DECISION SUPPORT TOOL FOR RESERVE SYSTEM DESIGN 4HROUGH OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS
-!28!. PRODUCES AN EFlCIENT SYSTEM OF SPATIALLY COHESIVE RESERVE SITES BY MINIMIZING THE COSTS AND MEETING
BIODIVERSITY TARGETS "ALL AND 0OSSINGHAM  
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Government agencies can play an important role in improving access to information
by making publicly funded information readily available. They must also strive to make
privately funded studies and information available by purchasing access rights or creating
agreements to share the information publicly. Private donors can help this exchange of
vital information by requiring that their grantees share data publicly. Examples of publicly
open databases and the process to develop them are shown in Tables 5 and 6.
Table 5 A database of the world’s MPAs
MPA Global is a database of the world’s Marine Protected Areas. It is a collaborative
project between the University of British Colombia Fisheries Centre, Sea Around Us
Project, WWF, UNEP-WCMC and IUCN. The project has two main goals: 1) to develop
a robust global MPA baseline and 2) to develop alternative scenarios of global MPA
networks using spatial modelling techniques. The database is freely searchable at http://
www.mpaglobal.org, and is currently based on information from the World Database on
Protected Areas (WDPA).
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Systematic monitoring and information gathering of key indicators for MPA networks
require the application of the appropriate scientific skills, personnel, training and
partnerships. Training, science programs and research priorities should be based on
the management strategies and needs of the network, as a method to optimize results.
For example, applied research on ecosystem functions, sustainable fishery yields and
economic valuation analyses can provide essential detail and information of the system
when they are consistent with the goals and objectives of the network.
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Table 6 A national MPA database in the Philippines
)N THE 0HILIPPINES ORGANIZATIONS AND INFORMATION INVOLVED IN -0! ESTABLISHMENT AND
IMPLEMENTATION ARE LINKED TOGETHER VIA A NATIONAL -0! DATABASE %ACH ORGANIZATION
CONTRIBUTING TO THE DATABASE HAS OPEN ACCESS TO THE INFORMATION 4HROUGH ITS STRUCTURE AND
DESIGN THE -0! DATABASE COMPARES ALL SITES BIOPHYSICAL RESOURCES STATUS AND TRENDS AS
WELL AS THE MANAGEMENT STATUS OF EACH SITE ACCORDING TO A MANAGEMENT RATING SYSTEM
The Philippines MPA database constitutes a simple forum that is relatively easy to maintain
AND AUGMENT IN A DEVELOPING COUNTRY SETTING )T ALSO SERVES AS A NATIONAL DATABASE ON -0!S
THAT IS CURRENT AND COMPREHENSIVE #HALLENGES TO MAINTAIN THE DATABASE INCLUDE MAINTAINING
AN INSTITUTIONAL FOUNDATION TO SUPPORT IT KEEPING DATA CURRENT GIVEN THE DIFFUSE SOURCES AND
THE VARIETY OF METHODS USED TO COLLECT DATA INSTITUTIONAL EXPENSE OF ENSURING CURRENT AND
ACCURATE DATA AND ENSURING THAT ALL ORGANIZATIONAL MEMBERS CONTINUE TO PARTICIPATE ACTIVELY
An MPA network has been formed through memoranda of agreement signed and acted
ON BY ALL PARTICIPATING MEMBER ORGANIZATIONS WHICH INCLUDE  GOVERNMENT ACADEMIC AND
OTHER NON GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATIONS -EMBER ORGANIZATIONS PROVIDE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
THROUGH RESEARCH MONITORING AND EVALUATION OF -0!S OR OTHER FORMS OF TECHNICAL GUIDANCE
AND ASSISTANCE 7HILE -0! MANAGERS AT THE COMMUNITY LEVEL BENElT FROM THE -0! DATABASE
they are not actual members of the database group because they are not the primary holders
OF INFORMATION PERTAINING TO -0!S IN THE COUNTRY
4HE 0HILIPPINES -0! DATABASE HAS SUCCEEDED IN CREATING A NATIONAL DATABASE FOR -0!S AND
IT HAS HELPED TO FORM A LARGE NETWORK OF ALL THE PRIMARY 0HILIPPINE ORGANIZATIONS ENGAGED IN
-0!S CALLED THE -0! 3UPPORT .ETWORK -3.  )T HAS ALSO ENCOURAGED -0! MANAGERS AND
ASSISTING ORGANIZATIONS INCLUDING GOVERNMENT TO ADOPT A STANDARD MANAGEMENT RATING SYSTEM
TO EVALUATE MANAGEMENT EFFECTIVENESS #OASTAL #ONSERVATION AND %DUCATION &OUNDATION )NC
#EBU #ITY 0HILIPPINES WWWCOASTPH 
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Best Practices for Planning
MPA networks
ÒGoodplansdonotguaranteesuccess,
butwithoutplans,failureishighlyprobable.Ó
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Six best practices have been identified for network planning that will apply in almost every
network planning process. Employing these best practices will help the network to realize
environmental, economic and social benefits. These best practices, however, should also
be applied in conjunction with the broad-scale considerations for the development of
resilient MPA networks (Chapter 3) and with the ecological design principles (Chapter
5) to achieve its objectives.
The 6 areas of best practice for planning MPA networks include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Clearly defined goals and objectives.
Legal authority and long-term political commitment.
Incorporate stakeholders.
Use of best available information and precautionary approach.
Integrated management framework.
Adaptive management measures.

Clearly defined goals and objectives
Clear and measurable objectives are essential for guiding management decisions and
tracking progress and performance. Goals should be determined as early as possible
in the process because, once set, they will influence critical decisions regarding such
things as the size, location, boundaries of the MPA, as well as the management measures
and the focus of the monitoring and evaluation programs (Botsford et al. 2003; Roberts
et al. 2003; Leslie 2005; Halpern et al. 2006). Furthermore, such management goals need
to be fully endorsed by the community and solidly supported in an appropriate political
and social manner if they are to be effective.
Network goals and objectives must reflect both the specific needs of an MPA network
and the objectives of individual component MPAs. Thus, goals and objectives can be
viewed at the level of individual MPAs that, through their placement, may perform
different roles within the network to contribute to the goals for the larger network. The
combined effects of each individual MPA can achieve the overall goals for the network.
National conservation policies and regional and global environmental commitments, such
as biodiversity targets and sustainable development goals, should also be supported
through the objectives of the MPA network.
Example from the field – Clearly defined goals in Mesoamerican Reef (MAR)
region. In the efforts to scale up the MPA framework in the Mesoamerican Reef (MAR)
region, the TNC MAR Program has set as a goal the development of a network of MPA that
is resilient to bleaching events through representation and replication and conservation
of key biological processes (Arrivillaga and Windevoxhel 2006). This network goal
has helped planners and managers concentrate the initial efforts on the elements of
representation and replication, and critical areas through regional assessments for
identification of priority conservation sites.

All MPA network objectives should be determined through an open, transparent and
balanced dialogue with all stakeholders. To ensure that the goals are compatible with local
and traditional uses, community stakeholders, local leaders, resource users, government,
industry and other groups that influence investment and development in the area should
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be included in the goal-setting process. To be measurable, goals and objectives must
specify time frames for achieving objectives and indicators for measuring performance.
Unrealistic targets can hinder the MPA network’s effectiveness, so timetables should be
appropriate.
Key Concept
Setting clear and agreed-upon network objectives at the outset:

s
s
s
s

Guide designation of component sites, levels of protection and management needs.
Guide monitoring and adaptive management of network sites.
Guide opportunities to reduce, mitigate or eliminate activities that degrade resources
or ecosystem services, while promoting those that support natural processes.
Help determine future investments in sustainable use of coastal and marine
resources.
Improve transparent decision-making.
Provide a framework for reviewing the contribution of existing MPAs to a network.
Promote stakeholder buy-in and support.

Planners and designers should consider 3 broad categories of objectives for MPA
networks:
1. Ecological objectives. These typically seek to protect, manage and/or restore
marine ecosystems and their components, including processes, structure, function
and integrity, as well as wildlife and geographic features. Planners must especially
consider objectives that a single MPA cannot achieve.
2. Economic objectives. To determine economic objectives, network planners must
understand current resource uses, users and economic prospects for the area.
Assessments need to be made on how the region will benefit from the network and
who may suffer negative economic impacts. Economic considerations should involve
a short- and long-term view of costs and benefits, as well as a perspective on how
local needs may interface with national sustainable development goals. Economic
objectives may seek to distribute benefits to offset short-term costs incurred by
limiting unsustainable uses or to achieve national poverty reduction goals.
3. Socio-cultural objectives. MPA networks should contribute to quality of life of the
local community. Fostering understanding, ownership and support for MPA networks
includes assessing the full range of benefits that biodiversity provides, including those
that directly affect human health and well-being. Exploring social and cultural values,
how those values are threatened, and the costs and benefits involved in meeting
socio-cultural objectives will help ensure success. Such values might include pride in
the uniqueness of a natural area, local traditions that involve activities such as fishing
or hunting, and places considered sacred to local groups.

Legal authority and long-term political commitment
The authority to establish and manage MPAs is held by various levels of jurisdictions;
from national, regional, local and/or traditional, depending on the region. One factor
that can greatly contribute to the implementation of the MPA is a solid legal authority
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in the form of clear rule. For some regions, statutory law can provide the necessary tool
for effective implementation and management of an MPA. There is also a long history
of traditionally managed areas which function on the basis of tenure systems or village
rules, which can provide a means to support and manage an MPA. A strong legal (or
customary) basis supporting and/or mandating the development of MPAs can be the
driving force in successful network implementation.
Key Concept
Clear and effective leadership, commitment and support at both the political and agency
levels, with a shared vision and capacity to achieve success are key to an optimal MPA
network design.

Ensuring the long-term benefits of the network requires ensuring consistent support for
the network in the face of changing government regimes. In some parts of the world,
legal frameworks are often the only way to ensure consistency. Voluntary support can
be susceptible to changes in political priorities; these changes can force governments
to focus on short-term gains at the expense of longer-term and wider benefits for
society. In some regions, the political will and resources may already exist to implement
the components of a network, either through a rezoning exercise or through a strong
government mandate supported by sufficient resources. But in most cases, implementing
an MPA network will take place over time, as political will and resources for the network
and component sites grow.
Political commitment and support are essential for establishing networks of MPAs and
must be established early in the process and maintained throughout the duration of the
development, establishment and implementation of the MPAs. The creation of political
will and an enabling environment to support MPA networks framed in the broader
coastal and marine area will allow local concerns in the context of regional and global
pressures to be addressed (Cicin-Sain and Belfiore 2005). By involving elected officials
and the community in the planning process, more legal support is likely through the
development process, implementation, maintenance and enforcement at each of the
sites. Sustainable measures in the form of enforcement capacity and financial support
reinforce political commitment. Political commitment at the national and regional level
can also catalyse sustainable financing efforts for MPA networks (e.g. TNC’s Micronesia
Challenge, Caribbean Challenge, Coral Triangle Initiative, etc.).
Effective coordination among government agencies requires sustained leadership
(ideally through one agency or specially formed committee). An established authority can
coordinate complex jurisdictional arrangements, establish coordination among coastal
and marine management regimes, and provide mechanisms for public involvement in
developing the MPA network. Consistent legal and institutional frameworks can also
resolve inconsistencies where jurisdictions’ responsibilities overlap. Coordinating existing
legislation is critical, and should include identifying matters of national significance and
matters requiring a consistent approach.
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Example from the field - Maintaining political commitment and support for
implementing a state-wide MPA network under California’s Marine Life Protection
Act. The California Marine Life Protection Act (MLPA) directs the state to redesign its
system of marine protected areas (MPAs) to increase the cohesion and effectiveness of the
network and to improve ecosystem protection within state waters. Legislators designed the
MLPA in response to growing public pressure for more ocean protection and to address
inadequacies in existing MPAs; a review of MPAs showed many were ineffective and together
they protected far less than 1% of California’s oceans. This law was passed by a majority in
the Legislature and garnered broad public support. After initially being vetoed in 1998, it was
signed into law by the governor in 1999. However, implementation of the law faced significant
fiscal and political hurdles resulting in delays.
The MLPA provides the foundation and impetus for an effort to create a strong MPA network
with goals and objectives, enforceable regulations and a scientifically based network
design. The California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG), the state agency responsible
for managing marine resources, is the lead implementing agency. The MLPA calls for
the use of the best readily available science and for involvement of scientists, resource
managers, stakeholders and members of the public. Two attempts to implement the MLPA
in 2000 and 2001 were unsuccessful, mostly due to lack of stakeholder involvement in the
first attempt and lack of adequate funding and capacity in both efforts. In 2004 a publicprivate partnership created the MLPA Initiative that is leveraging public money with private
resources to provide additional funds and professional staff nee ded to complete planning of
the state-wide network of MPAs. The planning process is being completed sequentially in 5
study regions throughout the state (2 of the 5 study regions have been completed), with the
goal of completing the statewide network by 2011. Timely implementation of the Act and a
legacy of improved marine protection are strong commitments by the current governor and
leadership within the California Resources Agency. The political will at the highest levels of
state government has been essential to the process, especially in the face of some organized
opposition.
Public and political support for implementing the MLPA has been maintained and bolstered
over time by having a fair and inclusive MPA planning process that is characterized by strong
stakeholder involvement, scientific input and guidelines, clearly defined roles and many
opportunities for public engagement. (More information on MLPA can be found at http://
www.dfg.ca.gov/mlpa )

Incorporate stakeholders

Ú 3 '2%%.

Developing effective MPA networks requires involvement with relevant stakeholders from
the start of the scoping process. Engaging stakeholders enhances information sharing;
fosters the accountability of experts, authorities and scientists; increases the transparency
of management decision-making; and enables stakeholder groups to collaborate and find
mutually acceptable solutions. It is also important to provide a variety of opportunities to
allow stakeholders to actively participate
in network design, implementation and
management. Although the breadth
and extent of stakeholder involvement
vary among cases and circumstances,

Stakeholders who fully understand and endorse
MPAs are the best guarantee of sustainable
PROTECTION -ARINE RESOURCE MEETING AT +IMBE
"AY 0APUA .EW 'UINEA
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incorporating diverse interest groups should be recognized as a necessary component
of successful MPA planning. Active and continuous participation by stakeholder groups
is essential to the long-term success and sustainability of networks.
When designing the process for developing MPA networks, it will be important to
understand stakeholders’ uses and values of the marine environment. Local and traditional
knowledge can help network designers identify important traditional, cultural, historic
or religious uses of resources, places or species. Engaging stakeholders early allows
planners to better understand the range of stakeholder concerns and considerations,
including issues such as current social relationships; relevant distinctions among ethnic
or other groups; power dynamics and power-sharing relationships within communities;
jurisdictional issues and conflicts (between different levels of government or between
traditional community leaders and formal government agencies); and tenure rights,
conflicts and other related issues.

Ú ! 7()4%

When designing the process for
DEVELOPING -0! NETWORKS IT WILL BE
important to understand fishermen’s
uses and values of the marine
ENVIRONMENT

Additionally, stakeholder involvement from the initial planning stages helps to instill
a sense of ownership and commitment which can encourage long-term local interest
and support for overseeing activities (i.e. monitoring, enforcement) in the protected
Example from the field - Stakeholders take local ownership to further MPA
network development in New Zealand. During the 1980s and 1990s, concern
among stakeholders, marine scientists and conservation groups grew with noticeable
declines in fish catches and increasing growth pressures in New Zealand’s Fiordland
region. In 1996, The Guardians of Fiordland’s Fisheries and Marine Environment (the
Guardians) formed to initiate a more holistic approach to marine management of the
area. Representatives from the commercial and recreational fishers, charter boat and
tourism operators, scientists, conservationists, communities and indigenous groups
gathered to address their concerns.
During 2000 to 2003, the Guardians developed a strategy for managing the marine area,
utilizing the technical and financial support of a number of key central government
agencies and local government. This bottom-up approach initiated, by the Guardians,
was a critical period during which the Guardians and central government worked together
to produce a management strategy for the marine resources. As a result, in 2005, the
Fiordland Marine Management Act was implemented. The Act provided jurisdiction for
over 928,000 ha of sea, established a Guardians committee, created 8 marine reserves,
introduced controls on anchoring and strengthened biosecurity measures.
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Example from the field - Involving stakeholders, scientists and policy-makers
in MPA network planning under California’s Marine Life Protection Act. The
California Marine Life Protection Act (MLPA), passed in 1999, has 6 goals focused
on ecosystem protection; sustaining and restoring marine life populations; improving
recreational and study opportunities; representation of marine habitats; ensuring
clearly defined objectives and sound science; and ensuring that MPAs are designed
and managed, to the extent possible, as a network. The MPA network planning and
implementation process is guided by a Master Plan Framework (CDFG 2007) and is
characterized as science-based, but stakeholder driven. Regional groups of stakeholders,
representing broad interests, are charged with designing alternative network proposals
for each region, which are then evaluated against science guidelines by a science
advisory team.
The planning process has been very open and transparent, with many opportunities
for public input. A task force, appointed by the governor, is charged with providing
policy guidance and recommending a preferred alternative to the Fish and Game
Commission, the final authority for adopting a statewide MPA program. The task force
has demonstrated in the 2 regions completed to date that the key factors weighed in
identifying the preferred alternative include meeting scientific guidelines, identifying
MPA designs that protect marine ecosystems while minimizing socioeconomic impact,
and the degree of cross-interest support for proposals. California’s Department of Fish
and Game provides input throughout the process, especially on issues of feasibility and
enforceability. The interactive planning process has facilitated public understanding of
and general support for the MPA proposals, allowed for scientific review and refinement
of proposals, and given policy-makers sufficient information to guide their decisions.
(More information on MLPA can be found at http://www.dfg.ca.gov/mlpa).

Use of best available science & a precautionary approach
Optimal design of MPA networks requires ecological and socioeconomic information.
From the start of the planning process, network designers must bring all best available
data and information together in a form that is useful for marine gap analysis, planning
and decision-making. The data should consist of both scientific and socioeconomic
information and traditional and local ecological knowledge—the knowledge that
indigenous and local community groups have gained about the ecology of the area,
accumulated by experience and passed through generations. Incorporating traditional
and local ecological knowledge into the planning and design of MPA networks can foster
mutual learning and improve relationships between communities and management.
While the uncertainty and lack of information can be a challenge in conservation and
MPA design, MPA networks can still be established, making adjustments and filling in
gaps in science and information throughout the process. The precautionary approach
suggests that caution be taken in decision-making, but that it does not lead to paralysis
until perfect information is available. Thus, a lack of certainty or science should not be
used as an excuse for not planning the MPA network.
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areas (Lundquist and Granek 2005). By involving a broad spectrum of stakeholders
in network design, managers and decision makers can address the social and scaling
up complexities involved in establishing a network. To be truly open, the development
process should seek to accommodate differences in stakeholder groups, including
marginalized and disadvantaged communities. Timely, planned consultation processes
operating at meaningful spatial scales are critical to success.
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Designing MPA networks using local knowledge and customary management practices
(when possible) are important elements of a precautionary design, and can be accessed
in situations when limited “formal” data has been acquired. Local practices can be similar
to a precautionary management approach because they offer empirical knowledge and
governance institutions, which can complement (or be used in lieu of) scientific data
and statutory law, and can further be used to design and enforce conservation efforts
(Aswani et al. 2007). When designing MPA networks, there may be temptation to delay
action to gather more scientific information. Such delays only make the development
of MPA networks more difficult and costly. In some cases, delays can cause further
degradation to the marine resources that the network is intended to conserve, potentially
adding to the long-term difficulty and cost of achieving management goals. Ultimately,
delaying MPA design and implementation rarely, if ever, benefits marine conservation.

Integrated management frameworks
MPAs are affected by the larger ecological, social, economic and political context of
the island or coast and ocean of which they are a part. Human activities that lie outside
of boundaries of the protected area, ranging from marine transportation and fishing to
land-based actions (e.g. agriculture, coastal development and industry), have a profound
impact on the MPAs and the benefits they can deliver. In the absence of mechanisms
to buffer MPAs against exogenous sources and high-use areas, even well-managed
MPAs are subject to continuous and cumulative stress which undermines the overall
effectiveness (Christie et al. 2005). When developing effective MPA networks within a
broader coastal and ocean framework, designers should consider:
s 0OLITICAL AND JURISDICTIONAL COMPLEXITIES OF AUTHORITY OCEAN COASTAL AND TERRESTRIAL 
s 0ROXIMITY OF RURAL AND URBAN POPULATIONS TO THE COAST AND THE LEVEL OF DEPENDENCY
and impacts on marine and coastal areas.
s #OMPETING USER GROUP USE PATTERNS
s 5NIQUE AND DIVERSE ECOLOGICAL VALUE OF THE AREAS
s 5SE PATTERNS OF TERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENTS
A hierarchy of planning and management scales must be developed to encompass the
range from national frameworks to regional and local coordination to site planning. Such
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The broader coastal framework
needs to be considered in the
DEVELOPMENT OF THE -0! NETWORK
A “ridges to reefs” approach is an
integrated management framework
WHICH INCORPORATES IMPACTS USES
and ecological aspects outside the
IMMEDIATE MARINE HABITAT 0AGO
0AGO !MERICAN 3AMOA

efforts cannot focus solely on coastal and ocean systems, but must be coordinated with
terrestrial management, since land-based uses can greatly affect marine environments.
A spatially based planning approach will help coordinate and improve management,
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separate conflicting uses, and ensures appropriate spatial allowances for industry,
wildlife and healthy ecosystems. Collaborative, flexible and transparent planning and
management processes are integral to the success of these frameworks, especially since
ecological boundaries rarely align with jurisdictional or political ones. One way to ensure
consistency across jurisdictions is to develop complementary management strategies
that retain independent authority, such as rules and regulations.

Promoting the use of sustainable technologies and industries in MPA networks provides
an opportunity to derive significant economic benefits and to support sustainable
economic development. Opportunities for cultivating sustainable practices include
using “green” buildings to house network managers and employees, promoting certified
sustainable aquaculture or partnering with restaurants that serve sustainable seafood.

Adaptive management measures
Adaptive management means using the best available information to develop the MPA
network and incorporating monitoring and evaluation systems to systematically test the
effectiveness of management methods and refine them over time (Figure 5). The availability
of scientific information changes over time. As science evolves and new information is
distributed, MPA guidelines and strategies should be modified, if changes are warranted.
To do this, the management
(institutions and stakeholders)
needs to be adaptive. Adaptive
institutions are those that are
able to deal with dynamic and
fluctuating ecological conditions
and resources and recognize the
range of users and the tradeoffs between them; and which
can learn from and adapt to
experience (Brown 2006).

Figure 5 Adaptive management cycle
(Salafsky et al. 2001)
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Integrating the network into the economic and socio-cultural setting of an area
involves identifying economic opportunities that are compatible with the network’s
social and ecological goals. This involves assessing the socio-cultural, economic and
ecological values related to all scales of local, national and regional economic settings.
Socioeconomic valuation should identify the changes in current and potential resource
use, those benefiting from such uses and those disadvantaged by them. Discussions with
affected user groups about alternative sources of income and livelihoods help develop
consensus about future economic goals.
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Adaptive management entails incorporating network monitoring protocols into the
framework from the earliest stages of development. Monitoring techniques, many of
which are continually being developed to improve design and implementation in the
face of uncertainty, provide a valuable method to update and refine management
strategies. In order to adjust management decisions, re-formulate objectives and find
the most effective ways of addressing MPA network priorities, managers must establish
an evaluation plan in each step of the management process: during the definition of
objectives, the selection of management methods, the definition of the network’s scale,
and during fundraising and budget allocation.
Key Concept
An adaptive management approach enables a flexible and timely decision structure
that allows for quick management responses to new information about, or changes in,
ecosystem conditions, fishing operations, community structures or any other issues that
may be revealed.

Evaluating management effectiveness requires the identification of appropriate indicators
to measure success and establish long-term databases. For example, at the national
level, planners and managers should adopt performance indicators to measure MPA
network goals and objectives and institutionalize the indicators within the national or local
management plans. At the global level, planners and managers should establish a followup expert group to monitor advances at the regional level and to develop mechanisms
to assess progress and address new issues. Indicators should be specific enough to be
measured consistently and flexible enough to adapt to changing circumstances. Table
16 provides a comprehensive list of links and various tools available for monitoring and
assessment of management effectiveness to support adaptive management.
Adaptive management can also be used to improve management capacity, particularly
through professional development programs for network managers and staff.
Management capacity-building training within a network of MPAs provides a forum for
sharing knowledge, expertise and lessons learned among sites, as well as opportunities
for coordination and communication with MPA managers and planners outside of
the network. Another important component of adaptive management is the emphasis
on local participation through the incorporation of indigenous common property
institutions, customary management practices and ecological knowledge in communitybased conservation regimes (Aswani et al. 2007). Incorporating local knowledge into
the decision-making process and creating community-based resource management
systems can be an adaptable method for MPA design and management.
Example from the field – Adaptive management measures at Nusa Hope MPA,
Western Solomon Islands. Following the establishment of the Nusa Hope MPA, in
2002, it was realized that a species of grouper spawning aggregation had not been
incorporated within the boundaries of the MPA. Because the MPA was designed
using local knowledge and sea tenure as elements of the precautionary and adaptive
management approach, the system to modify the MPA was already in place to adapt
the new information. Based on aggregation discovery, the community revised the
management plan and extended the MPA to cover the aggregation. This type of flexibility
is a result of employing ecological and social research techniques that supplement
indigenous ecological knowledge (Aswani et al. 2007).
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Five guidelines form the core of MPA network design6 and can be addressed by employing
specific planning and implementation approaches. These design principles should
be applied in the context of emerging best practices and the broader considerations
involved in making MPAs happen. The following guidelines are intended to provide a
framework on which managers and planners can initiate, assess and modify the MPA
network design to reach an effective MPA network:
1. Include the full range of biodiversity present in the biogeographic region.
2. Ensure ecologically significant areas are incorporated.
3. Maintain long-term protection.
4. Ensure ecological linkages.
5. Ensure maximum contribution of individual MPAs to the network.

Guideline 1: Include the full range of biodiversity present in
the biogeographic region
In general, species diversity increases with habitat diversity, therefore the greater the
variety of habitats protected, the greater the biodiversity conservation. MPA networks
should aim to protect some of all habitat types found in each biogeographic region
(PISCO 2007). MPAs that represent and replicate all habitat and community types
within well-connected networks are more likely to lead to persistence and resilience
in ecosystems and ecological processes in a changing world (Roberts et al. 2003).
Components associated with this guideline include the following, which are expanded
upon in detail below:
s 2EPRESENTATION
s 2EPLICATION
s 2ESILIENCE CHARACTERISTICS
REPRESENTATION
MPA networks should represent the range of marine and coastal biological diversity –
from genes to ecosystems – and the associated oceanographic environment within the
given area.
Representation focuses on ensuring that all ecosystems and habitats within the region
are represented in the MPA network. Representation at the habitat scale assumes that by
representing all habitats, most elements of biodiversity (species, communities, physical
characteristics, etc.) will also be represented in the network. Biodiversity changes locally,
regionally and with latitude. To address the changes in biodiversity across space, each
MPA should be carefully placed to capture the full diversity of habitat types and adjacent
 )N  THE #ONVENTION ON "IOLOGICAL $IVERSITYS #"$ !D (OC 4ECHNICAL %XPERTS 'ROUP ON -ARINE AND #OASTAL
0ROTECTED !REAS PROVIDED A LIST OF DESIGN PRINCIPLES FOR DEVELOPING -0! SYSTEMS 4HE #"$ DESIGN PRINCIPLES HAVE
PROVIDED A FOUNDATION FOR THE LIST PROVIDED HEREIN WHILE SEVERAL OF THE KEY MANAGEMENT APPROACHES HAVE BEEN
INCORPORATED AS PLANNING BEST PRACTICES !DDITIONAL CRITERIA HAVE BEEN SUPPLEMENTED BASED ON DISCUSSIONS DURING
the Coastal Zone ’05 International Workshop Establishing MPA networks: Making It Happen, *ULY  AMONG
OTHERS
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linked habitats, and to include the diversity of the area. The physical factors such as
oceanographic conditions, bathymetry and geology should also be represented within
the network of MPAs. The concept of representativeness can also be expanded to include
areas representative of cultural or heritage values, including iconic and spiritual areas.

Tropical coral reefs are a primary
marine conservation target given their
HIGH BIODIVERSITY !SIA 0ACIlC

4HE PRODUCTIVE DIVERSE KELP FOREST ECOSYSTEMS ARE A MARINE
CONSERVATION TARGET 7HEN PLANNING FOR AN -0! NETWORK
KELP FORESTS NEED TO BE REPRESENTED ,A *OLLA #!

When assessing representation for MPA network design and planning, 3 universal factors
should be considered:
s #APTURING THE FULL RANGE OF BIODIVERSITY Each habitat supports a unique community
and most marine organisms use more than one habitat during their lives. MPAs
should contain many different habitats to maintain a full complement of biodiversity.
Areas that contain several key biodiversity elements (e.g., rare habitats, high-quality
habitats, areas with multiple contiguous habitats) should be targeted for protection.
s %NSURE REPRESENTATION ACROSS DEPTH RANGES AND BIOGEOGRAPHY Biological
communities vary across environmental and latitudinal gradients and with depth. To
ensure protection of a multitude of species in a region and to protect species as
they transition between habitats during their life stages, it is important to include a
variety of depths and transition zones while planning for representation of habitat
types throughout their biogeographic range within a network. MPA design should aim
to capture the onshore-offshore or habitat-habitat ontogenetic (or life-stage) shifts of
species.
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The first step in planning for adequate representation is to assess the type and distribution
of habitats and determine what biogeographic regions exist within the overall target
area (Roberts et al. 2003). To identify representative and unique habitats to address
conservation goals, a simple multidimensional classification of habitat, including but not
limited to depth, exposure, substrate and dominant flora and fauna can be essential in
design planning. Assessment of the habitat, in this manner, provides a proxy for species
richness, enabling management decisions to be made regarding the value of the site as
reservoirs of biodiversity in the absence of detailed species-level data (Roberts et al.
2003).

ESTABLISHING RESILIENT MARINE PROTECTED AREA NETWORKS—MAKING IT HAPPEN

s %NSURE ECOSYSTEM INTEGRITY MPAs need to be large enough and sited appropriately
to protect and maintain ecological processes (such as nutrient flows, disturbance
regimes, food-web interactions, etc.) that help to maintain biodiversity. Ecosystem
integrity refers to the degree to which a given area (potential MPA site) functions
as an effective, self-sustaining ecological unit. MPAs should be designed at an
ecosystem level, recognizing patterns of connectivity within and among ecosystems.
In general, an MPA which is designed to protect a diverse array of habitat types will
also conserve the ecological processes and integrity of the ecosystem.
Example from the field - Planning for adequate representation through a
regional assessment in the Western Caribbean, Mesoamerican Reef (MAR)
Program. Scientists and planners performed a region-wide rapid reef assessment of
MAR to identify priority conservation sites, based on the geographic distribution of
ecologically significant areas, such as nurseries or feeding areas, that are functionally
linked to reefs by physical and ecological processes. The regional assessment approach
identified different reef habitats through the use of maps to characterize and estimate
the extent of shallow coral reef ecosystems and through rapid reef assessment surveys.
Distinct reef habitat types, communities of corals and associated organisms were
identified to produce a classification scheme of reef types and major reef zones which
helps to ensure more complete representation for biodiversity protection (Arrivillaga
and Windevoxhel 2006).

The total area set aside for the protection of each habitat should be approximately related
to its relative prevalence in the region (Roberts et al. 2003). Global targets for protection
have helped to guide regional targets for MPA planning. It is estimated that in order to
meet all fishery and conservation goals, networks of fully protected reserves should
cover 20% or more of all biogeographic regions and habitats (Roberts et al. 2003; NRC
2000). Furthermore, the World Parks Congress calls for strictly protected MPAs covering
20 to 30% of each habitat to contribute to a global target for healthy and productive
oceans by 2012 (IUCN 2005). Ultimately, the total area protected within an MPA will
be based on the degree of threats to marine resources and the feasibility of the social,
political, institutional and management environment.
REPLICATION
MPA networks should include replicates of each representative habitat within the
biogeographic region.
Replication of habitats within MPAs in a network is important for several reasons:
s 4O PROVIDE STEPPING STONES FOR DISPERSAL OF MARINE SPECIES 2EPLICATE -0! SITES
enable the dispersal of marine species between areas as populations exchange
larvae with adjacent populations (Palumbi 2004). Replicate MPAs can be designed
to accommodate dispersal patterns of species and facilitate connectivity between the
sites.
s 4O PROVIDE A SAFEGUARD hSPREADING THE RISKv AGAINST LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL DISASTER
(e.g. oil spills or other catastrophes) that can significantly impact populations and
habitats in an individual, small MPA.
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4O PROVIDE REPLICATE SITES AND ANALYTICAL POWER FOR STUDIES ON -0! EFFECTIVENESS SUCH
as changes in populations and communities inside and outside MPAs.
Example from the field –
Rezoning process of the
Great Barrier Reef Marine
Park. The rezoning process for
the Great Barrier Reef Marine
Park considered a number of
key planning principles. The
final zone configuration for
the GBRMP was guided by
the Biophysical Operating
Principles, which ensured
that the resulting network
was representative and
comprehensive, and considered
a range of fundamental planning
and design principles. In
particular, the zoning plan
includes representation of
a minimum amount of each
community type and physical
environment type in the overall
network of no-take areas,
including critical habitats (such
as dugong habitat, turtle habitat
and nesting sites) (Fernandes et
al. 2005).

BIOPHYSICAL OPERATIONAL PRINCIPLES TO
HELP ACHIEVE ECOLOGICAL OBJECTIVES OF
REPRESENTATIVE AREAS (Fernandes et al. 2005):
Ensure local integrity: No-take areas should be at least
20 km long on the smallest dimension (except for coastal
bioregions).
Maximize the amount of protection larger (vs. smaller) notake areas have.
Replicate: Have sufficient no-take areas to ensure against
negative impacts on some part of a bioregion.
Avoid fragmentation: Where a reef is incorporated into a
no-take area, the whole reef should be included.
Set minimum amount of protection: Represent a
minimum amount of each reef and non-reef bioregion in the
no-take area.
Maintain geographic diversity: Represent cross-shelf and
latitudinal diversity in the network of no-take areas.
Represent all habitats: Represent a minimum of each
community type and physical environment type in the overall
network.
Apply all available information on processes: Maximize
the use of environmental information to determine the
configuration of no-take areas to form viable networks.
Protect uniqueness: Include biophysically special/unique
places.

Key Concept
Replication provides a safeguard against unexpected habitat loss or population collapse,
whether that might be the result of a natural event or human disturbance.

The number of replicates of each habitat type must be a balance between ensuring
representation and ensuring effective monitoring and enforcement (Airame et al. 2003).
For large biogeographic regions, fulfilling the critical stepping-stone role may require
more MPA replicates than for a smaller region. MPA networks are most effective when
each habitat type is represented in more than one MPA, thus it is recommended that at
a minimum three replicates of habitat type are included.
REPRESENTATION OF RESILIENT AND RESISTANT CHARACTERISTICS
MPA networks should be designed to maintain ecosystems over time, particularly in the
face of long-term climate changes. Habitats that exhibit characteristics of resistance
and resilience to climate change can be a vital component of MPA networks, since more
resilient networks may be able to resist or adapt to long-term changes.
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Resilience and resistance factors of a community can include both intrinsic factors (such
as biological or ecological traits) and extrinsic factors (such as physical factors). In terms
of MPAs, focus should be placed on areas which exhibit resistance and/or resilience
factors relative to regional disturbance factors and climate change. This maximizes both
strong and reliable recruitment of all species within the community and the likelihood
that a portion of the recruits will seed surrounding areas.
Key Concept
Resilience: The ability of a system to maintain key functions and processes in the face
of stresses or pressures by either resisting or adapting to change (Holling 1973; Nyström
and Folke 2001). Resilience can be applied to both ecological systems as well as social
systems.
Resistance: The ability of an ecosystem or species to maintain diversity, integrity and
ecological processes during or following a disturbance (i.e. corals that resist bleaching
or survive after bleaching events) (West and Salm 2003).

By protecting the full range of biodiversity and ecological processes across a range
of environmental variation, networks of MPAs can help to provide healthier and more
resilient ecosystems. In the temperate environment, there is increasing emphasis on the
health of ecosystems as a key component in resistance to and resilience from climate
change and other perturbations. Networks of MPAs that have the goal of maintaining
or improving protection of ecosystem structure and function, as well as protecting the
full-range of ecological processes, should provide healthier ecosystems that can buffer
against climate change. In addition, representation of all habitats across a range of
natural environmental variation in an MPA network will provide some accommodation
for changes in species distributions, oceanographic conditions and ecosystem dynamics
that may result from climate impacts. Reductions in life spans of targeted species,
distortions of food webs and phase shifts in dominant organisms can all affect the ability
of temperate systems to resist and recover from long-term perturbations (Steneck et al.
2002; Hughes et al. 2005).
In the tropical environment, determinants of resistance to coral bleaching have been
identified and include physical factors that: reduce temperature stress, enhance water
movement and flush toxins, decrease light stress and other factors that correlate with
bleaching tolerance (Table 7) (West and Salm 2003). In the context of coral reefs, areas
where environmental conditions enhance apparent resistance and resilience to bleaching
events and other hazards such as storms should be incorporated into MPA networks
(West and Salm 2003; Ledlie et al. 2007).
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Table 7 Resistance factors of coral reefs
Physical factors
that reduce
temperature
stress

Physical factors
that enhance
water movement
and flush toxins

Physical factors
that decrease
light and
radiation stress

Factors that
correlate with
bleaching
tolerance

Indirect
indicators of
bleaching
tolerance

,OCALIZED UPWELLING
OF COOL WATER

0ERMANENT STRONG
CURRENTS EDDIES
GYRES TIDES

3HADE FROM HIGH
LAND PROlLE
UNDERCUT COASTLINES
OR REEF STRUCTURE

4EMPERATURE
VARIABILITY REGIME
WARMER WATERS
IN SHALLOW BACK
REEF LAGOONS

(IGH DIVERSITY
AND ABUNDANCE
OF REEF SPECIES

!REAS ADJACENT TO
DEEP WATER

7IND TOPOGRAPHY
NARROW CHANNEL
peninsulas and

3TEEP SLOPE FROM
CORAL ASSEMBLAGES
and structure
POINTS

&REQUENT EXPOSURE
AND EMERGENCE
at low tide

7IDE RANGE OF
CORAL COLONY SIZES
and species
DISTRIBUTION

2EGULAR
exchanges
COOLER WATERS
replace warm
WATER

(IGH WAVE ENERGY

0RESENCE OF
naturally turbid
WATER

Tidal range

Cloud cover

(ISTORY OF CORAL
survival afterreplace
BLEACHING

Maintaining resiliency and adaptability will become even more important over the
coming decades in the face of accelerated climate change. While network design
cannot solve the problem of climate change, it can help to promote ecosystem recovery
and resilience by ensuring that a high proportion of MPAs within a network are free
from extractive uses, habitat-altering activities and other stresses that will compound
the impacts of climate change.
Key aspects of habitat representation and replication that should be
considered in the design of MPA networks include:
s 4HE lRST STEP IN PLANNING FOR REPRESENTATION IS TO ASSESS THE TYPE AND DISTRIBUTION OF
habitats within the region.
s )T IS IMPORTANT TO INCLUDE -0!S IN BOTH TRANSITION ZONES BETWEEN BIOGEOGRAPHIC
areas) and core zones within each biogeographic unit.
s 2EPRESENTATION OF ECOSYSTEM PROCESSES IS AS EQUALLY IMPORTANT AS THE REPRESENTATION
of all habitat types.
s 4HE OPTIMAL NUMBER OF REPLICATES IS A BALANCE BETWEEN ENSURING ADEQUATE
representation, minimizing socioeconomic costs, and effective monitoring and
enforcement; generally for research studies at least three replicates are needed.
s !REAS WHICH EXHIBIT CHARACTERISTICS ASSOCIATED WITH RESISTANCERESILIENCE SHOULD BE
incorporated where possible.

Guideline 2: Ensure ecologically significant areas
are incorporated
Biologically and ecologically significant areas, such as unique habitats, spawning
aggregations and nursery areas, play a crucial role in sustaining populations and
maintaining ecosystem function and should be considered in MPA network design.
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Including unique places in the network will
ensure that the network is comprehensive
and adequate to protect biodiversity
and the known special or unique areas
(Fernandes et al. 2005). The presence of
rare, endangered, relict or restricted-range
species, or populations with unique genetic
composition should be considered in MPA
design. Some marine habitats are more
vulnerable to natural and human impacts,
such as rocky reefs, coral reefs, deep-sea
cral communities, oyster reefs, salt marshes, Sea turtle hatching beaches are critical habitat
seagrass beds and mangroves, and should TO CONSIDER IN THE -0! NETWORK DESIGN
3ANGALAKI )SLAND )NDONESIA
be given special attention. Some sites
warrant protection because they are unique
in their biodiversity composition due to biophysical factors or degree of human impact.
Example from the field – inclusion of habitat for vulnerable species. In the Great
Barrier Reef Marine Park, dugongs (or sea cows) habitats (e.g. seagrass habitats,
locations where previous research indicated significant numbers of dugongs on a
regular basis) were specifically included in the identification process for the network of
no-take areas (Dobbs et al. 2007).

PROTECTION OF FORAGING OR BREEDING GROUNDS

-!2+ '/$&2%9 Ú  4(% .!452% #/.3%26!.#9

Many species utilize permanent foraging or breeding grounds. MPAs that are placed
at these locations (i.e. roosting sites, nursery areas, foraging grounds, etc.) can
offer protection for marine mammals, seabirds, fish, turtles, etc., by reducing human
disturbances and interactions and by protecting the prey base and key habitat features
important to specific areas. In some cases, limiting access to breeding grounds during
breeding season can be an appropriate objective on of an MPA.

A sea lion colony on the coast at
(UIRO AN INDIGENOUS -APUCHE
(UILLICHE COMMUNITY THAT
borders the Reserva Costera
6ALDIVIAN 4HIS AREA IS PROTECTED
IN THE .ATURE #ONSERVANCYS
6ALDIVIAN #OASTAL 2ESERVE A
  ACRE RESERVE COMPRISING
temperate rainforest and 36km
of Pacific coastline south of
6ALDIVIA #HILE
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PROTECTION OF SOURCE POPULATIONS
Protection of important sites for reproduction (nurseries, spawning areas, egg sources)
and protection of areas that will receive recruits and be future sources of spawning
potential are important targets for establishing self-sustaining MPAs. Fish spawning
aggregations are critical in the life cycle of fishes that use this reproductive strategy
and are vulnerable to overexploitation. Spawning aggregations are known to occur for
over 120 reef species, in nearly 20 different families, including surgeonfishes, wrasses,
goatfishes, parrotfishes, groupers, rabbitfishes and snappers (SCRFA 2007).
Larval “sources,” if they can be identified, make better MPA areas than sink populations
(Roberts 1997), regardless of whether the goal is biodiversity conservation or fisheries
management. MPAs strategically located at areas with source populations can not only
retain recruits and larvae to sustain local populations, but can also serve to export surplus
larvae to other areas. Source areas functioning as a refuge from fishing for individuals
Key Concept

Many grouper species form
SPAWNING AGGREGATIONS WHICH
should be identified and
incorporated in the boundaries
OF THE -0! .ASSAU GROUPER
"AHAMAS #ARIBBEAN

of certain species lead to an increase in the number of larger, older individuals who
carry an important role for reproduction in the community, and can also potentially act
as sources of propagules for other areas (Allison et al. 1998; Botsford et al. 2001). Larval
sinks, on the other hand, receive less benefit from protection and should be resilient
to “recruitment” overfishing (Roberts 1997). MPAs located at sink populations often
depend upon replenishment from outside areas, thereby diminishing prospects for longterm viability as well as fishery benefits if the source is removed or depleted (Pulliam and
Danielson 1991; Roberts 1998; Stewart et al. 2003). Typically local knowledge can play an
important role in identifying current or historic aggregations or source areas.
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A source area is a habitat patch that tends to accept new individuals to the population
but produces few of its own. In general, a source area shows no net change in population
size but is a net exporter of individuals (Crowder et al. 2000).
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Key aspects of ecologically significant areas that should be
considered in the design of MPA networks include:
s #RITICAL AREAS TO CONSIDER INCLUDE FEEDING GROUNDS BREEDING AND SPAWNING GROUNDS
nursery grounds, areas of high species diversity, socializing areas, migratory routes,
etc.
s 6ULNERABLE MARINE HABITATS EG ROCKY REEFS CORAL REEFS SEAGRASS BEDS MANGROVES
etc.) provide critical ecosystem processes and should be included in MPA network
design.
s )NCLUDING SOURCE POPULATIONS IF THEY CAN BE IDENTIlED IN -0!S IS DESIRABLE
s 5NDERSTANDING THE DIFFERENT NEEDS OF A TARGET SPECIES IN DIFFERENT LIFE STAGES AS WELL
as the risk of mortality in each stage, can help to determine which areas best act as
refuges for these species and should be selected as MPA sites.

Guideline 3: Maintain long-term protection
Network design must provide long-term protection, including no-take zones, to effectively
conserve diversity and provide ecosystem benefits; long-term arrangements for funding,
management and enforcement are essential for effective management.
The use of MPA networks as a key strategy for long-term sustainability of marine
ecosystems and the services they provide is dependent on areas of long-term protection.
The time to accrue social, economic and environmental benefits can vary from a few
seasons to decades, depending on the life history of target species, the condition of the
ecosystem at the time of implementation level of enforcement and the effectiveness of
management outside the MPA (PISCO 2007).
Fully protected MPAs (i.e. areas designated as no-take) have been shown to enhance
fish biomass of fish species inside the MPA boundaries (Murray et al. 1999; Roberts et al.
2001; Halpern and Warner 2002). Throughout the tropical and temperate regions, MPAs
have proven highly effective in rebuilding stocks of exploited organisms, suggesting that
MPAs can increase population sizes of many species with protection and thus provide
economic benefits (Figures 6 and 7). While some biological changes can happen rapidly,
the full effects of an MPA may take decades to become apparent. Therefore, network
design must provide long-term protection to effectively conserve and replenish resources
and to generate an overall long-term economic benefit.
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At Sumilon Island and Apo
Island MPAs in the Philippines,
the biomass of target fish inside
the no-take reserve increased
3.1-fold over 9 years of no-take
protection, and 4.6-fold over
18 years of no-take protection,
respectively. Furthermore,
biomass of large predatory
fish (surgeonfish and jacks)
increased almost 12-fold over
9 years of no-take protection
at Sumilon Island and 17.3fold over 18 years of no-take
protection at Apo Island (Alcala
and Russ 2006).
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Figure 6 Biomass at Apo and Sumilon islands MPAs
Biomass of fish targeted by fisheries in the no-take reserve and fisheries catch of the fish outside the
reserve, plotted against years of no-take protection .

Figure 7 Average changes in biomass and density in temperate and tropical region MPAs
!VERAGE CHANGES IN lSHES INVERTEBRATES AND SEAWEEDS WITHIN RESERVES FROM TEMPERATE BLUE BARS AND
TROPICAL ORANGE BARS AROUND THE WORLD #HANGES VARIED AMONG RESERVES BLACK DOTS BUT MOST RESERVES
DISPLAYED POSITIVE CHANGES IN BOTH REGIONS DATA ,ESTER ET AL IN REVISION 0)3#/ 

SPILLOVER OF LARVAE, JUVENILES AND ADULTS FROM
LONG-TERM PROTECTION
Because most marine species produce larvae that disperse, resulting in “open”
populations that are replenished by both local and distant sources of recruitment,
populations protected within MPAs have great potential to replenish areas outside MPAs
(Botsford et al. 2003). Long-term, especially no-take, MPAs can not only positively affect
the biomass, abundance, size and diversity of some species within the MPA, but those
impacts can also extend outside the boundaries. With protection from exploitation within
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an MPA, fish and invertebrates will be able to live longer and grow larger. Larger fish
generally have greater egg production per spawning event than smaller ones (Figure
8). For example, a 10-kg snapper produces the same amount of eggs as 212 one-kg
snappers (Bohnsack 1990). A greater abundance of fish within the MPA will result in
increased egg production, and successful recruitment inside and outside of MPAs.
Higher densities of fish inside MPAs can result in emigration of adults to outside areas.
At no-take MPAs on the Great Barrier Reef, batch fecundity, longer spawning seasons
and potentially greater larval survival due to larger egg size from bigger individuals were
observed compared to fished areas (Evans et al. 2008).
Fisheries that have benefited from the spillover of juveniles and export of eggs and
larva have been documented from MPAs throughout the world (Gell and Roberts 2003;
Halpern 2003; Abesamis and Russ 2005; Bartholomew et al. 2007). However, it can often

Figure 8 Average numbers of young produced by mature fish
The number of young produced by vermillion rock fishes increase with the size of the
adult. (Data: Love et al.1990; PISCO 2007)

take years for the signs and benefits of spillover to occur. Potential scales of spillover
vary across species and ecosystems. Fish tagging and movement data from coral reefs
suggest spillover may extend a few hundreds of meters to a few kilometres from reserves.
In contrast, spillover for more mobile species in systems such as estuaries, rocky reefs
and continental shelves, can reach tens to hundreds of kilometres (Gell and Roberts
2003).
Key Concept
Enhancements in growth, reproduction and biodiversity in an MPA can replenish fished
areas when young and adults move out of the MPA (PISCO 2007). Spillover from an MPA
accounts for 2 types of movements outside the MPA:
1. Adults and juvenile animals swim into adjacent areas.
2. Young animals and eggs can drift out from the MPA into the surrounding waters.
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ADAPTIVE STRATEGIES TO LONG-TERM PROTECTION

For MPAs that have a goal of fisheries management, seasonal closures may beneficially be
applied to species that have a well-defined reproduction cycle. Adaptive periodic closures
can increase fish biomass and average fish size (although well below the levels that
might be expected for unexploited ecosystems), and can enhance the harvest potential
through management. In situations where there are specific social and economic factors
(such as low human population density, decentralized and flexible control of marine
resources, high adherence to traditions and relatively low dependence on fisheries),
adaptive periodic closures are one of the many potential tools in the effort to conserve
resources and enhance fisheries (Cinner et al. 2005).
Key aspects of long-term protection that should be considered in the design
of MPA networks include:
s 7HETHER THE GOAL OF THE -0! SITE OR NETWORK IS lSHERIES MANAGEMENT OR BIODIVERSITY
conservation, having long-term, permanent, no-take closures provides the greatest
level of ecological protection and benefits.
s 4HROUGH LONG TERM PROTECTION THE MAINTENANCE OF LARGER OLDER LONGER LIVING lSH IS
possible, resulting in increased egg production.
s )N ORDER TO DEVELOP DYNAMIC -0!S AND -0! NETWORKS FOR HIGHLY MIGRATORY SPECIES
“bottlenecks,” or areas with certain oceanographic features related to key behaviors
(feeding, breeding, and socializing) should be protected both spatially and temporally
(depending on season of focal species use).
s !DAPTIVE PERIODIC CLOSURES MAY BE A MORE VIABLE CONSERVATION STRATEGY IN SOME
cases; however they will not be as effective as permanent closures and may incur
more management costs. Non-permanent closures should be limited to situations
with specific socioeconomic characteristics and where permanently closed MPAs are
UNREALISTIC
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While establishing permanent or long-term MPAs is critical to the success of largescale marine conservation measures (Cinner et al. 2005), it is not always the most
viable management tool. Providing effective enforcement and compliance for long-term
protection can be an overwhelming task, especially when financial resources are limited,
capacity is weak and the resource users are not aligned with the need for strict protection.
Long-term MPAs can displace fishers who have traditionally or historically fished in an
area that becomes off limits. This may result in increased conflict over natural resource
use where biological successes can be disrupted with social failures (Christie et al. 2005;
Christie et al. 2007; Christie and White 2007). Strategies being used to avoid undue social
conflict and ecological damage include: 1) making MPAs smaller than are optimal for
complete ecological success (this entails some compromises to accommodate to social
situations; 2) engaging resource users in a manner that raises awareness and brings
local ownership to the protection of closed areas; and 3) rotational or seasonal closures
so that a managed area is occasionally opened to fishing as an alternative to permanent
closures.
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Guideline 4: Ensure ecological linkages
MPA network design should seek to maximize and enhance the linkages among
individual MPAs and groups of MPAs within a given network.
CONNECTIVITY
A key premise of a network is that individual MPAs interact through ecological linkages.
These linkages may include (White et al. 2006):
s #ONNECTIONS OF ADJACENT OR CONTINUOUS HABITATS SUCH AS CORAL REEFS AND SEAGRASS
beds, or among mangrove and seagrass nursery areas and coral reefs.
s #ONNECTIONS THROUGH REGULAR LARVAL DISPERSAL IN THE WATER COLUMN BETWEEN AND WITHIN
MPA sites.
s 2EGULAR SETTLEMENT OF LARVAE FROM ONE -0! TO ANOTHER -0! THAT PROMOTES POPULATION
sustainability.
s -OVEMENTS OF MATURE MARINE LIFE IN THEIR HOME RANGE FROM ONE SITE TO ANOTHER OR
because of regular or random spillover effects from MPAs.
Key Concept
Connectivity describes the extent to which populations in different parts of a species’
range are linked by the exchange of eggs, larvae recruits or other propagules, juveniles
or adults (Palumbi 2003).

Connectivity between 2 populations is dependent on the larval characteristics of the
species (e.g., competency period, dispersal duration and swimming behavior), the
health and abundance of the source population, the permeability of the intervening
environment (speed and direction of the ocean currents, temperature, salinity, etc.),
and the availability and suitability of downstream habitat (Treml et al. 2007). Sediments,
nutrients, plankton, animals and pollution are distributed from their origins up and down
coastlines and across oceans, and different habitats are connected by the species that
transfer between them. For example, the connectivity between mangroves, seagrass and
coral reef systems provides a functional role; mediating the exchange of resources and
providing critical habitat for certain life history stages of species that move between those
habitats through their life stages (Mumby 2006). Therefore, contiguous habitat systems
and adjacent habitats tightly linked through the flow of matter, energy and organisms,
are also important connectivity considerations for network design (Granek 2007).
Key Concept
A number of reef fish in different feeding guilds use mangrove and seagrass habitats as
juveniles, and coral reefs as adults (Mumby 2006). For example, adult groupers spawn in
aggregations on the shelf in water depths of 25 to 50 m. After an extended larval period,
juveniles settle in mangrove estuaries, remaining there for up to 7 years before moving
to the shallow reef. An MPA designed to protect the various life stages of this species
must consider all habitats in the life cycle.
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MPAs in a network need to be arranged in a way to protect and secure connectivity of
populations within protected areas, between protected areas and in adjacent habitats
(Roberts et al. 2006). Patterns of connectivity in a network of MPAs are important in
understanding the supply of adults and larvae into and out of an MPA (Palumbi 2003).
The design of MPA networks to incorporate connectivity requires some estimates of
larval dispersal distances, adult movement patterns, habitat distribution and patchiness,
and oceanographic conditions.
ADULT MOVEMENT PATTERNS
Ocean neighborhoods are defined as the area centered on a set of parents that
is large enough to retain most of the offspring of those parents. The scale of ocean
neighborhoods is key to understanding how marine species make use of the seascape,
and is therefore fundamental for management strategies (Palumbi 2004). If adults of a
species move widely, the neighborhood is large and diffuse. In contrast, if adults are
sedentary and larvae are restricted in their dispersal, then an ocean neighborhood might
be small and distinct. Species with sedentary adults and dispersed larvae may have
large neighborhoods if long distance dispersal is common or small neighborhoods if long
distance dispersal is rare (Palumbi 2004).
Key Concept

One approach to incorporate adult movement patterns and connectivity into the MPA
network is to design the size of the individual MPAs based on adult neighborhood scales
of highly fished species to ensure that at least some adults remain protected during their
adult life stage, and to space the MPAs based on larval neighborhood scales (Palumbi
2004). Spatial management of marine populations over scales of 10 to 100 km may be
sufficient to cover the adult neighborhood sizes of a large fraction of species, particularly
those species important for commercial harvest (Table 8). Ultimately, accommodating
Table 8 Approximate adult and larval neighborhood sizes
Movement range (km)

Adult

Larval

> 1000s

Large migratory species

Many species

100s – 1000s

Large pelagic fish (e.g. blue
fin tuna)

Some fish

10s – 100s

Most benthic fish; smaller
pelagic fish (e.g. mackerel,
kingfish)

Most fish; most invertebrates

1 – 10s

Small benthic fish; many
benthic invertebrates

Algae; planktonic direct
developers, few fish

<1

Sessile species; species with
highly specialized habitat
needs

Benthic direct developers

!DOPTED FROM 0ALUMBI 
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Adult species movement patterns vary greatly. To protect a range of species within the
MPA network, a range of adult movement patterns needs to be considered in the size of
MPAs in the network.
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species with the largest adult movement patterns should also protect species with
smaller adult movement distances. For example, MPAs designed to ensure self-seeding
for species that move up to 100 km as adults should be sufficient for self-seeding of
species that move only 10 km as adults (Palumbi 2004).
For species with low dispersal, small MPAs may be sufficient, yet may be susceptible
to local extinction and low recruitment. As illustrated in Figure 9 through a simple
representation, connectivity builds as the number of MPAs and their coverage increases
(Roberts et al. 2006). With few MPAs, the network is highly fragmented and only local
clusters of MPAs are interconnected. With an increase in coverage, the MPAs are linked to
many others either directly or through a series of stepping-stone recruitments events.

Figure 9 Number of MPAs builds connectivity
Each reserve (represented by a black square) covers
2% of the management area. Links between MPAs are
displayed for those reserves b 25 km apart, indicating
connections between the network for species with a 25
km dispersal range. The network in the top box, with 10%
coverage, is highly fragmented. Connectivity increases with
coverage until, in a network of reserves covering 30% of
the management area (bottom box); all reserves are linked
(Roberts et al. 2006).

Protection of migratory species
Large migratory species have the largest neighborhood sizes. For example, baleen whales
and most marine turtles disperse widely, travelling over 10,000 km in a year. There has
been little consideration of designing MPA networks to protect marine megafauna whose
survival requires access to large oceanic pelagic areas. The design of MPA networks
that protect highly migratory species, such as marine mammals, turtles and tuna, should
take into consideration permanent protection of the spaces in the pelagic zone related to
some key life history patterns, including breeding, feeding and nursery areas, as well as
migratory routes. Because some of these elements fluctuate, for example with currents
and upwelling patterns, MPA networks can be designed in dynamic ways that include a
mixture of permanent spatial closures with temporal closures that fluctuate (Hyrenbach
et al. 2000). Developing dynamic temporal and spatial MPAs and MPA networks for
highly migratory species, including certain oceanographic areas related to key behaviors,
will provide an additional approach for ocean basin protection (Hyrenbach et al. 2000).
For example, critical cetacean habitats, such as those at the specific seamount at the tip
of the Willaumez Peninsula, were included in the Kimbe Bay Marine Reserve Network
design (Green et al. 2007).
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LARVAL DISPERSAL
Physical oceanographic processes and larval behavior combine in different ways to
produce an extensive variety of larval dispersal patterns among different species. The
distances that larvae disperse depend on several factors which act synergistically over
the larval duration period including behavior, drifting duration, food resources, predators
encountered (which affect survival, condition and growth rates) and influences of
currents or other oceanographic factors (Mora and Sale 2002).
Key Concept

Water currents that transport organisms from one location to another help facilitate
connections between populations, but do not necessarily determine them. There is little
doubt that many species make use of currents as vectors of dispersal, but most species
are not thought to ride them passively. Instead they behave in ways that interact with
prevailing currents to enhance their probability of future survival (Leis and Carson-Ewart
2003; Leis 2006). In places where currents are strongly directional, MPAs sited in upcurrent
locations will be more likely to support recruits to the downcurrent areas (Roberts 1997).
Similarly, it is important to consider the direction of water flow and transport, as well
as water quality (or activities that might affect water quality) “upcurrent” of the MPA
(Allison et al. 1998). The degree to which larval behavior influences biophysical dispersal
potential and local retention is considered to be highly species-specific (Cowen et al.
2000; Mora and Sale 2002).
One approach to account for larval dispersal in MPA design is to match the spatial scale
of MPAs to the spatial scale of larval dispersal (ensure that the MPA is large enough to be
self-seeding to sustain the population) and to space MPAs, with the appropriate habitat
for that species, at a distance that will allow for connectivity of the populations (Palumbi
2004; Jones et al. 2007). In practice, this design approach is possible when the pattern of
species dispersal is known or can be estimated for a target species, enabling protection
for source populations. While data may not be available on larval dispersal distances of
all or even many species, patterns of larval dispersal can be applied to identify a range of
dispersal distances expected within species in the region. Generally, various species in a
community display a range of larval dispersal distances that can be evaluated to estimate
MPA sizes and spacing that may accommodate the dispersal distances of either focal
species or the broadest range of species. The specific pattern of larval dispersal of any
particular species is not as important for the MPA network design as the sum of all the
patterns of larval dispersal for all the species of concern.
Further, technological advances in genetics, modelling and otolith chemistry, coupled
with a recognition of the importance of behavior, mortality, physical variability and
oceanographic features have all indicated that larval ranges are much smaller than
previously suspected and long-distance dispersal may be unusual (Palumbi 2004; Cowen
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To compensate for constantly changing ocean conditions, MPAs should be located
in a wide variety of places in relation to the prevailing currents (Roberts et al. 2001).
Also, where currents are complex, with eddies or reversing, an even spread of reserve
locations is recommended.
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et al. 2006; Almany et al. 2007; Becker et al. 2007; Jones et al. 2007). For example, local
retention of reef fish larvae is found to be more prevalent than previously thought, even
in species with long larval durations (on the scale of 1 to 100 km) because of localized
currents, eddies and various topographical influences.
Figure 10 shows the scales of larval and spore dispersal distance for marine plants (13
species), invertebrates (51 species), and fish (26 species) estimated from a compilation
of genetic data of species around the world (Kinlan and Gaines 2003). Scales of larval
movement vary enormously among species. In the study, genetic data indicate relatively
wide marine invertebrate dispersal from <1 to 100 mi, 1 to >100 mi for marine fish larvae,
while seaweeds do not disperse as widely.
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Figure 10 Estimated dispersal
distance by organism group
+INLAN AND 'AINES  

Coral larvae dispersal patterns can be used to estimate distance ranges for consideration in the MPA
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Example from the field – Ensuring ecological connectivity in a statewide
network of MPAs in California (USA).
The California Marine Life Protection Act (MLPA) currently being implemented in state
waters in California has an explicit goal of ensuring that MPAs function, to the extent
possible, as a network. The MLPA Science Advisory Team has developed a set of
science guidelines for the stakeholders charged with designing proposals for arrays
of MPAs within each of the 5 study regions in California that will ultimately form the
statewide network. These include guidelines on size and spacing of MPAs to promote
ecological connectivity. The size and spacing guidelines are based on the best available
scientific data on the patterns of adult movement and larval dispersal of species likely to
benefit from MPAs; patterns of movement or dispersal vary broadly from a few meters to
hundreds of kilometers for species found along the California coast. The size and spacing
guidelines need to be considered together to ensure that MPAs are large enough to
protect adults of species that move short to moderate distances and to allow for selfseeding of short-distance dispersers. The MPAs should be spaced to ensure that larvae
from as many species as possible can reach other MPAs with appropriate habitat. The
MLPA size and spacing guidelines are (CDFG 2007):
SIZE GUIDELINES
3IZE 'UIDELINE  For an objective of protecting adult populations, based on adult
neighborhood sizes and movement patterns, MPAs should have an alongshore span
of 5 to 10 km of coastline, and preferably 10 to 20 km. Larger MPAs are required to
fully protect marine birds, mammals, and migratory fish.
s 3IZE 'UIDELINE  For an objective of protecting the diversity of species that live
at different depths and to accommodate the movement of individuals to and from
shallow nursery or spawning grounds to adult habitats offshore, MPAs should extend
from the intertidal zone to deep waters offshore [note California state waters extend
3 nautical miles offshore].
s 4HE COMBINATION OF SIZE GUIDELINES  AND  result in a size range
recommendation of a minimum size of 25 km2 [5 km alongshore by 5 km offshore] to
a preferred size of 45 to 100 mi2 [9 to 20 km alongshore by 5 km offshore].
SPACING GUIDELINE:
Spacing Guideline: For an objective of
facilitating dispersal of important bottomdwelling fish and invertebrate groups
among MPAs, based on currently known
scales of larval dispersal, MPAs should be
placed within 50 to 100 km of each other.

California’s Central Coast Marine Protected
!REAS EXTEND FROM 0IGEON 0OINT 3AN -ATEO
#OUNTY SOUTH TO 0OINT #ONCEPTION 3ANTA
"ARBARA #OUNTY  4HE SERIES OF  MARINE
protected areas represent approximately 204
SQUARE MILES OR APPROXIMATELY  OF STATE
WATERS IN THE #ENTRAL #OAST 3TUDY 2EGION
HTTPWWWDFGCAGOVMLPACCMPAS?LIST
asp#anonuevo
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Key aspects of ecological connectivity that are important to
consider in the design of MPA networks include:
s #ONNECTIONS BETWEEN FUNCTIONALLY LINKED HABITATS DUE TO SPECIES LIFE CYCLE PATTERNS
such as coral reefs, seagrass and mangroves, should be incorporated into the network
design.
s 7HEN LARVAL RETENTION AND CONNECTIVITY ARE INCORPORATED INTO THE DESIGN OF -0!
networks, optimal outcomes rely on whether the overall goal is to maximize benefits
within MPA boundaries, beyond the boundaries or a balance between the two.
s #ONNECTIVITY IS MORE LOCAL THAN PREVIOUSLY THOUGHT RECENT RESULTS INDICATE SMALLER
dispersal distances on average.
s 4O ENSURE THAT POPULATIONS ARE CONNECTED AND THEREFORE MORE RESILIENT THE SPATIAL
scale of MPAs should match the spatial scale of larval dispersal of many species.
s #ONNECTIVITY IS NOT ONLY A FUNCTION OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF -0!S AND THEIR SIZES BUT ALSO
the distribution of the habitat type provided in each MPA.

Guideline 5: Ensure maximum contribution of individual
MPAs to the network
The size, shape and spacing of the MPAs in the network greatly influence the connectivity
in the network, the degree to which there are edge effects and the ease of enforcement
of the MPAs.
SIZE
To provide any significant protection to a target species, the size of an individual MPA
must be large enough to capture the home-range sizes of many species, as well as allow
for self-seeding by short-distance dispersers. The choice of any MPA size determines the
subset of species that will potentially benefit; generally, larger MPAs provide benefits to
a wider diversity of species than smaller MPAs.
Key Concept
MPAs will be most effective if they are substantially larger than the distance that
individual adult and juvenile fish and invertebrates move. MPAs that are larger in size
will capture the adult movement ranges and larval dispersal distances of more species
than small MPAs. Although small-sized reserves can certainly have positive impacts,
larger MPAs provide a benefit to a wider diversity of species. A network of smaller-sized
MPAs can be a viable alternative to one large MPA.

As MPA size increases, the potential fisheries benefit from spillover and larval production
will increase, but only to a certain point, and only if those targeted species are protected
in the MPA and exploited outside the MPA. The criteria for choosing MPA size to
maximize catch in surrounding waters are different from those used to design an MPA for
conservation goals. If the MPA is too large, spillover and export will no longer offset the
losses to fisheries due to the reduction in fishing grounds (PISCO 2002; 2007). Therefore,
minimum MPA size constraints should be set by the more mobile target species common
to a given area, while acknowledging that some wide-ranging species may not benefit
from even very large MPAs (CDFG 2007). For example, for sedentary animals living on
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coral reefs, reserves of <1 km across have augmented local fisheries, especially when
established in networks (Galal et al. 2002)). For more mobile estuarine fish, larger MPAs
in Florida, for example, (16 and 24 km2) have sustained spillover to local recreational
fisheries for decades (Gell and Roberts 2003).
Another consideration in terms of the optimal size of an MPA is management effectiveness.
A smaller MPA is easier to enforce, and the monitoring efforts are less demanding.
Larger MPAs may take longer to establish and implement and require greater financial
support than smaller MPAs. From the perspective of fisheries, networks consisting of
many smaller MPAs may be preferable to a few very large MPAs. The benefits of several
smaller MPAs will spread the benefits more widely over the management area (Roberts
and Hawkins 2000).

SPACING
The exchange of larvae among MPAs is a fundamental biological rationale for MPA
networks. Movement out of, into and between MPAs by adults, juveniles, larvae, eggs
or spores of marine species depends on their dispersal distance, and guides spacing
aspects of MPA network design. In general, the lower the effective dispersal of a species,
the closer the MPAs will have to be to provide benefits to unprotected areas (Jones
et al. 2007). MPAs that are more closely spaced can be ecologically connected and
serve to protect a greater fraction of species through movement of young and increased
recruitment subsidies from other MPAs (PISCO 2007). Therefore, MPAs should be spaced
appropriately to capture the broadest range of dispersal distances as possible.
Furthermore, the MPA spacing consideration also is habitat dependent. Habitat
distribution patterns should influence where the MPAs are placed and how far apart
they are spaced. Within the network, what matters is not spacing to the next MPA but
spacing to the next MPA that offers suitable habitat for the target species (or range of
target species).
SHAPE
Two key components of shape in the design of the MPA are 1) the concept of edge
effects and 2) the enforceability of regularly shaped boundaries with clear landmark or
coordinates (see Chapter 7, Enforcement and Compliance). It is important to consider
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Example from the field – Cousin Island MPA in the Seychelles. If inappropriately
sized or placed, even an established and well-managed MPA may not be resilient to
anthropogenic stresses and have the ability to recover from disturbances. The localized
benefits of small MPAs may become ineffective if those areas in protection are not
resilient to global disturbance events (i.e. coral bleaching). The complexities of
trophic interactions on coral reefs and the impacts of multiple stressors in MPAs do
not necessarily result in protection of ecosystems. The 1.2 km2 Cousin Island MPA in
the Seychelles, exhibited a dramatic phase shift from coral to macroalgal dominance,
accompanied by a collapse in reef structure despite the full protection of herbivorous fish
in the well-managed MPA, in the face of a coral bleaching event. The lack of resilience
in Cousin MPA and the consequent phase shift from a coral to macroalgal-dominated
reef system suggest that individual, small-scale protected areas may not be successful
on their own (Ledlie et al. 2007).
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the ratio of edge habitat versus core interior habitat, as the edges of MPAs are often
extensively fished, and therefore do not offer the same refuge to fish species as core
interior protected areas do (Willis et al. 2003). The more edge a reserve has, the faster it
will export or spillover, relative to the total protected area (Roberts et al. 2001).
To ensure protection of the varied species in the MPA, it is important to include a variety
of depths and transition zones while planning for representation of all habitat types
within a network (Roberts et al. 2001). The shape of the MPA should aim to capture
the onshore-offshore or habitat-habitat ontogenetic (or life-stage) shifts of species. For
example, in the tropical environment, the shape of the MPA should capture the gradient
from mangrove to reef; and in the temperate environment, the MPA should capture
shallow to deep water movement of species over their life spans.

Ú-!2+ $/,9!+

The shape is also a critical factor in the effective delineation and enforcement of the
MPAs in the network. While evidence indicates that MPAs with boundaries that conform
to natural habitat edges can better protect species than reserves with boundaries that
cross reef habitat (Bartholomew et al. 2007), ease of compliance and enforcement
capabilities need to be taken into account. Therefore, it is important to consider obvious
reference points for ease of monitoring and enforcement as well as building awareness
of boundaries with resource users (CDFG 2007). The most desirable shapes are squares
or rectangles because they can be delineated by lines of latitude and longitude, and
consequently are more easily identified by user groups (Meester et al. 2004). Furthermore,
within an MPA network, it is convenient to eliminate the bias that may arise due to shape
differences between individual MPAs. Within the range of possible rectangular shapes
for MPAs, compact MPAs are preferred because MPAs with larger perimeters will likely

.ATURAL BOUNDARIES SUCH AS BAYS AND HEADLANDS CAN PROVIDE OBVIOUS REFERENCE POINTS FOR -0! SHAPE
CONSIDERATION #ALIFORNIA
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“lose” more fish across the borders due to exploitation effects (spillover). For example,
a 16 km2 MPA can be designed as a 4 km square or a 64 x 0.25 km rectangle. The latter
shape has 8 times the perimeter and is harder to implement, utilize and enforce (Meester
et al. 2004).
The most important aspects of the ecological guidelines are summarized in Table 9.
These guidelines should be applied within the local context and that will dictate to what
extent they are implementable. Also, the social, economic, political and cultural attributes
of an area need to be balanced with the ecological considerations for the MPA network;
ultimately, integration is necessary.
Key aspects to maximize individual MPA contribution to the network:

s

4O ENSURE SELF SEEDING OF A RESERVE IT SHOULD BE AS LARGE AS THE MEAN LARVAL
dispersal distance of the target species (Shanks et al. 2003, Botsford 2001). Aim for
MPAs that are 10 to 20 km in diameter across their minimum width.

s

4O MEET BOTH lSHERY AND CONSERVATION GOALS INTERMEDIATE SIZES OF -0!S AND A
variation of sizes within a network is considered ideal.

s

)F THE DESIGN IS FOCUSED ON TARGET SPECIES OPTIMAL SIZING MAY DIFFER DEPENDING ON
the particular species characteristics.

s

/NE APPROACH TO NETWORK DESIGN IS TO ESTABLISH THE SIZE OF -0! BASED ON ADULT
neighborhood sizes of highly fished species, and space the MPA based on larval
neighborhood scales.
Five ecological guidelines
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Size

Spacing
s

4O FACILITATE DISPERSAL AND PROMOTE CONNECTIVITY BETWEEN -0!S -0!S SHOULD BE
placed appropriately to capture the middle range of dispersal distances. Spacing
guidelines vary by habitat and region, with estimates ranging from 10 to 20 km of
one another (Shanks et al. 2003) to 50 to 100km (CDFG 2007) to capture effective
connectivity.

s

-0!S SHOULD BE SPACED TO CAPTURE THE BIOGEOGRAPHIC RANGE OF VARIATION IN HABITAT
and species.

s

6ARIABLE SPACING IS BETTER THAN lXED SPACING WHEN THERE ARE SEVERAL SMALL -0!S
rather than a few large MPAs.

Shape
s

4HE SHAPE OF THE -0! SHOULD CAPTURE THE GRADIENT FROM ONSHORE OFFSHORE OR
habitat-habitat shifts of species of interest.

s

! SHAPE THAT ALLOWS FOR CLEAR MARKING OF BOUNDARIES FOR BOTH RESOURCE USERS AND
enforcement personnel awareness may increase effectiveness. MPAs should be
contiguous, compact and easily delineated.

s

7HEN DESIGNING SHAPE FOR BIODIVERSITY CONSERVATION IT IS IMPORTANT TO MINIMIZE EDGE
habitat and maximize interior protected area. In contrast, for fisheries management,
it is important to consider the type and spatial extent of the habitat bordering the
MPA, since this will influence emigration (e.g. continuous habitat inside and outside
of the reserve will enhance spillover effects (Carr et al. 2003)).
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Table 9 Summary of ecological guiding principles to help build resilient MPA networks
Ecological Guideline

Strategies

 )NCLUDE THE FULL RANGE
of biodiversity present
in the biogeographic
region

Representation: Represent a minimum of each habitat type and physical
ENVIRONMENT TYPE IN THE OVERALL -0! NETWORK
2EPLICATION (AVE SUFlCIENT REPLICATION TO SAFEGUARD AGAINST CATASTROPHIC
EVENTS OR DISTURBANCES
Representation of resilient and resistant characteristics: Chose sites that are
MORE LIKELY TO BE RESISTANT OR RESILIENT TO GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE

 %NSURE SIGNIlCANT
areas are incorporated

0ROTECTION OF UNIQUE OR VULNERABLE HABITATS $ESIGN -0!S TO INCLUDE BIOPHYSICALLY
SPECIAL AND UNIQUE PLACES
Protection of foraging or breeding grounds: Design MPAs to include
IMPORTANT AREAS FOR BREEDING FEEDING OR SOCIALIZING AREAS ROOKERIES HAUL OUTS
NESTING ETC 
Protection of source populations: Design the MPA to include important sources
OF REPRODUCTION NURSERIES SPAWNING AREAS EGG SOURCES ETC  -0!S LOCATED
AT SOURCE POPULATIONS WHEN IDENTIlABLE CAN HELP RETAIN RECRUITS AND LARVAE TO
SUSTAIN LOCAL POPULATIONS AS WELL AS SERVE TO EXPORT SURPLUS LARVAE

 -AINTAIN LONG TERM
protection

Consider spillover: Spillover of adult and juvenile fishes and invertebrates can
CONTRIBUTE TO POPULATIONS IN lSHED WATERS OUTSIDE -0!S BUT MAY NOT BE EVIDENT
FOR YEARS AFTER PROTECTION 3PILLOVER HAS BEEN DOCUMENTED IN -0!S AROUND
THE WORLD INCLUDING 3AINT ,UCIA +ENYA THE 5NITED 3TATES !USTRALIA AND THE
0HILIPPINES
Adaptive management: Include adaptive strategies in the MPA design which
ALLOW FOR ADJUSTMENTS AS SCIENCE EVOLVES AND COMMUNITY DYNAMICS CHANGE
Design the MPA boundaries to be flexible in space and time so that they can be
EXPANDED OR CONTRACTED HAVE SEASONAL OR OTHER TIME LIMITS BE MOVED TO
DIFFERENT LEVELS OF PROTECTION AND SO TO BE MADE MORE RESPONSIVE TO CHANGING
CONDITIONS ECOLOGICALLY SOCIAL ECONOMICALLY 

 %NSURE ECOLOGICAL
linkages

#ONNECTIVITY 2ECOGNIZE THE PATTERNS OF CONNECTIVITY WITHIN AND AMONG
ECOSYSTEMS EG ECOLOGICAL LINKAGES AMONG CORAL REEFS SEAGRASSES AND
MANGROVES 
Consider adult movement and larval dispersal: Larval dispersal and adult
MOVEMENT VARY GREATLY WITH SPECIES DESIGN SIZE AND SPACING OF -0! NETWORK TO
MAXIMIZE BENElTS
Consider adult movement patterns: Adult movement patterns and distances vary
GREATLY WITH SPECIES WHICH INmUENCE THE DESIGN OF THE -0! AND RESPONSE OF
SPECIES AFTER THE -0! IS CREATED

 %NSURE MAXIMUM
contribution of
individual MPAs to
the network

#ONSIDER SIZE $ESIGN INDIVIDUAL -0!S LARGE ENOUGH TO  ACCOMMODATE THE
LARGE SCALE MOVEMENT OF ADULTS AND  INCLUDE ENOUGH HABITAT FOR VIABLE SPECIES
AND ECOSYSTEM PROTECTION
#ONSIDER SPACING $ESIGN NETWORK OF -0!S TO  ACCOMMODATE THE LONG
DISTANCE DISPERSAL OF LARVAE AND  CAPTURE THE BIOGEOGRAPHIC RANGE OF VARIATION
IN HABITATS AND SPECIES
#ONSIDER SHAPE $ESIGN THE SHAPE OF INDIVIDUAL -0!S TO  TAKE INTO ACCOUNT
EDGE HABITAT FOR BIODIVERSITY CONSERVATION IT IS IMPORTANT TO MINIMIZE EDGE HABITAT
AND MAXIMIZE INTERIOR PROTECTED AREA IN CONTRAST FOR lSHERIES MANAGEMENT
continuous habitat inside and outside of the reserve will enhance spill over
EFFECTS   MAINTAIN THE LATITUDINAL AND LONGITUDINAL GRADIENT IN HABITATS AND
COMMUNITIES AND  FACILITATE ENFORCEMENT
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Case Studies of MPA
Networks
ÒThetestofourtheoryismeasuredresults--even
ifthenumberofreplicatesarefew.Ó
The following four case studies describe how the selected and evolving MPA
networks are applying some of the principles and criteria that are important
in well-designed networks. These highlight some of the practicalities and
limitations to the use of all criteria in any given situation and that scaling
up from single MPAs to networks of MPAs is only beginning and still in
preliminary stages. The cases also illustrate how design and planning need to
go hand-in-hand with field implementation so that learning from experience
can occur and support an adaptive management approach.

Case Study 1

ESTABLISHING RESILIENT MARINE PROTECTED AREA NETWORKS—MAKING IT HAPPEN

Case Study 1: Scientific design of Kimbe Bay MPA
network, West New Britain, Papua New Guinea7
LOCATION AND BACKGROUND
Kimbe Bay is located on the north
coast of the island of New Britain in
the Bismarck Sea, West New Britain
Province, Papua New Guinea (Figure
11). Kimbe is one of the Nature
Conservancy’s platform sites, where
the aim is to establish a resilient
network of MPAs. Kimbe is a large,
well-defined bay with distinct
boundaries. The bay comprises a
wide variety of shallow (coral reefs,
mangroves and seagrasses) and Figure 11 Kimbe Bay location
deepwater marine habitats (oceanic
waters and seamounts) in close proximity. This provides an ideal opportunity to protect
a wide range of high diversity marine habitats in one location.
CONSERVATION BASIS
Kimbe Bay is one of the most diverse and significant tropical marine ecosystems,
composed of many habitat areas of high conservation value. It provides an excellent
opportunity to establish an MPA network due to the unique combination of biophysical
and socioeconomic characteristics, as well as its history of conservation activities. The
bay is an integral component of the Bismarck Sea, which supports extensive high diversity
coral reef ecosystems, critically important habitats for rare and threatened whales and
sea turtles, and a productive tuna fishery. Kimbe is also part of the Coral Triangle, which
is the epicentre of marine diversity and a global priority of conservation. While the Coral
Triangle encompasses a large area (7,077,203 km2) , it comprises less than 2% of the
world’s oceans and yet it comprises approximately 30% 8 of the world’s coral reefs, 76%
of the coral species (Veron et al. in prep) and almost 40% of the world’s coral reef
fish species (Allen unpubl. data). As part of globally and ecoregionally significant areas,
Kimbe Bay is a high priority for marine conservation and an ideal candidate for a MPA
network to anchor a larger scale network in the Bismarck Sea.
NETWORK DESIGN AND APPROACH
The objectives of the Kimbe Bay MPA network are twofold: (1) to conserve marine
biodiversity and natural resources of the bay in perpetuity and (2) to address local marine
resource management needs. The scientific design of the Kimbe Bay MPA network is
7 All content for this case study is based on the report Scientific Design of a Resilient Network of Marine Protected
Areas 'REEN ET AL   !VAILABLE AT HTTPWWWREEFRESILIENCEORGPDF+IMBE?#OMPLETE?2EPORTPDF
 0ERCENT BASED ON 7#-# CORAL REEF ATLAS DATA
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based largely on a scientific assessment of biodiversity values and the identification of
15 Areas of Interest (AOIs or individual MPAs) that meet specific conservation goals. The
scientific design of the MPA network was developed through a 6-step process, involving
expert scientific advice, targeted research and monitoring, and an analytical design
process (using marine reserve design software MARXAN). Specific design principles
were defined which were used to design the network by taking into account both the
biophysical and socioeconomic characteristics of the bay (Table 10).
Table 10 Application of design criteria, Kimbe Bay
Representation and replication criteria were accounted for by:
■

Conserving representative examples of each shallow-water habitat type and key oceanic habitats
(seamounts).

■

Including a “sufficient” number and area of each habitat type.

■

Protecting 20% of each habitat type.

■

Aiming to protect at least 3 replicate areas of each habitat type, and spreading them out
geographically to reduce the possibility that all areas will be affected by the same disturbance.

■

Choosing representative areas based on knowledge to maximize number of species protected.

■

Choosing sites that are more likely to be resistant or resilient to global change.

Critical area criteria were accounted for by:
Including key habitats including:
●

Areas that may be naturally more resistant or resilient to coral bleaching.

●

Permanent or transient aggregations of large groupers, humphead wrasses and other key
species.

●

Turtle nesting areas.

●

Cetacean preferred habitats (breeding, resting, feeding areas and migration corridors).

●

Breeding areas for crocodiles.

●

Areas supporting high diversity.

●

Areas supporting species with limited abundance/distribution.

●

Areas that are preferred habitats for vulnerable species.

●

Areas that contain a variety of habitat types in close proximity to one another.

Connectivity criteria were accounted for by:
■

Taking a system-wide approach that recognizes patterns of connectivity within and among systems
(particularly coral reefs, mangrove forests and seagrass beds).

■

Where possible, including entire ecological units (e.g. whole offshore reefs, seamounts) and a
buffer around the core area or interest. Where this wasn’t possible, larger areas of continuous
ecological units were included (e.g. coastal fringing reefs).

■

Maximizing acquisition and use of environmental information to determine best configuration,
taking connectivity into account.

■

Using rules of thumb for MPA network design, i.e. where possible AOIs or MPAs were a minimum
size of 10km2 (10 to 20 km in diameter) with a maximum spacing distance of 15 km between them.
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The results of the MARXAN analysis identified priority conservation areas, which were
used to identify broad AOI for inclusion in the MPA network. To ensure that the design
principles and goals were applied successfully and to confirm that the network objectives
would be achieved with these areas, the AOIs were refined using manual accounting. For
example, AOI boundaries were modified to ensure that biological, socioeconomic and
cultural interests had been taken into account. The outcome was the scientific design
of the MPA network for Kimbe Bay (Figure 12), which highlights 15 AOIs where the
Conservancy will aim to work with communities that own and manage marine resources
within these areas through a detailed community-based planning process. Since
communities are the marine resource owners and decision makers in Kimbe Bay, final
decisions regarding the MPA network design will be at their discretion.

Figure 12 Reserve placement based on optimization analysis, Kimbe Bay
4HE lGURE SHOWS THE !REAS OF )NTEREST THOSE BOXED FOR BIODIVERSITY CONSERVATION ;.OTE 4HIS IS
THE END RESULT OF THE WHOLE PROCESS NOT THE -!28!. RESULT=

IMPLEMENTATION
The implementation process of the Kimbe Bay network design will require multiple
strategies for working with local communities and government at a range of scales, and
is expected to take 5 years or more to complete. The MPA network and the scientific
design have been endorsed by all levels of the government in the region (local, provincial
and national) and implementation is currently underway. A priority for the successful
implementation of the design is sustainable financial planning for the establishment
and long-term management of the MPA network. Additionally, long-term monitoring
protocols will need to be incorporated for adaptive management application. For the
MPA network to be successful, it will also need to be embedded in broader marine
resource use and land use strategies
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Case Study 2: Palau, Micronesia MPA Network9
LOCATION AND BACKGROUND
The Republic of Palau is an archipelago of 343 islands in the Micronesian region of the
Pacific Ocean, 965 km east of the Philippines. Palau is composed of 12 inhabitated islands
and 700-plus islets, stretching 700 km from Ngenuangel Atoll in the Kayangel Islands in
the north to Helen reef in the south (Figure 13). The archipelago consists of a clustered
island group and the Rock Islands, and 6 isolated islands that lie approximately 340 to
500 km to the southwest. Palau has numerous islands and reef types, including volcanic
islands, atolls, raised limestone islands and low coral islands. A barrier reef surrounds
most of the main island cluster, from the north stretching down to the southern lagoon.
Figure 13 Map of Palau’s main
island cluster
(Map: A. Shapiro; accessed from
[Golbuu et al. 2005])

Case Study 2
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With the most biologically diverse coral
reefs, lagoons, mangroves and seagrass
beds in Micronesia, the Republic of
Palau is considered one of the “Seven
Underwater Wonders of the World.” Palau
supports over 350 hard coral species, 200
species of soft coral species and over 300
species of sponges, covering over 500
km2 of reef area. More than 1,300 reef fish
types, vulnerable and endangered species
such as the dugong, salt water crocodile,
hawksbill and green sea turtles, and giant
clams are found in the waters of Palau.
Over the past decade, considerable
changes in coral cover on Palau’s coral reefs have been observed, including widespread coral bleaching and coral mortality. In November 2003, the Palau Protected Areas
Network (PAN) Act was signed into law. The PAN provides a framework for Palau’s
national and state governments to collaborate to establish a network of terrestrial and
marine protected areas to protect areas of biodiversity significance, important habitats
and other vulnerable resources that are essential for the future social, cultural, economic
and environmental stability and health of Palau. The PAN allows for designation of
protected areas under a variety of categories, ranging from full protection to multipleuse management areas.
9 Content for the case study is based on the following reports: Biodiversity Planning for Palau’s Protected Areas
Network (INCHLEY ET AL   Building a resilient network of protected areas in Palau 6ERHEIJ AND !ITARO  
Palau’s coral reefs show differential habitat recovery following the 1998-bleaching event ('OLBUU ET AL  
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NETWORK DESIGN AND APPROACH
The PAN design is based on 4 broad, interrelated components: 1) effective governance
and management, 2) building capacity, 3) sustainable financing, and 4) strong science.
Two categories of design principles have been identified: 1) biophysical design principles
and 2) socioeconomic design principles to guide MPA designation. The development
of the nationwide PAN in Palau is a collaborative effort involving all the locally based
environment-related agencies and organizations, local communities, state and national
governments, and research organizations. It also involves a number of international
agencies and organizations that are providing specific assistance. Ecological and
biodiversity data have been collected by a number of agencies, including the Palau
Conservation Society, Coral Reef Research Foundation and the Palau International Coral
Reef Centre. Although data have been collected, there are still gaps in ecological and
biodiversity data.
Attended by representatives of the main science and resource management agencies,
the communities, and state and national government in Palau, workshops were held
to initiate the development of a network plan. The workshops produced 2 outcomes:
(1) an agreed set of Protected Area design principles, conservation targets, goals and
stratification and (2) a range of PAN scenarios based on these data. To ensure effective
representation across the study area, the total area was divided into 6 stratification units.
The stratification approach was used to enable the effective capture of the full range
of environmental, geographic and hydrological variation within each system, and also
to spread the risk of the failure of any one area in the event of detrimental stochastic
events.
Figure 14 MARXAN scenario,
Palau Network
4HIS -!28!. SCENARIO PRIORITIZES AREAS FOR
CONSERVATION TO MEET TARGETS AND GOALS WHILE
NOT INCORPORATING THE EXISTING PROTECTED AREAS
4HIS IS ONE OF SEVERAL -!28!. SCENARIOS THAT
can be used and evaluated when determining the
APPROPRIATE PROTECTED AREA CONlGURATION MEETING
ALL CONSERVATION SOCIOECONOMIC
POLITICAL AND CULTURAL GOALS
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Incorporating the conservation targets, goals, stratification and costs deciphered from
the workshops, 5 scenarios were developed in MARXAN to examine a range of options
for the selection of areas that together would meet the conservation goals. Each scenario
examined a range of options, taking into account well-defined measures of likely economic
impacts of the reserve system, as well as existing protected areas, traditional areas and
dive areas, for selection of areas that would meet conservation goals. Figure 14 illustrates
one such scenario for the Palau MPA network, produced with MARXAN. This scenario
allows MARXAN to search for areas to meet all conservation goals, without taking into
consideration any existing or proposed protected areas. This scenario highlights the
most important areas to achieve conservation goals.
The biophysical principles focus on maximizing the biological objectives of the network by
taking into account key biological and physical processes, and the socioeconomic design
principles focus on maximizing benefits to local communities and sustainable industries
(Table 11). Connectivity is accounted for in the current design of the network through
surrogates, due to a lack of detailed information on currents and larval dispersal patterns.
The assumption is that sufficient representation and replication within the network design
will help address connectivity issues. Several studies on the physical and biological
characteristics and dynamics of the reef fish spawning aggregations and movements of
fish larvae in Palau have been done which support connectivity uncertainties. Through
these studies spawning aggregations can be quantified to produce a density measure
of aggregated fishes that can be an additional data layer on bathymetry maps and aerial
photos.
Table 11 Application of biophysical criteria, Palau MPA network

■

Conservation of representative examples of each biodiversity feature (conservation target).

■

“Sufficient” number and area of each habitat type included; geographically space them to reduce
chance negative impacts.

■

Aiming to include 3 replicated areas representing or exceeding percentage goal of each biodiversity
feature.

■

Choosing representative areas based on knowledge to maximize number of species protected.

Critical area criteria accounted for by:
■

Special and unique sites including: resident or transient species aggregations and nursery areas of
groupers, humphead wrasse and other key species to ensure ecological processes.

■

Marine mammal and reptile preferred habitats (breeding, resting, feeding areas and migratory
corridors).

■

Cetacean preferred habitats (breeding, resting, feeding areas and migration corridors).

■

Nesting and roosting areas given priority.

■

Areas that contain a variety of habitat types in close proximity to one another.

Connectivity criteria accounted for by:
■

System-wide approach taken, which recognizes patterns of connectivity within and among systems.

■

Including entire biological units (e.g. whole reefs, seamounts) and a buffer around the core area.
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IMPLEMENTATION
Areas defined in the MARXAN scenarios identified those areas that are important
for protection and management in Palau to reach the conservation goals. The use of
MARXAN enabled network designers to prioritize conservation sites, providing several
scenarios for consideration. However, the limitations of MARXAN, due to site specific
data gaps, have been recognized. Due to limited data, the assessment was based primarily
on coarse filter conservation targets. The existing targets form a solid foundation for the
preliminary identification of areas of biodiversity for potential inclusion in the Protected
Areas Network. However, for the next iteration, and prior to implementation, fine-scale
targets and more detailed analyses will be required at the state level to ensure the
development of meaningful outcomes.
Discussion between local communities, including state and traditional leaders and the
national government, regarding areas for consideration in the Protected Areas Network
will need to occur. The current outputs from MARXAN can be used to promote such
discussion and also to examine options for linking protected areas across state borders.
The MARXAN analysis will need to be an ongoing process as consultation and
discussion within each state is undertaken and realistic boundaries of potential areas
are developed. Improvements to the MARXAN analysis and the quality and detail of the
produced outputs can be made as data gaps are filled and more detail and information
on socioeconomic, cultural, resources management needs and ecological considerations
are made available and refined.
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Case Study 3: Cebu Island, Philippines MPA Network10
LOCATION AND BACKGROUND
Cebu Island in the Philippines lies in the center of the Visayan Islands, known as an area
high in biodiversity and fisheries resources. Historically the marine resources of these
islands have provided the primary source of food and livelihood for human populations.
Coastal dwellers, until the present, comprise a traditional fishing economy that depends
largely on reefs and their associated fisheries. Presently, in addition to fisheries, the coral
reefs provide increasing economic revenues to communities from their tourism appeal.
Visitors snorkel, dive and pay fees to enter MPAs for recreation.
The coastal area under management in southeast Cebu Island covers approximately 118
km of shoreline with about 726 hectares of diverse coral reefs and associated habitats.
The coast is bounded by the Cebu/Bohol Strait, 1 out of 7 key fisheries ecosystems in
the Central Visayas. Its area of jurisdiction traverses 8 coastal municipalities covering
a total of 3,933 km2. Of the total ecosystem area only 2.4% of the area is beyond local
government jurisdictions—outside of the 15 km municipal water limits (Figure 15).

Case Study 3
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Figure 15 Location of
Southern Cebu

Case studies of
MPA networks

3OUTHERN #EBU AS PART OF
#EBU 0ROVINCE AND 3IQUIJOR
Island in central Philippines
showing municipal-based
MPAs

10 3EE %ISMA !MOLO 7HITE IN REVIEW FOR FULL VERSION OF THE CASE STUDY
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CONSERVATION BASIS
The southern Cebu marine and coastal areas support a rich and diverse fishery that
depends partially on coral reef and mangrove habitats and partially on offshore habitats
for small and large pelagic species. The primary basis for conservation, driven by the
need to sustain fisheries, is focused on maintaining the diverse coral reefs to support a
full range of natural diversity in the area that ensures a relatively intact food chain and
biomass of fish and invertebrates.

4HE PRIMARY RESOURCE THREATS OF CONCERN ARE DEGRADATION OF CORAL REEFS MANGROVES
ESTUARIES AND BEACHES OVERlSHING AND DWINDLING lSH STOCKS 4HIS PROGRESSION HAS
been aggravated by weak law enforcement mechanisms and through uncontrolled
COASTAL AND SHORELINE DEVELOPMENT 4HESE ISSUES HAVE BEEN PRIORITIZED BY THE
municipalities and primary resource users in a manner that has stimulated collective
ACTION 4HUS AN OPPORTUNITY WAS CREATED FOR A MULTI LOCAL GOVERNMENT UNIT ,'5
collaboration system within the context of the Cebu Provincial Government to implement
STRINGENT MARINE CONSERVATION AND MANAGEMENT MEASURES 4HE KEY STRATEGY THAT HAS
emerged from the coastal resource management system in each municipality is the
ESTABLISHMENT OF -0!S AND MORE RECENTLY THE FORMATION OF AN AREA WIDE -0! NETWORK
NETWORK DESIGN AND APPROACH
The development of an MPA network in southern Cebu is predicated on the need for
coral reef habitat conservation that restores the shoreline fringing reefs to a state that
maximizes the benefits to local reef-associated fisheries. The concept of a network
evolved after the establishment of individual MPAs in each of the municipal jurisdictions.
The use of MPAs as a primary strategy reflects their use in other parts of the Philippines
where they have been effective in protecting reef ecosystems to increase fish biomass
inside the MPAs and fish yields outside their boundaries (Russ et al. 2004). Such MPAs
are also credited with distribution of fish and invertebrate larvae into surrounding
waters and to adjacent and more distant reefs. These benefits are understood by the
stakeholders of the southern Cebu MPA network. This awareness has played a key role
in the network design and implementation.
The criteria that were defined and used to design the MPA network evolved over a
planning period from the years 2000 to 2006. The principles applied considered the
biophysical characteristics of the Cebu coastal resources as well as the use patterns and
socioeconomics of the human communities dependent on these resources (Table 12)
(White et al. 2006).
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Table 12 Application of design criteria, Cebu Island
Representation and replication criteria were accounted for by:
■

■

■
■
■

Mapping surveying and qualifying all habitat areas for coral reefs and mangroves by level
of diversity, general habitat condition, biomass of fish and presence of key species of
importance for either conservation or fisheries.
Including highest quality and representative reef and mangrove areas in MPAs where
fishing or any extraction is not allowed.
Spreading out MPA designations along the coastline and including small islands.
Including up to 15% of each reef habitat in no-fishing areas.
Selecting sites in best condition that appeared to be resistant or resilient to warm water
bleaching based on the 1998 bleaching event.
Critical area criteria accounted for by:

■

Key habitats included in the MPA network from baseline information included:
●
●

●
●

Areas that may be naturally more resistant or resilient to coral bleaching.
Permanent residential sites for groupers, humphead wrasses and other key
fisheries species.
Areas supporting high coral and fish diversity.
Areas that are preferred habitats for vulnerable species such as sea turtles.

Connectivity criteria accounted for by:
■
■

■
■

Sink and sources considered in locale of no-fishing MPAs.
Entire ecological units (e.g. whole reefs) included with small buffers as possible given
limitations in size permitted.
Larger areas of coastal fringing reef included as acceptable to traditional use patterns.
Collected extensive baseline line data on coastal ecosystems and traditional use patterns
to determine best configuration, recognizing importance of connectivity and practical
socioeconomic limitations.

Size and spacing criteria accounted for by:

A minimum area of 10 ha was achieved for most of the 38 MPAs, and all are placed less
than 10 km apart from each other.

IMPLEMENTATION
In the Philippines, all important habitat areas are protected by national and local laws that
when enforced, prevent physical damage and minimize pollution impacts. Thus, to ensure
the use and enforcement of the basic laws, the implementation of MPAs is in the context
of Coastal Resource Management (CRM) programs in each of the local governments that
plan for multiple uses and fisheries management within their jurisdictions. Participatory
planning was an important strategy to engage as many stakeholders as possible in
implementation.
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Regular assessment of changes in substrate and reef fish populations in MPAs has been
a top priority of management bodies. Biophysical reef monitoring of MPAs involves a
participatory method in estimating fish populations and substrate composition with
competent local community members. Surveys are conducted on the shallow (3 to 4
m depth) and deeper reefs (7 to 9 m) both inside and outside of MPA boundaries to
make comparative studies to gauge protection. Local managers provide inputs about the
changes in the marine resources they are protecting and the details of their management
efforts. The results of the monitoring surveys have been useful for management decisionmaking processes. Municipal MPA monitoring reports, documenting changes in the reef
areas, are produced and fed back to the management and the local community.
Of the 38 MPAs being implemented in the area and assisted from 2000 to 2007, there has
been an increase in the management effectiveness as quantified through rating levels
measured with the MPA rating system11. Most MPAs that had Level 1 or 2 at the onset of
the project have increased their management rating to Level 3 or 4 (Figure 16)
Figure 16 Cebu Island MPA
management rating
Ratings of 38 MPAs assisted by the
PROJECT FROM  TO 

To enhance the economic benefits derived from tourism activities in coral reef areas,
environmental user fees for diving and boat mooring have been imposed through
municipal government legislation. Education campaigns promoting the municipal-wide
user fee system to dive resorts and tourists have also been conducted.
Foreshore management is another aspect of maintaining the integrity of the MPAs along
the Cebu coastline. Since much of the coast is plagued by illegal shoreline development,
different management steps have been implemented to protect the shoreline and set up
coastal setbacks to prevent further illegal foreshore development in project areas.
The Philippine Fisheries Code requires municipal governments to register municipal
fishers, fishing gears and fishing vessels of 3 gross tons and below. To address this,
training and workshops for boat measurement and registration were conducted. This
 3EE 7HITE ET AL  OR WWWCOASTPH for a description of the MPA database and rating system used to monitor
IMPROVEMENT IN THE MANAGEMENT OF THE -0!S AND OF THE CONDITION OF THE BIOPHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT 4HE -0! RATING
SYSTEM IS A GUIDE FOR MANAGERS TO IMPROVE MANAGEMENT INTERVENTIONS FOR MORE EFFECTIVE -0!S 4HESE RATINGS HAVE
PROVIDED IMPORTANT BASELINE INFORMATION FOR PLANNING THE SCALING UP FROM SINGLE -0!S TO AN -0! NETWORK
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assisted the registration process through the formulation and adoption of municipal
ordinances, and information dissemination at the village level which reinforced fisheries
Critical for all implementation is having an effective coastal law enforcement system
functioning at all levels in southern Cebu. In the process, municipalities were prompted to
establish coastal law enforcement groups that were trained to patrol municipal waters of
their respective towns. Capacitating and providing support to these groups was essential
to prevent poaching in the MPAs as well as enforcement of all fisheries laws.
To deter the intrusion of commercial fishing boats in municipal waters, joint seaborne
operations have been maintained in the municipal waters of Southern Cebu. To date,
numerous illegal fishing activities have been identified, offenders apprehended and
cases filed against offenders. Together with pro-active enforcement activities, preventive
measures were taken through information dissemination and increased dialogues with
the community.
Building the capacity of local governments and communities is a primary strategy for
improved management conservation in Southern Cebu. The various trainings conducted
since 2003 are shown in Table 13.
Table 13 Capacity – building training, Cebu Island
PARTICIPANTS
YEAR 1

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

Legal and institutional development

439

765

105

Marine Protected Area management

471

1107

420

Habitat management

91

500

50

Skill enhancement

85

134

260

Fisheries management

24

178

150

Coastal law enforcement

157

255

55

The ultimate success of MPAs in the Philippines is normally determined by how the
MPA contributes to reducing threats on coral reefs and associated habitats. In over 3
years of monitoring, biophysical data suggests stability of the coral community in most
of the sites protected. Over the period, the percentage of live hard coral cover recorded
inside the protected areas shows an increasing trend from 2005 to 2007 (Figure 17). This
implies the corresponding effectiveness of MPA management measures which include
regular monitoring, regular enforcement activities along boundaries, strict observance of
rules and regulations, and increased awareness of resource users and communities.
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Figure 17 Live hard
coral cover, Cebu
Island
Trends observed inside
-0! %ISMA ET AL IN PREP

Similar trends were also observed in reef fish abundance inside MPAs. Moreover,
fish abundance of commercial valuable reef fishes has increased inside MPAs. These
positive results have encouraged not only managers but also marginal fishers to support
establishment of MPAs because their actions are contingent upon enhancement of
depleted fish stocks in corresponding fishing grounds. These results are also encouraging
and strengthening the social and governance network of MPA practitioners in southern
Cebu.
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Case Study 4: Channel Islands, California MPA
Network12
LOCATION AND BACKGROUND
The 8 California Channel Islands, 260 to 25,000 ha each, lie 20 to 100 km off the coast
of California, in the southern California Bight (Figure 18). Four islands in the north mark
the southern boundary of the Santa Barbara Channel, and the remaining found are
scattered from Los Angeles to San Diego, California. Beginning in the early 20th century,
many people recognized the 4 northern islands (San Miguel, Santa Rosa, Santa Cruz,
Anacapa) Santa Barbara Island in the south, as important places, designating them and
portions of the surrounding ocean in an overlapping mix of jurisdictions, as protected
areas, including an international biosphere reserve, a national park, a national marine
sanctuary, 2 state areas of biological significance, 3 state ecological reserves, a state
natural reserve and a private reserve (Davis 2005).
Figure 18 Channel
Islands location
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The waters surrounding California’s Channel Islands represent a globally unique and
diverse assemblage of habitats and species. This region is a subset of the larger ecosystem
of the Southern California Bight and areas bounded by Point Conception in the north
and Punta Banda, Mexico in the south. In the area between Santa Barbara Island in the
south and San Miguel Island in the northwest, colder waters of the Oregonian oceanic
province in the north converge and mix with warmer waters of the California oceanic
province. The mixing of these regions creates a transition zone within the island chain,
and upwelling and ocean currents create a nutrient rich environment that supports high
species and habitat diversity.
A perceived steady deterioration of marine resources in the California Channel Islands
initiated public concern regarding the ability of current fisheries management approaches
to maintain the natural biological communities, habitats, populations and ecological
processes of the diverse marine system (Airame et al. 2003). In 1998, a group of
12 For further information go to HTTPCHANNELISLANDSNOAAGOVMARINERESMAINHTML
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recreational anglers and the Channel Islands National Park requested that the California
Fish and Game Commission establish a network of MPAs in the park that constituted no
less than 20% of the park’s waters to restore the integrity of the ecosystem and rebuild
collapsed fish populations (Davis 2005). Furthermore, in 1999, the California legislature
approved and the governor signed the Marine Life Protection Act (MLPA), which requires
the preparation and implementation of a Marine Life Protection Program throughout
the state of California. Within this plan, one of the goals is to improve and manage the
state’s MPAs as a network, to the extent possible, which implies a coordinated system of
MPAs. It was acknowledged that the outcome of the Channel Islands process was likely
to influence fisheries regulations and the distribution of future reserves throughout the
state waters (Airame et al. 2003).
NETWORK DESIGN AND APPROACH
The network design within the Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary (CINMS) is
described in 3 distinct phases: 1) the community-based phase, 2) the state regulatory
phase, and 3) the federal regulatory phase. Collectively, the 3 phases are the “Channel
Islands Marine Reserves Process.”
In April 1999, the National Marine Sanctuary Program and the California Department of
Fish and Game developed a joint federal and state partnership and process to consider
establishing marine reserves within the CINMS. To support this joint process, the Sanctuary
Advisory Council (SAC), which is comprised of local community and federal, state and
local government agency representatives, created a multi-stakeholder Marine Reserves
Working Group (MRWG) to seek agreement on the establishment of marine reserves
within the CINMS. From July 1999 to May 2001, the MRWG met monthly to receive, weigh
and integrate advice from a Science Advisory Panel (SAP), Socio-economic Team and
the public to develop a marine reserves recommendation (CINMS 2007). Ultimately, a
local community consensus statement of the problem to be resolved and a set of shared
community goals was established by the MRWG, including conservation of ecosystem
biodiversity; achievement of sustainable fisheries; economic viability, restoration and
sustainable natural and cultural areas; and increased educational opportunities (the
community-based phase). (Davis 2005, Airame et al. 2003). The MRWG itself could
not, however, achieve consensus on a specific recommendation for MPAs. Rather,
they forwarded their work to the agencies and requested that the agencies prepare
a recommendation. The final recommendation was to create a network of 10 MPAs
that constituted approximately 20% of the state and federal waters within the National
Marine Sanctuary. The state waters portion of this recommendation was completed first
and became effective April 2003 (the state regulatory phase). The federal waters portion
took several more years to complete and was put into place in July 2007 (the federal
regulatory phase). The criteria used to design the network are displayed in Table 14.
After consideration of both conservation goals and the risk from human threats and natural
catastrophes, the MRWG science panel recommended 1 to 4 reserves be designated
within each of the 3 biogeographic regions, comprising an area of at least 30% and
as much as 50% of all representative habitats in the Channel Islands National Marine
Sanctuary. As an alternative to species distributions information, suitable habitats for
species of concern were used to locate potential reserve sites. The agencies, in their final
recommendation noted that a wide range of scientific recommendations for percent set
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aside were available at the time and that 20% of each habitat represented an “adequate”
amount while 30% or more would be “well” represented.
Hundreds of people participated directly in the public process at public meetings and
work sessions. Government agencies received more than 9,100 written comments from
the public in the first 2 years, with 94% in favor of the science panel’s recommendations.
Despite the overwhelming support, many members of the local fishing community felt
disenfranchised from the working group members and did not feel any of the members
accurately represented their fishing interests, community or ethnicity (Davis 2005). The
sense of exclusion from the process is highlighted by the lawsuit filed by the fishing
interests for an injunction to stay implementation of regulations making the reserves
effective, the preliminary injunction was denied and the case was eventually withdrawn
(Davis 2005). Shortcomings in the stakeholder involvement process, namely that the
constituency of involved groups was more diverse than the number of representatives
in the working group, may have resulted in reduced support by some user groups in the
final decisions.
Table 14 Application of design criteria, Channel Islands
Representation and replication criteria were accounted for by:
■

3 major biogeographical regions identified using data on biota and sea surface temperature (SST).

■

Representative and unique marine habitats in each biogeographical region classified using depth,
exposure, substrate type and dominant plant assemblage.

■

1 to 4 reserves designated within each of the 3 biogeographic regions, comprising an area of 30 to
50% of all representative habitats in the Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary.

■

Habitats likely to support exploitable species, especially rockfish, included for specific
representation.

Critical area criteria accounted for by:
■

Vulnerable habitats (such as coral reefs, mudflats, rocky intertidal areas and seagrasses)
considered unique habitat types.

■

Island coastlines and emergent rocks weighted according to the distributions of pinniped haul-outs
and seabird colonies.

■
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Connectivity criteria accounted for by:
Zones spaced no more than 50 to 100 km apart to facilitate larval and adult exchange between
zones.

Size accounted for by:
■

Individual zones designed to accommodate species’ home ranges.

MARXAN was used to identify areas of high habitat diversity within small geographic
areas and areas most likely to represent all habitats within the smallest area possible
(Figure 19). The analysis produced a “summed solution” map which indicated blocks that
occurred most frequently in an array of potential reserve network scenarios that each
met the established goals, as illustrated in Figure 20. The location of potential reserve
sites required (1) selection and description of planning units in the planning region, (2)
evaluation of potential reserve networks using the ecological criteria, and (3) selection
of the best set of sites that provided the greatest degree of flexibility to accommodate
various interests of stakeholders (Airame et al. 2003).
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The MRWG was given the opportunity to evaluate the potential stakeholder created reserve
scenarios in an interactive GIS that included socioeconomic information about major
commercial and recreational activities in the Channel Islands. To facilitate consideration
of diverse goals, the MRWG was able to adjust and evaluate potential reserve networks
and modify potential boundaries within the GIS tool framework. Proposed changes were
evaluated according to both ecological and economic criteria, allowing for a flexible
iterative approach (Airame et al. 2003).
Figure 19 MARXAN analysis,
Channel Islands
Conservation targets were set
AT A  AND B  OF THE
total value for each ecological
CRITERIA 3EPARATE ANALYSES
were conducted for each of the
BIOGEOGRAPHIC REGIONS THOSE IN
THE DASHED LINES  !IRAME ET AL


Figure 20 Priority
conservation areas for
Channel Island National
Marine Sanctuary
Each planning unit is weighted
by the number of times it was
selected for a final solution from
the total number of simulated
ANNEALING RUNS OR THE hSUMMED
SOLUTIONv MAP )NDIVIDUAL
planning units are compared
on a scale of 0 to 1 by dividing
the number of times each unit
was selected for a final solution
by the total number of runs in a
PARTICULAR BIOREGION !IRAME ET
AL  
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Figure 21 Channel Islands MPA network
HTTPCHANNELISLANDSNOAAGOVMARINERESMAINHTML

Active public involvement and interest in the area has been a driving force in the
establishment of the reserve network. Public involvement ensures that the agencies and
research institutions continue to effectively manage and monitor the MPAs network.
Strong partnerships between the Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary, California
Department of Fish and Game, the U.S. Coast Guard and Channel Island National
Park facilitate a lasting commitment to monitoring and enforcement of the network.
Additionally, research institutions, such as the U.S. Geological Survey and the University
of California, Santa Barbara, substantially contribute to the implementation of MPA
monitoring programs.
Upon approval of the state portion of the reserves in 2003, the groundwork for monitoring
socioeconomic conditions was established. Understanding the long-term effects and
the human-MPA interactions is a priority research issue for reserve managers and
with the help of partners a more complete analysis of human-MPA interactions is in
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The approach taken in the Channel Islands case study illustrates the feasibility of
using MARXAN with data on representative and unique habitats, and distributions of
vulnerable species to identify reserve network scenarios with the potential to achieve
both fisheries and conservation goals (Airame et al. 2003). In the absence of data on
many of the ecological criteria, reserve networks were still identified and successfully
implemented (Figure 21), demonstrating a precautionary approach taken for the reserve
placement.
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construction (Anderson 2006). Recreational boater surveys, anchorage choice surveys
and a postcard survey each contribute to the National Marine Sanctuary’s socioeconomic
research priorities. Additionally, biological monitoring programs seek to determine the
impacts of MPAs on species abundance, individual sizes, biomass, spawning biomass,
species compositions, habitat as related to physical alterations and secondary impacts
of biological community changes, spillover, and catch per unit effort. Several biological
monitoring projects have been implemented or expanded to track the effectiveness of
the reserves including: fish transect surveys, kelp forest monitoring, rocky intertidal
monitoring, deepwater submersible surveys, ROV monitoring, SCUBA fish surveys,
invertebrate and eelgrass monitoring, and acoustic monitoring (Anderson 2006). As a
result of well-funded and consistent monitoring programs, a robust data set has been
collected.
During the past 5 years, ecological and socioeconomic monitoring scientists in the region
have monitored changes in marine animals and habitats, as well as human activities in and
around the MPAs of the Channel Islands. Findings of the first 5 years of monitoring show
consistent differences in abundance and size of species found within the MPAs versus the
surrounding waters. By using SCUBA surveys to monitor kelp forest communities inside
and outside the MPAs, higher densities and bigger fish were observed in the MPAs than
in surrounding waters, including species that are targeted by fishing, such as kelp bass
and California sheephead. The preliminary research also indicates that the California
spiny lobsters found within the MPAs are larger in size and in greater abundance than
outside the MPAs. Mature large-sized lobsters are essential to successful reproduction
of the fishery, indicating that MPAs can be an effective tool in ecosystem health (CDFG
2008). Additionally, an independent study (Tetreault and Ambrose 2007) evaluated the
response of fish populations to protection from fishing in several of the Channel Islands
MPAs by comparing fish population densities and sizes inside and outside. The results
revealed a biologically meaningful increase for target fish populations inside the MPA
borders for density, size, biomass and egg production (Tetreault and Ambrose 2007).
Combining monitoring and enforcement efforts, The Sanctuary Aerial Monitoring
and Spatial Analysis Program conducts mammal and vessel surveys as well as MPA
enforcement flights within the sanctuary (Anderson 2006). Enforcement of the regulations
is a collaborative effort between NOAA, the Department of Fish and Game, the National
Park Service and the U.S. Coast Guard. The cooperative partnership between these
agencies contributes substantially to the overall effectiveness of the reserves.
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While implementation of successful MPA networks is the overall goal, the process to
get there is extremely variable and dependent on site-specifications. This chapter of the
book, although sequential from the planning and design strategies should be considered
a parallel action to address the different facets of the issue.
Implementation of any MPA network, as described in this chapter, is a long-term and
complex endeavour. It requires cross-institutional collaboration in almost every region
and circumstance. Technical assistance, education and capacity development are
some of the cornerstones of developing effective MPA governance and effective MPA
networks. Furthermore, the long-term success of an MPA network will require political
will and leadership, public education and communication, stable and functional financial
support, effective monitoring efforts and practical enforcement capabilities.

Political will and leadership
Political awareness and support are fundamentally important throughout the process of
DEVELOPING AND IMPLEMENTING AN -0! NETWORK 0LAN IMPLEMENTATION AND MANAGEMENT USUALLY
INVOLVES SOME LEGISLATIVE ACTION OR OTHER LEGAL BASIS13 Politicians and often legislators will
INEVITABLY BECOME INVOLVED IN THE PLANNING PROCESS THUS EARLY INVOLVEMENT WILL HELP TO BUILD
THEIR SUPPORT 3TRONG POLITICAL SUPPORT CAN GREATLY ASSIST A PROPOSED -0! NETWORK TO GAIN THE
NECESSARY STATUTORY APPROVALS AND FUNDING
Generating broad-based political support among government agencies and key
stakeholders is essential for securing revenue sources, as well as ensuring governance
systems and policies needed to build MPA networks. It is also important to factor in
political timeframes and the need for political compromise. In many cases, it is better to
compromise and achieve a reasonable conservation outcome than to hold out for the
ideal MPA network and achieve nothing because the aim was politically untenable.
Strong and effective leadership are also fundamental to develop and maintain an effective
MPA network. Many marine planning programs around the world emphasize scientific
knowledge but place proportionally less importance on involving the public and the
political decision makers throughout the planning process. This short-sighted approach
can undermine a network’s implementation and its prospects for success.
 #USTOMARY OR TRADITIONAL APPROACHES TO MARINE CONSERVATION MAY BE EFFECTIVE WITHOUT LEGISLATION HOWEVER EVEN
IN THESE CASES THERE IS A NEED FOR CRITICAL hPOLITICALv SUPPORT
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Example from the field — Chile’s GEF-Marino Project and the national system
of MPAs.
)N  THE GOVERNMENT OF #HILE LAUNCHED A SERIES OF INITIATIVES RELATED TO THE PROTECTION OF
COASTAL MARINE ENVIRONMENTS 4HE .ATIONAL "IODIVERSITY 3TRATEGY A RESULT OF #HILES RATIlCATION
OF THE #ONVENTION ON "IOLOGICAL $IVERSITY WAS ONE OF THE lRST STEPS FOR THE PROTECTION OF
MARINE BIODIVERSITY !S PART OF THIS NATIONAL STRATEGY THE '%& 'LOBAL %NVIRONMENT &ACILITY
funded project “conservation of coastal biodiversity of global importance along the Chilean
COASTv '%& -ARINO WAS DEVELOPED WITH THE OBJECTIVES OF PROTECTING MARINE AND COASTAL
RESOURCES IMPROVING THE PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS AND PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE AND LOCAL
SUPPORTIVE ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES EG ECOTOURISM 
4HE PROJECTS PARTICIPANTS INCLUDE THE '%& WHICH PROVIDES FUNDING 5.$0 WHICH HANDLES
IMPLEMENTATION AND #HILES .ATIONAL %NVIRONMENTAL #OMMISSION WHICH SERVES AS THE
COORDINATING AGENCY 4HE PROJECT IDENTIlED  DEMONSTRATION PILOT AREAS TO DEVELOP MARINE
AND COASTAL MARINE PROTECTED AREAS OF MULTIPLE USES BASED ON THE )5#.S PROTECTED AREA
MANAGEMENT CATEGORY 6) )TS OBJECTIVES HIGHLIGHT ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE AND CULTURAL HERITAGE
PROTECTION AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF COASTAL ACTIVITIES 4HE DEMONSTRATION -0!S WERE
SELECTED BASED ON REPRESENTATION OF #HILES MARINE ENVIRONMENTS CONSULTATIONS AMONG
DIFFERENT NATIONAL AND LOCAL STAKEHOLDERS AND FEASIBILITY OF SUSTAINING THE PROJECT )NSTITUTIONAL
STRUCTURES AND STAFF CAPACITIES WERE BUILT FOR MANAGING EACH ONE OF THESE AREAS CONSIDERING
REGIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AND REPLICATION 4HE  PILOT AREAS ARE  0UNTA -ORRO 2¤O #OPIAP
!TACAMA 2EGION  ,AFKEN -APU ,AHUAL ,OS ,AGOS 2EGION AND  &RANCISCO #OLOANE
#ARLOS ))) )SLAND -AGALLANES AND !NTARCTICA 2EGION 
4HESE  AREAS ARE PART OF #HILES NETWORK OF MULTIPLE USE -0!S ! SECOND EXISTING NETWORK OF
coastal protected areas in Chile is composed of marine reserves and parks created under the
&ISHERIES AND !QUACULTURE !CT AND MANAGED BY THE .ATIONAL &ISHERIES 3ERVICE #HILES CURRENT
work to develop national systems of MPAs considers consolidating both networks under a
SINGLE ADMINISTRATION SYSTEM (OWEVER IT IS RECOGNIZED THAT THIS SYSTEM DOES NOT HAVE ENOUGH
ELEMENTS YET FOR ACCEPTABLE BIOLOGICAL CONNECTIVITY )N ORDER TO REACH CONNECTIVITY THE SYSTEM
will eventually incorporate some of the approximately 400 benthic resource management
AREAS UNDER THE ADMINISTRATION OF lSHING COMMUNITIES ALONG THE #HILEAN COAST

!T THE NATIONAL LEVEL THE SYSTEMS OF -0! NETWORKS WILL BE ADMINISTERED BY A -ANAGING
#OUNCIL WHICH WILL BE ADVISED BY AN ALREADY FUNCTIONAL TECHNICAL COMMITTEE 4HE DESIGN OF
THIS NATIONAL STRUCTURE WILL BE DEVELOPED IN  #HANNELS FOR PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND PUBLIC
private partnerships will be created as part of the national and local management institutional
STRUCTURES
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4HE INTEGRATION OF THE DIFFERENT NETWORKS SEEKS A CONSERVATION OBJECTIVE INTEGRATING lSHERIES
RESEARCH AND OTHER SOCIAL AND PRODUCTIVE SECTORS 3TRENGTHENING THE INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITIES
for managing MPA networks includes the active participation of local governments and
COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVES INCLUDING INDIGENOUS GROUPS 4HREE REGIONAL -0! COMMISSIONS
HEADED BY THE )NTENDENTES REGIONAL GOVERNORS AND ADMINISTERED BY 4HE .ATIONAL
%NVIRONMENTAL #OMMISSION ARE IN PLACE 0UBLIC PRIVATE MANAGEMENT UNIT PARTNERSHIPS ARE
BEING DESIGNED TO CO MANAGE THE  '%& -ARINO -0!S
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Public education, communication and awareness
Common to all successful MPA management operations are the elements of education
and communication. Communication, education and outreach can influence people’s
attitudes and behaviors and increase awareness, understanding of and participation in
MPA network development and management. Broad outreach efforts, for example, can
increase understanding of the overall benefits of MPA networks, while more specific
programs can address particular resource issues and promote other essential services
such as research, monitoring and enforcement. Education efforts can also strengthen
legislative commitment by training policy-makers on how legal frameworks can support
best management practices and conservation-based decision-making.
The development of a communication plan must establish consistent education and
outreach messages, tailor messages to key audiences, and foster opportunities for
sharing resources and leveraging new partnerships. The educational component of a
network occurs throughout all stages of development and implementation (White et al.
2006). Initial education materials may focus on the management objectives and, as the
process for MPA establishment matures, topics may shift. An effective communication
plan should also strengthen partnerships and cooperation between and among networks.
Suggested education and communication strategies include (White et al. 2006):
s .ONFORMAL METHODS TO ENCOURAGE PARTICIPATION INTERACTION AND PERSONAL CONTACT
s 2ECRUITING ACADEMICS DIVERS lSHERS RESORT OWNERS AND OTHERS WHO CAN SHARE
observations and opinions to encourage local enthusiasm and interest.
s /RGANIZING CROSS SITE INFORMATION LEARNING NETWORKS TO SHARE LESSONS AND PROGRESS
s -ONITORING INFORMATION AS IT BECOMES AVAILABLE TO PREPARE EDUCATION PROGRAMS AND
materials that describe the changes in the ecology, biodiversity, quality and quantity
of ecosystem and species.
s 2ElNING KNOWLEDGE OF THREATS USE PATTERNS IN THE AREA AND MANAGEMENT OPTIONS
By providing information on marine conservation and stewardship opportunities for the
public, managers can help foster community pride in an MPA network. Through active
participation in stewardship activities, people are more likely to become ambassadors
for conserving natural resources. Volunteer programs provide an important means for
engaging the community in resource management, building a stewardship ethic and
reaching broader audiences.
Key Concept
To ensure effective communication about the network, designers must develop a wellcoordinated communication plan among component MPAs. Such a plan should:
s )DENTIFY KEY AUDIENCES
s %STABLISH CONSISTENT EDUCATION AND OUTREACH STANDARDS
s 4AILOR MESSAGES AND PROGRAMS TO KEY AUDIENCES
s )NCREASE CONSISTENCY AMONG SITES BY IDENTIFYING OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES RELEVANT TO
the entire network.
s &OSTER OPPORTUNITIES FOR SHARING RESOURCES AND EXPERTISE AND FORMING NEW
partnerships.
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Community participation and
awareness improves management
success and helps to build
SUSTAINABILITY

Example from the field—Indonesia Rare Pride conservation education
campaign contributes to MPA success.
Rare Pride (http://www.rareconservation.org/) is a social marketing program designed to
raise public awareness and promote conservation in critical ecosystems. Proven successful
in more than 30 countries, Pride campaigns are intensive, 18-month programs that elevate
a charismatic flagship species as a symbol of local pride to build support for habitat and
wildlife protection. Social marketing techniques—such as billboards, posters, songs, music
videos, sermons, comic books and puppet shows—used in Rare Pride, make conservation
messages positive, compelling and fun for the community. Campaigns appeal to people on
an emotional level to dramatically influence attitudes and behavior, generating an increased
sense of public stewardship unlike that achieved by other community education programs.
The Rare Pride methodology was applied in Indonesia’s Togean Islands, Central Sulawesi
Province. In 2004, the Indonesian Ministry of Forestry declared 362,000 hectares of the
Togean Islands as a national park. The park includes 292,000 hectares of marine ecosystems.
The establishment and success of the park was partially due to the efforts of a Rare Pride
campaign, which was established to build support for protecting the country’s fragile marine
ecosystems by informing people of the Togean islands of the value of biodiversity, and of
the need to conserve marine and terrestrial life to sustain their future. The campaign was
so popular with local schools that teachers incorporated conservation education into school
curricula. Momentum for conservation grew even after the campaign ended. In 2002, the
village of Kabalutan established a regulation to protect 10 sites within its traditional fishing
grounds from destructive practices. In addition to the park, there are now 2 communitymanaged natural reserves in the islands.
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While education and outreach efforts may focus on the unique natural and cultural
resources of each MPA, ultimately they must be part of a larger strategy for the entire
network. Network-wide, coordinated communication will unify efforts to promote
network awareness, while encouraging site-specific individuality and appreciation. It will
also ensure that the objectives of component MPAs align with those of the network.
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Sustainable financing
Creating and maintaining representative, effectively managed networks of MPAs requires
substantial funding at local, national, regional and possibly international levels. In the
efforts to scale up from individual MPAs to networks, it may be necessary to develop
more comprehensive funding mechanisms than those that have worked at single sites.
Financing strategies at a network level will involve trade-offs, such as retaining income at
specific sites versus pooling resources for the network overall, or concentrating tourism
in particular areas in order to generate funds for conserving more remote, delicate or
pristine sites in other areas. Whereas individual MPAs are often supported by local
or short-term financial support, the complexity of networks creates a need to share
resources among protected areas, institutions and management capabilities.
Developing MPA networks introduces a need to share resources among protected
areas and institutions, some of which may depend on areas not formally protected to
sustain critical functions, habitats and resources. Business approaches for protected
area management and long-term financing are critical for long-term success (Lutchman
2005). Since available funding is likely to be scarce relative to needs, network designers
and managers are encouraged to ensure that funds are used cost-effectively. They
must also explore creative ways to engage stakeholders in funding strategies that build
resilience into protecting financial resources from events such as rapid downturns in
tourism or financial markets.
COMPONENTS OF FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY
A financially sustainable MPA network should be able to meet, on a continuing basis,
the initial and recurring costs needed to achieve its objectives. It should also be able to
generate tangible and lasting local sources of income, as well as economic benefits for
the country or region in which it is located.
Key Concept
Sound financing strategies consist of 4 main elements:
s !PPROACHES THAT BUILD LOCAL SUPPORT FOR NETWORK OBJECTIVES AND SHARE COSTS WITH THOSE
who have a stake in the resources sustained by the networks.
s $IVERSE PORTFOLIOS OF COMPLEMENTARY REVENUE SOURCES AND COST EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT
approaches, supported by appropriate policies.
s !DMINISTRATIVE AND GOVERNANCE SYSTEMS THAT ACHIEVE DESIRED RESULTS AND THAT GENERATE
a high degree of confidence.
s 0ROCESSES FOR GENERATING BROAD BASED POLITICAL SUPPORTnAMONG GOVERNMENT AND OTHER
stakeholders–for securing revenue sources, management approaches, governance
systems and policies.

Share costs and management responsibilities
Approaches that lower costs and engender a greater sense of ownership for conservation
activities are important ingredients of sustainable financing strategies. Many of the
investments and recurring expenditures needed to sustain MPA networks can be shared
or assumed by communities, NGOs, private businesses or others with a clear interest in
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NGO and private sector
involvement, including privately
owned or managed MPAs, can
lower costs and attract additional
resources or donors to the MPA
network. Volunteers can provide
valuable support to education
programs, interpretation for
visitors, research and fundraising. In-kind support from
the tourism industry can also
reduce the MPA network’s
direct costs. Examples may
include maintaining mooring
buoys, providing scuba training
for
rangers,
transporting
monitoring teams or assisting
with surveillance.
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coastal and marine resources. Collaborative management of protected areas can help
to generate broad support for conservation and sustainable development. It can also
leverage funding from local governments for activities that benefit communities in or
near protected areas.

The tourism industry and local volunteers can help install and
MAINTAIN MOORING BUOYS TO HELP LOWER -0! COSTS 2ELIABLE MOORINGS
REDUCE DROPPING OF ANCHORS ON FRAGILE HABITAT &LORIDA +EYS

Build diverse portfolios
Finance strategies that are resilient are comprised of a diverse portfolio of complementary
revenue sources (including government funds, grants and non-governmental
organizations) and cost-effective management approaches. No single source of financing
will be able to cover, on a long-term and reliable basis, the recurring costs associated with
a network. This is true for individual MPAs, and even more so for networks composed of
several different MPAs. Network designers and managers must work to create diversified
portfolios tailored to their unique circumstances.

Further, some funding sources are more appropriate for recurring expenses, while others
are better suited for investments or other one-time expenditures. Likewise, some funding
mechanisms are suitable for activities implemented by government agencies, others for
non-governmental partners. Government budgets, for example, frequently cover salaries
and other core costs, but public agencies often have difficulty transferring resources to
private businesses or efficiently covering a large number of small expenditures related to
field work. Endowment funds may be best able to provide a modest but secure source of
funding to underpin operating costs and allow managers to concentrate on fund-raising for
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Various types of funding mechanisms are appropriate for different MPA needs. Locally
operated mechanisms may generate resources for an individual MPA or activity, whereas
earmarked taxes, lottery proceeds and other such mechanisms are national or networkwide in scope. Funding mechanisms of this type require transparent arrangements to
allocate resources between headquarters and the field and among MPAs.
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specific investments. Business promotion activities, including credit programs to support
the development of more sustainable livelihoods, may be most effectively administered
by business and financial institutions. Park entry fees and other tourism-related sources
work best when fees are directly applied to the areas that generate them.
Governments also play an important role in the financial sustainability of MPA networks
beyond direct budgetary support through incentives provided by their policies and
programs. Such policies include tax treatment of resource-based industries or private
philanthropy, subsidies that increase fishing capacity beyond sustainable levels, fee
retention at sites, private ownership of protected areas, tenure rights and land and
ocean-use regulations, payments for environmental services, flexibility and transparency
of transfers among MPAs, and tourism promotion.
All of these considerations are important in developing diverse portfolios of funding
sources, sound management and supporting policies and incentives. Table 15 provides a
summary of options for developing possible financing mechanisms and their contribution
to MPA network financing.
Administrative and governance systems
The governance of an effective MPA network must be based on robust science,
cost-effective use of resources, transparent decision-making, measurable outcomes
and equitable distribution of benefits (World Bank 2006). Additionally, a network’s
administration and governance must generate a high degree of public confidence. In
particular, local confidence in and support for funding systems is critical for a successful
network. Funding for MPA networks must be channelled to local activities to build
local confidence in and support for the network. This can be done through research
opportunities, community-based project grants or other locally based project funding.
The pace at which priority activities can be carried out depends on the network’s
capacity to use funding efficiently, effectively and transparently. To do so involves
creating sound management and accountability procedures and employing staff with the
appropriate skills, abilities and reputations. To help secure long-term funding, network
designers should create mechanisms to track and report spending with a high degree
of accountability.
All financing strategies must be adapted and updated based on changing conditions.
Thus, it is essential to develop a set of objectives and time-phased benchmarks for
measuring progress toward financial sustainability. Political leaders and stakeholders
must have input on these objectives and indicators, which will help to foster their longterm support. These measures can be used regularly to monitor the performance of
funding mechanisms and management approaches and their impact, both financially and
in terms of compatibility with other MPA network objectives. Managers can then adapt
their actions and identify new opportunities as circumstances change.
Political support for implementation
Implementing new fees, changing revenue allocations, adopting management approaches
that involve new participants or making policy changes that stimulate cost-effective
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management approaches require broad-based political support from governments and
key stakeholders. It is one thing to propose new collaborative management approaches
that give preferential access to local communities or that expand the roles of NGOs
or local businesses, and quite another to change the government policies, procedures
and legislation needed for the arrangements to work. Also, moving from planning to
implementation is often complicated by overlapping or unclear agency mandates.
Too often, the costs of a new MPA or a network are calculated as a substantial onetime set-up cost followed by greatly reduced ongoing operating costs. But periodic
costs in subsequent years, such as vessel and engine replacement and salaries, can be
substantial. Successful and sustainable financing strategies will require investment and
nurturing of processes to foster agreement among competing ministries, different levels
of government and key economic interests. It is important that planning and budgeting for
MPA networks be incorporated as fully as possible into regular government processes.
STEPS FOR BUILDING SUSTAINABLE FINANCING STRATEGIES
When scaling up from individual MPAs to networks, it may not be sufficient to expand
or replicate mechanisms that have worked at specific sites. Financing strategies at a
network level will involve trade-offs, such as retaining income at specific sites versus
pooling resources for the network overall. Planners and policy-makers will also need
to explore system-wide mechanisms, like endowments, and other funding sources that
reflect resource uses and the benefits that MPA networks can provide.
The following steps will help to determine the appropriate strategies for achieving
financial sustainability:
1. Assess the benefits people receive from coastal and marine resources, as
well as the costs incurred and benefits provided by conservation–including
current and prospective MPAs. Identify those who bear the costs and receive the
benefits, and the current and potential extent of user fees.

3. Quantify the financial needs and the contributions of potential partnerships
and management approaches based on MPA network objectives and the
activities essential to meet them. Financial needs may include costs of salaries
and benefits, vehicles, fuel and other operating costs. Equally important are costs
for capacity-building for MPA staff or partners, monitoring, documenting lessons
learned, research, social infrastructure or services to surrounding communities to
enable them to transition to more sustainable livelihoods. Compensation to offset
temporary or long-term costs to specific groups caused by the creation of an MPA,
and contributions to endowment funds to provide long-term funding flows may also
be needed.
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2. Include the potential for generating resources or for creating partnerships to
cover costs at different sites as an explicit criterion for selecting the MPAs
in a network. When determining the composition of an MPA network, designers
must make conscious choices to meet ecological, economic and social objectives.
An area’s financing prospects constitute an important socioeconomic consideration
affecting site selection.
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 Identify the strengths and weaknesses of each mechanism, as well as
potential partners and funding sources appropriate for each. The Conservation
Finance Guide14 may be used to screen and determine the feasibility of different sources
AND APPROACHES 0REPARING A MULTI YEAR BUSINESS PLAN FOR INDIVIDUAL -0!S AND THE -0!
NETWORK IS AN EXCELLENT WAY TO IDENTIFY FUNDING REQUIREMENTS AND OPTIONS FOR MEETING THEM
3UCH A PLAN CAN ALSO CLARIFY NEEDS AND RESULTS 4O BE EFFECTIVE HOWEVER THE PLAN MUST BE
PERIODICALLY REVIEWED AND UPDATED
 Develop a strategy that includes diverse finance mechanisms and
management approaches that complement each other, that engage a wide
range of stakeholders and investors, and that can buffer fluctuations caused
by events beyond the control of MPA network managers.

Ú 0!-%,! (58,%9

 Identify management (including collaborative management), accountability
and oversight arrangements needed for the effective and efficient generation
and allocation of resources, as well as for the development and maintenance
of partnerships among those involved in critical aspects of the financing
strategy. $ETERMINE THE INDIVIDUAL AND INSTITUTIONAL SKILLS ABILITIES AND REPUTATIONS NEEDED
TO IMPLEMENT THESE ARRANGEMENTS AND PARTNERSHIPS 7HERE NEEDED DEVELOP PROGRAMS
TO STRENGTHEN THIS CAPACITY AND ADJUST THE PHASING OF THE lNANCING STRATEGY TO MATCH

/NE SOURCE OF STEADY REVENUE FOR MARINE PROTECTED AREAS IS WELL MANAGED TOURISM $IVING OPERATION IN
4UBBATAHA 2EEFS .ATURAL 0ARK 0HILIPPINES
14 #ONSERVATION &INANCE !LLIANCE 4HE #ONSERVATION &INANCE 'UIDE 
HTTPWWWCONSERVATIONlNANCEORGINDEXHTM
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-0! ENTRANCE FEES
,ICENSES DIVE OR OTHER USE FEES
0AYMENTS BY TOUR OPERATORS OR RESORTS
#ONCESSION PROCEEDS
-ERCHANDISE SALES
0AYMENTS FOR PROVIDING ECOSYSTEM SERVICES
2ESEARCH PERMITSBENCH FEES
2ESOURCE EXTRACTION OR ROYALTY FEES INCLUDING FEES FROM OFFSHORE OIL AND GAS LEASES
2IGHT OF WAY FEES FOR PIPELINES AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS CABLES
0OLLUTION lNES AND JUDICIAL DAMAGE AWARDS

Direct payments

s 0OLICIES DETAILING STEPS REQUIRED TO CREATE NEW -0!S
s $ECENTRALIZATION AND LOCAL CONTROL AUTHORITY OVER RESOURCES

s #ENTRAL PROVINCIAL ANDOR LOCAL DIRECT BUDGET ALLOCATIONS FOR -0!S OR TO SOCIAL
AND ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES TO COMMUNITIES IMPACTED BY -0!S
s %ARMARKING TAX RECEIPTS BOND PROCEEDS lNES ANDOR PENALTIES
AND PENALTIES IMPOSED
s $ESIGNATED TAXES EG HOTEL OR TOURIST DEPARTUREAIRPORT TAX
s ,OTTERY REVENUES
s 4AX INCENTIVES EG DEDUCTIONS FOR CONSERVATION CONTRIBUTIONS INCENTIVES
FOR CERTAIN LAND USES INCLUDING PRIVATE RESERVES SUPPORT FOR SUSTAINABLE
livelihood alternatives
s )NCENTIVES FOR PRIVATE INVESTMENT
EG COASTAL DEVELOPMENT WASTE DISPOSAL 
s 2EMOVAL OF PERVERSE SUBSIDIES
s 0OLICY ON RETAINING FEES GENERATED BY -0!S
s 0OLICY ON ALLOCATING RESOURCES AMONG -0!S IN A NETWORK

Government budgets/policies

MECHANISM/APPROACH

2ECURRING COSTS IMPORTANT TO RETAIN AT SITE
2ECURRING COSTS IMPORTANT TO RETAIN AT SITE
2ECURRING COSTS AND COVERING COSTS INCURRED FROM TOURISM
2ECURRING COSTS INVESTMENTS RELATED TO CONCESSION
2ECURRING COSTS
2ECURRING COSTS INVESTMENTS TO MAINTAIN ECOSYSTEM SERVICE
2ECURRING COSTS INVESTMENTS IN RESEARCH FACILITIES AND SCIENTIlC CAPACITY BUILDING
2ECURRING COSTS INVESTMENTS TO MITIGATE ADVERSE IMPACTS OF RESOURCE EXTRACTION
)NVESTMENT COSTS ACTIVITIES TO MITIGATE DAMAGE CAUSED BY UNDERWATER INFRASTRUCTURE
!CTIVITIES TO CLEAN UP POLLUTION AND OTHER DAMAGE INVESTMENT COSTS

2EDUCE COSTS OF ENFORCEMENT TO CURTAIL UNSUSTAINABLE ACTIVITIES
0ROVIDE INCENTIVES FOR FEE COLLECTION AND FOR GREATER WILLINGNESS TO PAY BY -0! USERS
0ROVIDE lNANCING OPTIONS TO -0!S THAT ARE LESS ABLE TO RAISE THEIR OWN UNSUSTAINABLE INFRASTRUCTURE
RESOURCES EG FROM TOURISM FEES
)NCREASELOWER COSTS AND TIME TO CREATE NEW AREAS TO CONSTITUTE THE NETWORK
%MPOWER COMMUNITY BASED MANAGEMENT PROMOTES EFFECTIVE STAKEHOLDER PARTICIPATION

%NCOURAGE PRIVATE INVESTMENTS IN SUSTAINABLE ACTIVITIES ABATE THREATS FROM UNSUSTAINABLE INFRASTRUCTURE

2ECURRING COSTS -0! MANAGEMENT AND STAFF SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC
INFRASTRUCTURE WITHIN AND AROUND -0!
)NVESTMENT AND RECURRING COSTS ACTIVITIES TO OFFSET IMPACTS OF ACTIVITIES FOR WHICH lNES AND PENALTIES
IMPOSED
2ECURRING COSTS -0! MANAGEMENT AND STAFF SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC INFRASTRUCTURE WITHIN AND AROUND -0!
2ECURRING COSTS IF REVENUES ARE REGULAR AND REASONABLY PREDICTABLE
%NCOURAGE PRIVATE INVESTMENTS SUSTAINABLE USES ABATE THREATS EG OVER lSHING SEDIMENTATION THAT
REQUIRE ENFORCEMENT OR MITIGATION COSTS

POSSIBLE CONTRIBUTIONS TO MPA NETWORK FINANCING STRATEGY

POSSIBLE FINANCING MECHANISMS AND MANAGEMENT APPROACHES

Table 15 Components of MPA network financing strategies
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4YPICALLY PROJECTS OF  TO  YEARS SOMETIMES LONGER HIGH TRANSACTION COSTS FOR DESIGN AND REPORTING INVESTMENT COSTS
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE CAPACITY BUILDING EQUIPMENTMATERIALS
0ROCEEDS OFTEN USED TO CAPITALIZE TRUST FUNDSENDOWMENTS
4YPICALLY PROJECTS OF  TO  YEARS
4ECHNICAL ASSISTANCE CAPACITY BUILDING EQUIPMENTMATERIALS
&LEXIBLE USES BUT OFTEN HIGH ACCOUNTABILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR LARGE DONATIONS
)NCLUDES SHORT TERM PROJECTS AND ASSISTANCE CO MANAGEMENT AND POSSIBLY LONG TERM COMMITMENT AT SITES OR TO
-0! NETWORK
4ECHNICAL ASSISTANCE CAPACITY BUILDING CONSERVATION TOOLS AND LESSONS CONNECTIONS TO OTHER -0! NETWORKS
lNANCIAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT MODELS
2ECURRING COSTS INVESTMENTS TO IMPROVE TOURIST RELATED INFRASTRUCTURE OR SERVICES EQUIPMENTMATERIALS SOMETIMES

POSSIBLE CONTRIBUTIONS TO MPA NETWORK FINANCING STRATEGY

•
•
•
•

0RIVATELY OWNEDMANAGED -0!S
0URCHASESDONATIONS OF LAND ANDOR UNDERWATER PROPERTY
)NVESTMENTS IN SUSTAINABLE ENTERPRISES
%CO LABELLING AND PRODUCT CERTIlCATION EMPLOYMENT CREATION

Direct private investment

• PARTNERSHIPS WITH COMMUNITIES TOURISM OPERATORS TO PERFORM
SPECIlC MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES OR PROVIDE IN KIND SUPPORT
• %NGAGE LOCAL COMMUNITIES IN PLANNING AND ENFORCEMENT THROUGH
collaborative management
• 0REFERENTIAL ACCESS TO MULTIPLE USE AREAS BY LOCAL COMMUNITIES
• $EVELOP ALTERNATIVE SUSTAINABLE LIVELIHOOD ACTIVITIES FOR SURROUNDING
communities
• %NCOURAGE ALLOCATION OF GOVERNMENT RESOURCES TO LOCAL COMMUNITIES
• 6OLUNTEER PROGRAMS

Management approaches to share/reduce costs

!LLOW INCLUSION OF ADDITIONAL -0!S WITH LITTLE OR NO COSTS TO PUBLIC AGENCIES
!LLOW EXPANDED OR NEW -0!S ANDOR BUFFER ZONES WITH LITTLEREDUCED COSTS TO PUBLIC AGENCIES
!TTRACT OTHER SOURCES OF FUNDING EG ECO TOURISTS ANDOR PROVIDE EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
)NCENTIVE FOR SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION THAT REDUCES ENFORCEMENT COSTS TO CURTAIL DESTRUCTIVE ACTIVITIES ALTERNATIVE
EMPLOYMENT CREATION

"UILD GREATER SUPPORT FOR -0!S HELPS CREATE MORE SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIES INAROUND -0!S
4ECHNICAL ASSISTANCE EDUCATION AND AWARENESS HELP WITH FUND RAISING

"UILD GREATER SUPPORT FOR -0!S HELPS CREATE MORE SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIES INAROUND -0!S
"UILD GREATER SUPPORT FOR -0!S HELPS CREATE MORE SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIES INAROUND -0!S

3HAREDELEGATE PERFORMANCE OF SPECIlC ACTIVITIES TO OTHERS THUS REDUCING DIRECT MANAGEMENT COSTS
ENHANCE PRESENCE TO IMPROVE SURVEILLANCE
3HAREDELEGATE PERFORMANCE OF SPECIlC ACTIVITIES TO OTHERS THUS REDUCING DIRECT MANAGEMENT COSTS

• !NNUAL FUNDING DEPENDENT ON INVESTMENT RESULTS AND TIME HORIZON IE PERMANENT ENDOWMENT OR SINKING FUND REQUIRES CAPABLE lNANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND TRANSPARENT ALLOCATION CRITERIA
PROCESSES 0RIMARY ADVANTAGE IS AS A RELATIVELY RELIABLE SOURCE OF RECURRING EXPENDITURES SOME FUNDS ALSO lNANCE SHORT TERM PROJECTS WITHIN OR AROUND PROTECTED AREAS

Trust funds/endowments

• 6OLUNTARY CONTRIBUTIONS EG BY TOURISTS CORPORATIONS
PROVIDE VOLUNTEER SERVICES

• 0RIVATE DONORS
• .'/S

• INTERNATIONAL AND REGIONAL DONORS EG 7ORLD "ANK 'LOBAL
%NVIRONMENT &UND BILATERAL AGENCIES
• $EBT REDUCTION AGREEMENTS
• &OUNDATIONS

Grants and donations

MECHANISM/APPROACH
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Example from the field: Developing long-term financing needs for MPA
management in Berau, Indonesia.
The District Government in Berau, in East Kalimantan, Indonesia, declared a new 1.27
million hectare Marine Conservation Area (MCA) in 2005. Working closely with the
District Government and its NGO partners, in 2007 the Conservation and Community
Investment Forum (CCIF) conducted an assessment of the Berau MCA’s financial
and operational management plans to determine long-term financing needs, suggest
possible means for securing future revenues in a sustainable manner, and recommend
management improvements that could increase the cost effectiveness of funding for the
MCA.
The assessment involved site visits, literature reviews and extensive interviews with
stakeholders. Using a bottom-up cost model, CCIF assessed and analyzed both costs
associated with the current activities of the partners and a proposed future MCA
management plan. Typical cost categories used by businesses and non-governmental
organizations (personnel, contractors, assets, activities, etc.) were mapped against
typical functions of MCAs. These functional components included (1) management
and planning (including financial planning), (2) conservation science, (3) zoning and
enforcement, (4) information, education and communication, (5) sustainable livelihoods,
(6) tourism management, and (7) finance and administration. Then the majority of Berau’s
current stakeholders were consulted in order to understand their planned activities
under current funding levels. Finally, additional activities that are needed to effectively
manage the MCA using best practices and optimal funding levels were identified. Based
on this information, the 2 scenarios—current and optimal—of the total costs needed to
implement an MCA management plan over the next 10 years were calculated.

As of early 2008, the Berau District Government and NGO partners are finalizing the
management plan and plans for the management unit to oversee implementation of the
MCA. More work will be needed to assess and design specific financing mechanisms
once these plans and unit are in place.
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Current revenues consist primarily of funding sourced by the NGO partners through
a number of foundations. No long-term financing commitments have yet been made.
To begin thinking through and securing long-term commitments, CCIF suggested
that a number of critical issues need to be addressed. Firstly, capacity-building of
the stakeholders, particularly the District Government, was necessary. Related to this
was the importance of properly designing the governance structure of the planned
management unit to ensure that it is accountable and transparent. This will ensure
investor confidence when developing future finance strategies. Specific revenuegenerating opportunities reviewed by CCIF and the local partners included the creation
of a regional or country-level (not MCA-level) endowment fund, implementation of a tax
system for fishermen and establishing a tourism fee system. CCIF also recommended
engaging the tourism industry to be active contributors to the management of the MCA
to help reduce costs, as well as beginning to explore both donations and possible means
for securing business biodiversity offset payments from local and the private sector,
such as Berau Coal and others.

ESTABLISHING RESILIENT MARINE PROTECTED AREA NETWORKS—MAKING IT HAPPEN

Example from the field: Mexico: Increasing funding and partnerships for MPAs.
A partnership between the Mexican government and a protected areas endowment
within the private Mexican Nature Conservation Fund (FMCN) has increased funding
and partnerships in 7 MPAs in Mexico. In 1997, a grant from the GEF created the Natural
Protected Areas Fund (FANP) within FMCN, which grew as a result of the approval of
a second donation from GEF in 2000. The interest from this endowment contributes to
operations of these seven MPAs. This collaboration has led to substantial increases in
government budget allocations to these MPAs over the past 11 years, as assistance in
planning and accountability provided to these areas by the FANP has given authorities
greater confidence in Mexico’s National Commission for Protected Areas that funds will
be used effectively. The protected areas funded by the FANP and counterpart funds have
served as a showcase to attract a higher federal allocation each year.
Government budgets cover salaries of permanent MPA staff, but appropriations to cover
operating costs typically arrive late in the year. FANP funds, however, are available at
the beginning of the year. Support from FANP pays for complementary personnel and
additional conservation activities in the 4 MPAs. FANP’s funds can also be used for
certain expenses that are relatively difficult to pay for using government allocations.
Thus, diversified revenue streams allow sources to complement one another. While 75%
of the FANP funds were historically used to cover complementary personnel, in 2008 the
National Commission for Protected Areas negotiated an increase in personnel with the
Finance Ministry. Starting in 2009 the FANP funds will be used for operation expenses,
strategic projects in each MPA and emergency funds to address unexpected disasters.
The latter have helped communities after hurricanes and landslides in river deltas.
The long-term and stable funding base provided by the government’s and FANP’s
contributions to these MPAs has successfully leveraged additional financial support for
specific projects. This has been further encouraged by FANP’s focus on monitoring
the results of activities it has funded on the conservation of protected areas; additional
funding sources are attracted by the MPAs’ ability to clearly demonstrate conservation
impacts. The fact that resources from the FANP are implemented through local NGOs
has also encouraged partnerships with the protected area authorities and increased
confidence of other donors. This has led to additional financial support, including from
private foundations with which local NGOs already have relationships. Short-term
funding is now provided by a variety of donors and has helped to renew the infrastructure
in the protected areas, thus making the reserves more attractive to tourists. Long-term
funding includes the establishment of specific endowments for 3 MPA (US$3.5 million)
and for a network of MPA (US$6 million). The latter will explore synergies with additional
public agencies involved in fisheries and enforcement at sea.
Increased visitation means that entrance fees will contribute significantly to the longterm financial sustainability of these and other MPAs within Mexico’s national protected
areas system. In 2002, authority was granted to charge entrance fees at MPAs and
use the proceeds to cover operating costs. Six of the 7 MPAs supported by FANP have
implemented a system to collect fees. In 2007, MPAs in Mexico collected more than
US$3 million in entrance fees.
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Monitoring and assessment
Monitoring and evaluation provide the foundation for learning lessons and adaptive
management of the MPA network. It is important for measuring success towards
objectives and for applying active adaptive management strategies to change course
if the MPAs are not effective. Changes in policies and management strategies can and
should be guided by monitoring results of changes in environmental conditions.
Key Concept
Clearly defining objectives for MPA networks, and developing a well-established
monitoring and assessment can help managers and policy-makers to:
s )MPROVE -0! PLANNING AND PRIORITY SETTING
s )MPROVE ACCOUNTABILITY
s !SSESS COST AND MANAGEMENT EFFECTIVENESS
s 0ROVIDE MODELS AND BEST PRACTICES THAT CAN BE USEFUL TO OTHERS
s #OMPARE DATA FROM DIFFERENT TIME PERIODS AND SITES
s )MPROVE MANAGEMENT PRACTICES OVER TIME
s *USTIFY REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL STAFF OR FUNDING
s "UILD STAKEHOLDER SUPPORT

Often little post-implementation institutional support for monitoring is present, which
undermines the ability to determine whether protected area goals are being achieved
(Davis 2005). To avoid this, it is essential that monitoring and assessment structures be
built into network plan from the start, and are used as a tool for improving efficiency.
Investing resources and effort into monitoring and assessment should result in timely
and real feedback to managers and staff on how they are performing. It also provides
transparency and accountability in overall management and governance.

The key elements that can maximize the value of monitoring and assessment for MPA
networks are:
s )DENTIFY APPROPRIATE INDICATORS RELATED TO NETWORK OBJECTIVES
s $EVELOP LONG TERM AND RELIABLE DATABASES AND INTEGRATED INFORMATION SYSTEMS
(including results from scientific studies).
s #OORDINATE AND STANDARDIZE DATA COLLECTION AMONG INDIVIDUAL -0!S WITHIN A DElNED
region so that managers can compare data over time and sites.
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Ongoing monitoring includes continual assessment to measure attainment of ecological,
social and governance objectives, as well as measure the performance and ecological
impacts of various management strategies (i.e., size, shape, spacing, etc.) of the MPAs in
the network. Assessing progress requires clear performance indicators that address the
management objectives of the MPAs and the network as a whole. Indicators should be
specific enough to be measured consistently and flexible enough to adapt to changing
circumstances. It is also essential that monitoring frameworks include control sites
outside the network, against which overall performance can be assessed.

ESTABLISHING RESILIENT MARINE PROTECTED AREA NETWORKS—MAKING IT HAPPEN

s -AXIMIZE DATA ACCESS ANALYSIS AND REPORTING TO SUPPORT PUBLIC PROCESSES
s %NSURE DEDICATED CAPACITY AND INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT
s ,INK MANAGEMENT DECISIONS TO MONITORING OUTCOMES AND ENSURE ACCOUNTABILITY OF
participants in monitoring processes.
s "UILD mEXIBILITY INTO SYSTEMS TO MANAGE FOR CHANGE AND NEW TECHNOLOGIES

Ú 2)#(!2$ (%22-

Biologist performs a rockfish survey
in the canopy of a mixed giant kelp
-ACROCYSTIS PYRIFERA AND BULL KELP
.EREOCYSTIS FOREST IN #ALIFORNIA

Ú "(!94(.

Reef surveys provide data for adaptive
MANAGEMENT #ORAL REEF IN 0EDRO "ANK
*AMAICA

Additionally, monitoring can contribute to maintaining interest and support of stakeholder
groups by demonstrating short- and long-term successes. Publicizing the results of the
monitoring work aids to increase interest in and acceptance of the MPA by local people
(White et al. 2006). Although much is written on monitoring and the informational needs
for marine resource planning and MPA management, there is often more information
collected than is required. In this regard, managers need to be strategic in selecting the
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most appropriate and yet robust and reliable tools for monitoring, analysis and evaluation
of MPAs and their management effectiveness (Stern 2006). Several publications provide
guidance on how to best accomplish efficient MPA monitoring and evaluation, and which
technique is most suitable for a particular area and situation (Table 16).
Biophysical Monitoring
Uychiaoco, A.J., S.J. Green, M.T.dela Cruz, P.A. Gaite, H.O. Arceo, P.M. Alino and A.T. White. 2001.
Coral reef monitoring for management. University of the Philippines – Marine Science Institute,
United Nations Development Programme Global Environment Facility-Small Grants Programme, Guiuan
Development Foundation, Inc., Voluntary Service Overseas, University of the Philippines Center for
Integration and Development Studies, Coastal Resource Management Project, and Fisheries Resources
Management Project.110 p
Wilkinson, C., A. Green, J. Almany, S.Dionne. 2003. Monitoring Coral Reef Marine Protected
Areas. A Practical Guide on How Monitoring Can Support Effective Management of MPAs. Australian
Institute of Marine Science and the IUCN Marine Program. http://www.reefbase.org/download/gcrmn_
download.aspx?type=10&docid=7823
Hill, J. and C. Wilkinson. 2004. Methods for Ecological Monitoring of Coral Reefs. Australian
Institute of Marine Science. http://data.aims.gov.au/extpubs/attachmentDownload?docID=1563
Socioeconomic Monitoring
Bunce, L. and B. Pomeroy. 2003 Socioeconomic Monitoring Guidelines for Coastal Managers in
the Caribbean: SOCMON Caribbean. World Commission on Protected Areas and Australian Institute
of Marine Science, Australia.
Bunce, L. and B. Pomeroy. 2003 Socioeconomic Monitoring Guidelines for Coastal Managers in
Southeast Asia: SOCMON SEA. World Commission on Protected Areas and Australian Institute of
Marine Science, Townsville.
Management Effectiveness
Germano, B.P., S.A. Cesar and G. Ricci. 2007. Enhancing Management Effectiveness of Marine
Protected Areas: A Guidebook for Monitoring and Evaluation. Marine Laboratory, Institute of
Tropical Ecology, Leyte State University, Visca, Baybay, Leyte 6521-A, Philippines. http://www.crc.uri.
edu/download/Phil_Guide_lowres_web.pdf
Pomeroy R.S., Parks, J.E., and Watson L.M. (2004) How Is Your MPA Doing? A Guidebook of Natural
and Social Indicators for Evaluating Marine Protected Area Management Effectiveness. IUCN,
Gland, Switzerland and Cambridge, UK. http://effectivempa.noaa.gov/guidebook/guidebook.html
Hockings, M., S. Stolton, N. Dudley. 2000. Evaluating Effectiveness: A Framework for Assessing
the Management of Protected Areas. IUCN. World Commission on Protected Areas Best Practice
Protected Area Guidelines. No.6, IUCN Gland.

Stern, M. J.(2006).Measuring Conservation Effectiveness in the Marine Environment: A Review
of Evaluation Techniques & Recommendations for Moving Forward. http://conserveonline.org/
workspaces/patools/resources/pame/pamedocs/stern2006
White, A.T., P.M. Aliño, A. T. Meneses. 2006. Creating and Managing Marine Protected Areas in the
Philippines. Fisheries Improved for Sustainable Harvest Project, Coastal Conservation and Education
Foundation, and University of the Philippines-Marine Science Institute. Cebu City, Philippines. 83p.
http://www.oneocean.org
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Hatziolos, M. and F. Staub. Score card to assess progress in achieving management
effectiveness goals for marine protected areas [Revised Version]. 2004. The World Bank.
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Enforcement and compliance
Consistent and just enforcement of MPAs represents a major practical challenge for
successful implementation. Enforcement challenges stem from lack of surveillance
because of inaccessibility (far offshore or inaccessible sites); lack of funding to police
an area; failure to assign enforcement responsibility; or lack of public support for a
protected area, resulting in socially acceptable poaching (Jones 2006). One solution
for enforcement problems is considerable involvement by local communities and other
stakeholders in conservation projects. For example, in the Philippines, the organized
and deputized Bantay Dagat (“sea watch”) is key to successful enforcement at reserves.
This community enforcement group has been effective and less costly than government
enforcement and legal prosecution (White et al. 2006).
Key Concept
Enforcement consists of the actions taken against people who fail to abide by the rules.
The feasibility of an enforcement program is a primary consideration when developing
an MPA network. An effective enforcement program requires that the design of the
network areas be practical to enforce with transparent boundaries.
Compliance is when people accept and act in accord with the rules and regulations of
the MPA network. Building compliance requires that policy-makers, government leaders
and citizens are aware of the network’s regulations and that they agree that they are
needed.

The following design elements will help to ensure effective enforcement and
compliance:
s Build in compliance and enforcement considerations into the MPA network
design. Rules must be consistent with—and contribute to—the network’s objectives.
Primary considerations include feasibility, affordability, public understanding and
protecting areas most vulnerable to impact from human activities. Designers should
determine which areas are at the highest risk and target enforcement activities in
those areas, rather than areas that have the least public resistance.
s Educate to build compliance. To ensure compliance, network designers must
work to educate policy-makers and government leaders as well as citizens. Building
compliance entails raising public awareness about the MPA network, its regulations
and why those regulations are needed. Gaining public support for the laws can
contribute to cooperative enforcement, whereby user groups willingly help enforce
the rules.
s Develop surveillance programs to support compliance and enforcement.
Surveillance entails monitoring people’s activities within the MPA network to ensure
that they follow the rules. Some new technologies can increase the efficiency of
enforcing regulations and require less manpower. For example, satellite-assisted
vessel monitoring systems enable managers to know whether a vessel is in a restricted
area, but gives little indication as to the vessel’s activities.
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s Enforcement should be supported through appropriate penalties. Social
acceptability is a powerful driver of compliance and enforcement. To foster compliance
and ease of enforcement, regulations and penalties must be clear, understandable
and appropriate to the socio-cultural context of the network. Because compliance
can be weak where people have few alternatives for income or food, enforcement
programs must include appropriate deterrents and incentives to change behavior.
Culturally appropriate enforcement can range from a public verbal reprimand to
confiscating property, suspending a license or prosecution. Regardless of the penalty,
enforcement officers must work alongside judicial prosecutors to build strong cases
and ensure that violators are caught and penalized. Just as enforcement branches
must understand the laws and violations, judicial authorities must understand the
offense. In the end, network designers must make it more beneficial for the public to
comply with the rules rather than not comply.

In addition, network developers and planners must consider the cost-effectiveness of the
enforcement program. Surveillance and enforcement activities should focus on the marine
areas that are most vulnerable to human impacts, rather than those that are easiest to
enforce. Awareness of the links between certain human activities occurring in specific
areas during specific seasons or events can help target surveillance and enforcement
activities. Partnerships among nations, government agencies, local communities and
resource users can help make surveillance and enforcement more affordable by sharing
costs and resources. Finally, enforcement across an MPA network allows for economies
of scale. Aerial surveys, for example, are more cost-effective when employed across an
MPA network as opposed to a single MPA.
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Example from the field—California Marine Life Protection Act.
Feasibility analysis was conducted for MPA network enforcement by the California
Department of Fish and Game, during the second phase of the Marine Life Protection
Act Initiative (CDFG 2007). Design elements that increase the feasibility of enforcement
include:
s -0! BOUNDARIES DELINEATED BY STRAIGHT LINESORIENTED NORTHSOUTH AND EASTWEST
major landmarks and whole number latitude/longitude.
s 3IMPLE AND EASY TO UNDERSTAND REGULATIONS
s !CCESSIBILITY
Design elements that decrease the feasibility include:
s "OUNDARIES DELINEATED BY DISTANCE TO SHORE OR MARKER BUOYS WHICH ARE NOT
practical for long boundaries).
s $EPTH CONTOUR BOUNDARIES
s )RREGULAR BOUNDARIES
s -0! hDOUGHNUTv CONlGURATIONS
s -ULTIPLE ZONING OF ADJACENT AREAS
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Example from the field—Great Barrier Reef Marine Park compliance and
enforcement design.
The rezoning of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park in 2004 provided an opportunity to
improve the design of network of zones to improve compliance. The redesign sought to
facilitate user education, surveillance and enforcement. One-third of the Marine Park
consists in highly protected zones where extraction is prohibited. Other zones allow
specific types of fishing—such as one-line, one-hook fishing—and about two-thirds of
the Park is in zones that are free from trawling.

s

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

$ESIGNING A SYSTEM OF ZONES THAT WORKS FOR COMPLIANCE WAS SUCCESSFUL DUE TO THE
planners understanding and working with compliance specialists during planning.
A key aspect was public consultation. It was essential to obtain information on
where and why people used the areas, what were effective elements of the previous
management arrangements and whether existing compliance issues were due to
ignorance or deliberate actions. Principles for the design phase included:
:ONES SHOULD BE LARGE 4HIS ALLOWS OBSERVERS ON PLANES AND VESSELS TO MORE EASILY
collect clear evidence that an offender is within a zone.
:ONES ARE DElNED BY LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE 3INCE MOST VESSELS OR USERS HAVE A
GPS and charts, coordinates allow everybody to locate the zones.
"OUNDARIES ARE STRAIGHT 5SERS AND SURVEILLANCE STAFF lND STRAIGHT LINES MUCH EASIER
to find and follow than lines following depth contours or distance from land or reefs.
"OUNDARIES SHOULD FOLLOW MAJOR LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE LINES WHERE POSSIBLE
"OUNDARY LINES ARE ORIENTED ALONG NORTHSOUTH AND EASTWEST LINES WHERE POSSIBLE
It is much easier for users to tell which side of such a line they are on than with an
angled line.
:ONE SHAPES ARE AS SIMPLE AS POSSIBLE 3QUARES ARE EASIER FOR USERS AND COMPLIANCE
staff to find and work with than odd shapes.
7HERE THERE ARE OPTIONS FOR THE LOCATION OF NO TAKE ZONES THAT MEET CONSERVATION
objectives, choose the one which causes least conflict with users to minimize future
compliance issues.
&OR INSHORE ZONES CLEAR SIGHT LINES ONSHORE OR OTHER lXED OBJECTS ARE A GOOD
alternative to zones defined by coordinates.
-ATCH ZONES WITH OTHER PROTECTED AREAS 4HIS INCLUDES .ATIONAL 0ARKS ON LAND AND
other protected waters. This allows for collaborative compliance efforts between
agencies.
4EST PROPOSED BOUNDARIES BY lRST CONSULTING WITH THE USERS $IFlCULT ISSUES CAN BE
identified and addressed before they are cemented in place.
$ESIGN THE SYSTEM SO IT CAN BE REALISTICALLY ENFORCED WITH THE RESOURCES AVAILABLE )T
can be difficult to design and fund compliance after a system has been set up.

The new zoning for the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park started in 2004. An enhanced
enforcement program was instigated to ensure the new zoning was understood and
respected.
Malcolm Turner, Mick Bishop
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority
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Compliance is encouraged through education, intelligence, surveillance and
enforcement.
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This guide presents a substantial body of information to improve the application of MPAs
and MPA networks and how to make them an effective strategy to address the increasing
pressures on marine and coastal resources in our modern world. There are several
cross-cutting themes in this guide that will ideally be incorporated into the planning
and implementation of MPA networks to increase their likelihood of success. These
broad themes are extremely useful to keep in the forefront of our thinking, planning and
application in the various contexts we work. These themes are:
1. Know what problems MPAs can address. It is important to understand how MPAs
and MPA networks can address the problems of habitat degradation, overfishing
and impacts of climate change among other impacts through the implementation of
more and larger non-extractive areas within individual MPAs and within “networks”
of MPAs.
2. Try to scale up to MPA networks. The benefits of individual well-managed MPAs
are significant while networks of MPAs, when well-planned, can add up to more than
the sum of their individual MPA parts. Developing such networks is a complex process
that has various ecological and social aspects that must be considered to succeed.
3. Adapt to the context in which an MPA network is being developed. The
context of planning and managing MPAs and MPA networks will greatly influence
the outcome. Social, political, institutional, economic and environmental forces shape
our society and must be dealt with in the most adaptive way possible to enable MPA
network success.
4. Utilize best practices for planning MPA networks based on experience.
Much experience with the development of MPAs points to the need for clear goals
and objectives, the full participation of various stakeholders, knowing and molding
legal and political commitment, interfacing with broader integrated management
frameworks as appropriate and beneficial, and being fully adaptive in approach to
move forward.
5. Consider critical ecological guidelines for designing resilient MPA networks.
The essential guidelines are: 1) Include the full range of biodiversity present in the
biogeographic area of concern within protected areas, 2) Ensure that ecologically
significant and critical areas are incorporated, 3) Maintain long-term protection to
ensure permanence, 4) Ensure ecological linkages are addressed and incorporated in
design, and 5) Ensure maximum benefits of individual MPAs in the network through
attention to size, spacing and shape.
6. Adopt implementation strategies that build sustainability. Ensuring longterm success in our dynamic world requires that implementation of MPA networks
is supported by political will and leadership and has a foundation of an educated
and supportive public and stakeholders. Equally, financial mechanisms must be
creative, appropriate and supported. Lastly, monitoring, evaluation, enforcement and
compliance are essential for effective MPAs and MPA network implementation.
The 6 themes summarized above and discussed in detail in Chapters 1 through 7 of this
guide are based on a large body of experience around the world in designing, planning
and managing MPAs and MPA networks. Yet, the ingredients of success vary from one
place to another and there are no set prescriptions that will guarantee positive outcomes.
Thus, this work is only a guide that can assist to improve our work. Figure 22 presents a
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perspective on what it takes to “make MPA networks happen.” Figure 22 reminds us that
there are several overlapping sets of practices and processes that are essential to ensure
that MPA networks are developed in the best and most sustainable manner possible.

Making MPA networks
happen
p ublic ed ucat ion ,
co mm unication
& aw aren ess

eco log ica l design
criteria
b est pract ices for p lan ning
a nd imple me nta tion

po litical
will &
le ade rsh ip

sustainable
financ ing

set tin g MPA n et works
in a broad e r cont e xt
mon itoring &
assessme nt

economic & so cial conside rations
spatial & tempora l co nsiderations
scientific & information manage me nt conside ra tions
instituti ona l & governa nce considerations

comp lia nce &
en force me nt

sust ainab le fina ncin g

Figure 22 Important ingredients for MPA network success

Self-assessment checklist
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A self-assessment checklist on progress towards the development of MPA networks,
based on the flow of key considerations presented in this book, is shown in Table
17. The checklist is designed to help planners, managers and national and regional
authorities assess current progress towards building effective MPA networks as well as
to evaluate progress toward long-term network objectives. It can be used periodically
throughout the process of design and implementation and to justify additional resources
by demonstrating the improvements required to achieve best practices. The checklist
provides an opportunity to gauge progress against perceived best practices and as
described in this book through the case studies and chapters on planning and design. It
can help identify the gaps or weaknesses that need to be addressed.

ESTABLISHING RESILIENT MARINE PROTECTED AREA NETWORKS—MAKING IT HAPPEN

Table 17 Self-assessment checklist15 ,16
GUIDELINE

YES, NO, PARTIALLY

Broad-scale consideration s and planning practices
Scientific & information management considerations
Has all available scientific information and local knowledge of stakeholders been
used to support planning and management, and is it is regularly updated and used for
effective decision-making?
Use of best available science & precautionary design
Is the MPA network configured to take into consideration all or most of the scientific
and socioeconomic information and traditional knowledge within the area, while
uncertainty and lack of information has not delayed decision-making?
Incorporate stakeholders
Has a wide range of stakeholders (including local and regional stakeholders) been
directly involved in planning the network and assisting the managers by being
involved in virtually all of the planning and management decisions for the network?
Clearly defined objectives
Is there a range of clear, achievable and measurable objectives (including ecological,
social and economic objectives) defined for the MPA network and derived from the
legislation?
Integrated management framework
Does the MPA network fit within a clear integrated and holistic framework, including
both planning and management at differing scales (ranging from national planning
frameworks, through to regional/local planning and site planning)?
Adaptive management
Is the MPA network readily able to incorporate changes such as new information from
field experience or as a result of changing external circumstances?
Economic & social considerations
Does the design and implementation of the MPA network consider the economic and
socio-cultural setting, as well as the real benefits and costs of the network (including
both tangible and intangible benefits and costs)?
Spatial & temporal considerations
Does the MPA network design include a wide range of spatial and temporal
considerations, such as ecological processes, connectivity and external
influences, and do managers continue to consider these factors as part of ongoing
implementation?
Institutional & governance considerations
Does the MPA network have well-established mechanisms for horizontal integration
among all levels of government and vertical integration among agencies with different
mandates, as well as involving local communities, indigenous peoples and regional
groups?
15 4O USE THE CHECKLIST EACH QUESTION SHOULD BE ANSWERED AS POSSIBLE BASED ON THE CURRENT SITUATION !NOTHER
OPTION IS TO ASSIGN POINTS TO EACH QUESTION ON A SCALE OF  TO  WHERE  REPRESENTS A @YES ANSWER AND  A @NO ANSWER
AND OTHER POINTS A @PARTIAL
16 4HIS CHECKLIST REmECTS A SHORTENED VERSION OF THE ORIGINAL DRAFT BY $AY AND ,AFFOLEY  FOR THE EARLIER DRAFTS
OF THIS BOOK )T REPRESENTS A WORK IN PROGRESS AND AS SUCH SUGGESTIONS FOR AMENDMENTSIMPROVEMENTS TO THE
CHECKLIST WILL BE GLADLY ACCEPTED 4HIS CHECKLIST IS BUILT UPON THE PRINCIPLES AND APPROACHES OF EXISTING CHECKLISTS THAT
INCLUDE THOSE BY 3TAUB AND (ATZIOLOS  -ANGUBHAI NO DATE #ORRALES  AND -ICRONESIANS IN )SLAND
#ONSERVATION -)# .ETWORK  
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GUIDELINE

YES, NO, PARTIALLY

Ecological
Size
Has specific consideration been given to the size of the individual MPAs within the
network to account for adult species movement ranges and larval dispersal distances
to maximize the network’s effectiveness in achieving its ecological objectives?
Shape
Has specific consideration been given to the shape of the individual MPAs within
the network to account for edge effects and the enforceability of regularly shaped
boundaries with clear delineation?
Replication
Does the MPA network include spatially separated replicates of no-take areas within
the ecoregions to spread risk?
Long-term protection
Does the MPA network have an efficient combination of legislative
instruments (statutes, laws, regulations) and/or administrative instruments (policies)
at various levels (local/state/national), that collectively provide long-term protection
for the MPA network and ensure its viability?
Full range of biodiversity in biogeographic region
Does the MPA network fully represent the region by capturing the full range of
biodiviersity, ensure representation across depth ranges and biogeography, and
ensure ecosystem integrity?
Ecological linkages
Is the MPA network purposefully designed to maximize all ecological processes
(spatial and/or temporal) known to occur in the area?

Implementation
Political will & leadership
Is there strong and effective leadership, commitment and support at both the political
and agency levels, with a shared vision and capacity to achieve success?
Public education, communication & awareness
Is the community (including the local communities and the wider public) aware of
the MPA network and the management agency(ies), through effective education
outreach and communication plans?
Compliance & enforcement
Are feasible enforcement programs and methods to build compliance considered in
the MPA network?
Monitoring & assessment
Does a monitoring and evaluation system exist showing progress against most, if not
all, of the MPA network objectives being monitored regularly? Are the results widely
disseminated and used in adaptive management?
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Sustainable financing
Does the MPA network have a well-developed and periodically audited program
of long-term funding (assessed, and if necessary, increased against a recognized
financial index) to meet both core and emerging costs?
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How to increase the area of MPAs and MPA networks and to improve effective management
to meet globally accepted goals is clarified through the information presented herein. Our
biggest challenge in this regard is to increase the level of effort, many times over, towards
marine and coastal conservation and management to accomplish these goals. This will
be possible as the results of existing well-designed and managed MPA networks become
common knowledge. The benefits from individual MPAs are already widely disseminated
and as networks come online, the increased level of benefits will become more prevalent
to serve as the best advertisement for more and better MPAs (and networks). The next
step is to continue to educate and to raise awareness among key stakeholders about the
value of MPAs and networks based on positive results. Thus, our challenge is to put our
ideals, words and lessons into action. This will only lead to more and better MPAs!
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Key Definitions
Biogeography: a study of the geographical distribution of biodiversity over space and time.
Biogeographic region: an area of animal and plant distribution having similar or shared
characteristics throughout.
Closed population: a population that is self-seeding and receives its recruits primarily as larvae
produced from spawning by its own residents (Mora and Sale 2002).
Closure: a population achieves closure when the life cycles of its members are such that offspring
remain within it, or return to become members of the reproductive assemblage (Mora and Sale
2002).
Connectivity: the degree to which local production results in recruitment to other populations. For
any local population, connectivity could be characterized by (1) the proportion of recruitment into
the local population that is endogenous, (2) the proportional contributions of other populations to
recruitment into the local population, in a spatially explicit manner, and (3) the spatial distribution
and proportional representation of the contributions of local production to exogenous recruitment
on other populations (Warner and Cowen 2002).
Dispersal: the movement of individual organisms away from a starting location, such as the site
where they were spawned. Dispersal may be active or passive (Mora and Sale 2002).
Ecosystem-based management: a process that integrates biological, social and economic
factors into a comprehensive strategy aimed at protecting and enhancing sustainability, diversity
and productivity of natural resources. EBM emphasizes the protection of ecosystem structure,
functioning and key processes; is place-based in focusing on a specific ecosystem and the range
of activities affecting it; explicitly accounts for the interconnectedness among systems, such as
between air, land and sea; and integrates ecological, social, economic and institutional perspectives,
recognizing their strong interdependences (COMPASS Scientific Consensus Statement).
Edge effects: a change in species composition, physical conditions or ecological factors at the
boundary between a protected area and a non-protected area. The degree of these changes will
vary depending on the size of the protected area.
Integrated Coastal Management (ICM): a broad and dynamic process that requires the active
and sustained involvement of the interested public and many stakeholders with interests in how
coastal resources are allocated and conflicts are mediated. ICM is multi-purpose oriented, it analyses
and addresses implications of development, conflicting uses and interrelationships between physical
processes and human activities, and it promotes linkages and harmonization among sectoral coastal
and ocean activities.
Marine protected area (MPA): any area of intertidal or subtidal terrain, together with its overlying
water and associated flora, fauna, historical and cultural features, which has been reserved by law
or other effective means to protect part or all of the enclosed environment (Kelleher 1999). MPA is
used as a generic term to cover all sites that meet the IUCN definition, regardless of purpose, design,
management approach or name (e.g. marine reserve, sanctuary, marine park).
Marine protected area network: a system of individual marine protected areas operating
cooperatively and synergistically, at various spatial scales, and with a range of protection levels,
in order to fulfill ecological aims more effectively and comprehensively than individual sites could
acting alone. The system will also display social and economic benefits, though the latter may only
become fully developed over long time frames as ecosystems recover.
Marxan: (MPA Design using Spatially Explicit Annealing) was developed by Ball and Possingham of
the University of Queensland to aid in the design of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park. MARXAN
software is a decision support tool for reserve system design. MARXAN finds reasonably efficient
solutions to the problem of selecting a system of spatially cohesive sites that meet a suite of
biodiversity targets (Ball and Possingham 2000; Possingham et al. 2000))
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Mean dispersal distance: the distance that the mean propagule disperses from an adult source
population. At this distance, it is assumed that settlement rates are sufficient to sustain a substantive
recipient adult population (Shanks et al. 2003).
Neighborhood: for marine species, neighborhood can be defined as the area centered on a set of
parents that is large enough to retain most of the offspring of those parents (Palumbi 2004).
Network: collection of individual MPAs or reserves operating cooperatively and synergistically, at
various spatial scales and with a range of protection levels that are designed to meet objectives that
a single reserve cannot achieve.
Open population: recruitment is independent of local production, and local dynamics are
determined by recruitment and post-recruitment mortality.
Ocean neighborhood: areas centered on a set of parents that is large enough to retain most
offspring of those parents (Palumbi 2004).
Recruitment: the addition of a new cohort to a population, or the new cohort that was added. The
magnitude of recruitment depends on the time and life history stage at which it is recorded (Mora
and Sale 2002).
Recruitment overfishing: recruitment overfishing occurs when the adult population is fished so
heavily that the number and size of the adult population (or spawning mass) is reduced to the point
that it did not have the reproductive capacity to replenish itself.
Resilience: the ability of a system to maintain key functions and processes in the face of stresses
or pressures by either resisting or adapting to change. Resilience can be applied to both ecological
systems as well as social systems (Holling 1973; Nystrom and Folke 2001; Folke et al. 2002).
Retention: avoidance of dispersal from a natal site either due to specific hydrographical features or
by active behavioral processes used by the larvae (Mora and Sale 2002).
Self-recruitment: the addition of a new cohort (age group) to a population consists largely or
entirely of larvae spawned by that population (Mora and Sale 2002).
Settlement: the action of moving from the pelagic realm of open water to the demersal habitat.
Settlement occurs at a distinct time in the life cycle of coral reef fish and is usually closely associated
with metamorphosis from larvae to juvenile form (Mora and Sale 2002).
Shifting baselines: refers to the fact that people measure ocean health against the best that they
have experienced in their own lifetimes—even if those measures fall far short of historical ones—which
causes a lowering of standards from one generation to the next. One generation sets a baseline for
what is “healthy” and “natural” based on their own experience. Successive generations see even
more degraded ecosystems as “healthy,” and therefore set their standards for ecosystem health
even lower (Pauly 1996).
Spillover: the emigration of adults and juveniles across the MPA borders
Sustainable development: means using natural resources in a way that avoids irreversible damage
to ecosystem structure and function, the loss of irreplaceable features or a reduction in ecosystem
resilience. Environmental interests must be considered alongside social and economic interests,
so as to prevent the irreplaceable loss of natural features, function or processes and to ensure a
long-term and dependable flow of benefits from the exploitation of renewable resources. Delivering
such sustainable development will involve significant measures to recover ecosystem structure and
function, where the flow of benefits is already reduced or impaired, or where ecosystem resilience
is at risk.
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